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EDITOR'S NOTE
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'Ihe essays in this volume come from four collections:
Frinqed Literature* and three volumes of Essays of
Chieh.-chieh-ting.

Fringed Literature, a collection of sixty-one essays
written in 1934, was first published in 1936. The thirtysix essays in the first series of Essagrs of Chieh-chieh-ting
were also written in 1934, the forty-eight in the second
series in 1935, and the thirty-five in the third series in
1936. The three collections of Essays oJ Chieh-chieh-ting
were all published in July 1937 after Lu Hsun's death,
the first two having been edited by Lu Hsun, the last
by his wife Hsu Kuang-ping.
Between 1934 and 1936, when the essays in this volume
were written, the spearhead of Japanese invasion had
struck south from the northeastern provinces to Peking and Tientsin. On April 17, 1934, the Japanese
imperialists openly declared that China belonged to
their sphere of influence. In 1935, Ho Ying-chin
signed the Ho-Umezu Agreement whereby the Kuomintang government substantially surrendered China's
sovereign rights in the provinces of Hopei and Chahar.
In November of the same year, the Japanese occupied
Inner Mongolia and set up a puppet "autonomous government" there. In 1936, they set up a North China
Garrison Headquarters, continuously increased the number of troops along the Peking-Liaoning Railway, sent
secret agents and smuggled goods into all parts of China
+

Printeil in the People's Repu,blic of

Chi,na

So called because most of the essays in this collection appeared
supplements surrounded by patterned borders.

in literary

to create incidents and stir up trouble, in preparation for
a full-scale war of aggression to conquer al1 China. Despite these acts of provocation, the reactionary Kuomintang government maintained its policy of non-resistance,
betraying the country to Japan and devoting all its energy
to suppressing patriotic movements, launching a fifth
offensive against the revolutionary base of the Chine,se
Communist Party. In 1934, the Red Army, led by the
Chinese Communist Party, set out on the famous Long
March in order to advance north to fight Japan. . On
August 1, 1935, the Chinese Communist Party published
the "Appeal to Fellow-Countrymen Concerning Resistance to Japan and National Salvation." On November 28,
it published the "Ten-Point Programme for Resistance to
Japan and National Salvation," calling for the establishment of a national .united front, for the cessation of civil
war, and for all:out resistance to Japanese aggression.
This call.of the Pbrty immediately gained wide support
from the whole people including, of course, literary circles. On December 28, 1935, the Society for Nationai
Salvation was set up by cultural circles in Shanghai. In
May 1936, the All-China Association for National Salvation was established, and over a thousand patriotic publications appeared in different parts of the country. At
that time the common demand in the literary and art
movement was to unite all writers and artists, whether
old or new, regardless of class and party, except those
who collaborated with the enemy, to co-operate in the
common task of resisting Japan and saving the country,
and to form an anti-Japanese national united front of
writers and artists. Early in October, Chinese rvriters
and artists published a Declaration on Uniting to Resist
Aggression and on Freedom of Speech, signed by ail representative figures in cultural circles. This laid the
foundation of the anti-Japanese national united front of
writers and artists.

From 1934 to 1936, Lu Hsun lived in Shanghai where
the White Terror was rampant. Though he had tuberculosis and his health was failing he went on fighting,
ieading the progressive writers, courageously exposing
and attacking the reactionary measures of Chiang Kaishek's government and defeating its ,,cu1tural offensive.,,
During this period he also resolutely combated. various
reactionary trends in literature. He severely criticized the
sycophantic writers represented by Lin yu-tang, as well
as those who advocated beltes-lettres in the style of the
late Ming dynasty, or talked of standing aloof from
mundane affairs and posed as a cultured 6iite. He also
exposed such "pedlars of revolution', as yang Chun-jen,
such '
o. Lu Hsun not only made

clear
but o

in these courageous fights,
of Resistance to Japanese

Aggression he openly set down in writing his support of
the Chinese Communist Party. In his ,,Rep1y to a Letter
frorn the Trotskyites'l he said: .,I count it an honour to
have as my comrades those who are now doing solid
work, treading firmly on the ground, fighting and shedding their blood in the defence of the Chinese people.',
He was referring here to th,e Chinese Cornmunist party
led by Chairman Mao Tse-tung and the Red Army of
Workers and Peasants.
tu Hsun's essays of these years made a most glorious
contribution in the realm of ideas to Chinese revolutionary literature. First, he made valuable proposals on
the questions of popularization and specialization in
Iiterature and art. In his view, the masses were not as
stupid as some educated men tended to think. ,,They
want knowledge, they want new knowledge. They want
to study and they can absorb new things. Of cours,e,
if language consists of nothing but new terms and a new
syntax they will not understand; but if what they need
is. given them gradually, they can take it. Perhaps
their digestions are stronger than those of many scholars

with more preconceived ideas." ("A Layman's Remarks
on Writing.") Here he has indicated the relationship
between popularization and elevation: the two are not
incompatible, but popularization may lead graduaily to
elevation.

Lu Hsun during this period also expressed most outstanding views on critically taking over the cultural
heritage. He pointed out that the new class and the
new culture did not suddenly drop down from heaven but
developed mainly in the revolt against the old ruling class
and its culture, developed in the clash with old traditions;
thus the new culture must stem from the old and adopt
certain of its attributes; it should adopt the best elements,
those close to the people or to the revolution, abandoning
all that was feudal and backward. In his essay "On
Using Old Forms," he took Chinese painting as an example to make a vivid, detailed analysis of this problem.
Lu Hsun was a great patriot and a great internationalist.
He was all for the Soviet Union anil worked indefatigably to promote friendship and an exchange of ideas
between the Chinese and the Soviet people, setting us a
splendid example of how to learn from the Soviet Union.
In "The Exhibition of Soviet Graphic Art" he said: "The
same content may be expressed in a variety of forms, but
mere slavish imitation will never produce true art." Here
he was advising us to create our own works based on the
example of our teacher, and how to study the best
achievements of other countries.
Lu Hsun's death on October 19, 1936, was an irreparable loss for the Chinese people. But Lu Hsun's
spirit will live on for ever. His magnificent rvritings
will always be part of the most prized heritage of Chinese
Iiterature.
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WOMEN ARE NOT THE WORST
LIARS

In "On Lying"* Mr. Han Shih-heng declares one of the
for lying to be weakness, and the fact cited in
evidence is: "That is why women lie more often than
reasons

men."
This may not be a lie, but

it may not be a fact either.
True, we often hear men claim that women lie more
often than m,en; but no proof of this is available and no
statistics either. Schopenhauer, who railed against
women, was discovered after his death to have among
his papers a prescription for curing syphilis. Another
young Austrian savant,** whose name I forget, wrote a
massive tome to prove women inveterate liars
but
Iater he comrnitted suicide. I suspect that he was-men-

tally deranged himself.
To my mind, the statement "woinen lie more often
than men" is less accurate than "women are often said
to 'lie more often than men.' " But of course no figures
for this are available either.
Take the case of Lady Yang and the lies the literati
told after An Lu-shan's revolt.*** Instead of blaming
Emperor Ming Huang they blamed her for all the troubles.
Few indeed dared say:
* Published

in Free Talk, a supplement of Shun Pao, on January

B, r 934.
**

Otto Weininger.
An Lu-shan revolted in 7S5 and Lady Yang,
farzourite, rn'as held responsible.
++*

1l

as the emperor,s
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Ignoring the decline of Hsia and Shang,
They accused pao Ssu and Ta Chi insteacl.*

In fact, the same was true in the case of these two
beauties. Wornen have surely be,en penalized far too
long for men's sins as well as their own.
This year is "Women's National products year.,,** So

THE CRITICS OF THE CRITICS
Times certainly change! Up to last year a1l critics as
as those who were not critics were criticizing litera_
ture, and naturally most of them were dissatisfied, though
a few found something good to say. But last year there
was a volte-face: men of letters as well as those who were
not men of letters started criticizing the critics.
This time very few have anything good to say. The
most extreme will not admit that there have been any
genuine critics of late. If they admit it, they roar with
laughter at the fellows, stupidity. Why? Because critics
so frequently have their own particular yardstick whieh
they hold up against a work. If the work measures up
to it, weil and good; if not, it must be bad.
But does the history of literary criticism disclose a
single critic without a definite yardstick? All without
exception have one. It may be beauty, it may be truth,
it may be human progress. your real freak would be
the critic without a yardstick. A magazine may claim
unlimited range, but there precisely lies its limitation,
the handkerchief used to camouflage sleight-of-hand.
Thus an editor who believes in ,,art for art,s sake,, and
professes to be impartial, finds scope in book reviews
alone for plenty of tricks. If a book belongs to the school
of "art for art's sake" and suits his taste, he may pub_
lish an article praising this schooi or a review iauding
the work to the skies. Or he may print a pseudo-radicai
appraisal, posing as an out-and-out revolutionary, to ram
it into lhe ground. So dust is thrown into the readers,
eyes. But a man with any memory cannot be so in-

well

The royal standards were lowered in surrender,
But of this the concubines deep in the palace kneur

nothing.
Two hundred thousand troops laid down their arms_
Not one true man arnong theml**ir

Well said!
January

B
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consistent and must have some definite criterion. We
cannot blame him for having a yardstick. We can criticize

him only if his yardstick is wrong.
But the critics of critics have cited the case of Chang
Hsien-chung.n To examine scholars, Chang hung a cord
between two pillars, past which he ord.ered the candidates to walk. Those who over-topped the cord were
killed, so were those who failed to reach it, titl all the
tal,ent of Shu*n was slain. If we compare critics who
have definite views with Chang Hsien-chung, the hearts
of readers will certainly swell with rage. But a criterion
for literature is quite different from a cord to m,easure
scholars. A discr.lssion of the merits and weaknesses of
writing is not the same as measuring men,s height.
Citing this example is not criticism but slander.
Januarv

17

* Leader of a peasant uprising in west
China at the end of the
Ming dynasty..
** Another name for Szechuan Province.

I NVEC

TIVE

Anoth,er criticism of the critics is the allegation that
they simply indulge in "invective" and hence are no true
critics.
But let us consider what "invective" is.
If you call someone a prostitute when she is a respectable'uvoman, that is invective; but if she sells her smiles
for a living, it is not invective but the truth. Poets
cannot be bought like official posts, rich men are tightfisted
these are true statements because the facts bear
them -out. Even if you describe them as invective, poets
still could not be bought, and your wishful thinking will
come up with a bump against reality.
Wealth does not ensure literary talent any more than
"a flock of little ones" ensur,es a clear understanding of
child psychology. "A flock of little ones" simply proves
it confers
that the parents can breed and rais,e children
upon
them
to
rant
about
children.
If
they do,
no right
of
This
it merely shows they have no sense shame.
may
sound like invective, but it is not. If you disagree, you
will have to admit that the best child psychologists in
the world are the men and women with the largest
families.
To say that all children fight over a scrap of food
is not fair in fact, this is invective. A child acts
- its nature, which is modified by environaccording to
ment, and so we find Kung Yung* taking the smallest
*According lo the Later Han Historg, Kung Yung was the sixth
of seven brothers. When he was only four years old they were
given pears, and he chose the smallest. Asked the reason, he said:
"As I am small, I should take a small pear."
15

16
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pear. If children fight, that is the family influence; for

even grown men and women squabble over property,
don't they? The children have learned this from thern.
But while it is true that invective wrongs many innocent people, indiscriminate condemnation of invective
means shielding all scoundrels.
January
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Ever since a Peking gentleman published an article
boosting "Peking types" and debunking "Shanghai types,"
quite a controversy has been raging. First a Shanghai
gentleman expressed his indignation in the pages of a
certain journal, and to deal a blo'rv at the Peking gentleman quoted a certain other gentleman's view that the
author's place of origin has no bearing on his work.*
In fact, this is no way to convince the Peking gentleman. For the expressions "Peking types" and "Shanghai types" refer not to natives of those cities but to those
who congregate th,ere. Thus not aII "Peking types" are
Pekinese, nor are a1l "Shanghai types" Shanghailanders'
Dr. Mei Lan-fang, a genuine "Peking type" exponent of
opera, had his ancestral home in Soochow.** But a man
cannot be judged according to his home town, though the
elegance or squalor of his surroundings does influence an
author's morale. As Mencius said: "A man's position
affects his air, just as nourishment does his body." Peking
vzas the imperial capital of the Ming and Ching dynasties,
Shanghai is where various foreign powers have con* Shen Tsung-wen in "Different Types of Men of I"etters"
taunted Shanghai tvrrters with having so little to do that they
could attend several forums every rveek. Su Wen struck bacl<

in "shanghai Writers," quoting a remark by Lu Hsun to

the

effect that a man rvas often ridiculed for things over which he
had no control, namely his name and place of origin.
** Actually NIei Lan-fang's native place is Taichorv in Kiangsu.
In 1930, during his tour pf the United States, he was awarded a
doctorate by Pomona College.
LI
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cessions. The old capital swarms with officials, the conwith businessmen. Thus the literati in peking are
akin to officials, those in Shanghai to merchants. Those
akin to officials help the officials to win fame, those akin to
merchants help the merchants to make money, filling their
own bellies in the process. In a word, the sole difference
between them is that the "Peking types,' are the prot6g6s of officials, while the "shanghai types,, are the prot6g6s of businessmen. But whereas those fed by officials
are fed in secret and can still put on airs before outsiders, those fed by m,erchants are fed openly and cannot hide the fact. Thus, the former sometimes forget
thems,elves and think they are superior to the 1atter.
And since the official contempt for merchants is traditional in China, this lowers ,,shanghai types', even further in the eyes of "Peking types.,,
It is true, moreov,er, that students in peking have reason
to be proud of their part in helping to launch the May
the Fourth Movem,ent. But although this past glory
remains to them, of the warriors of that period some
"made their name and withdrew from the fray,,, some
"settled down" and even more "rose in the world.,, In
fact the lesson of that bitter struggle almost seems to
be: "If you want an official post, murder and arson are
the best way to it."*
The Yellow Crane has gone, never to return;
Only Yellow Crane Pavilion remains.**
trn the crisis the year before last, the scholars in peking
hoped to take shelter behind th,eir ancient culture,
and their one great hope lay in the evacuation of old
books and art treasures to the south.*** Does this not
make the nature of Peking thoroughty clear?
cessions

$A Sung dynasty proverb.

it From a poem by Tsui

Hao of the Tang dynasty.
*** When a Japanese attack seemed imminent, instead of taking

steps to defend or evacuate the people

simply removed

all old

treasures.

of Peking, the authorities
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But after al.l Peking still has old relics, old books and

the citizens of the old capital. And as most of

the

scholars and literati there are university lecturers or professors, it should b,e easier for them than for "Shanghai

types" to carry out research work or write. I am therefore looking forward to some great work of scholarship
or art.
January

30

THE NEW YEAB

THE NEW YEAR
This lunar New Year in Shanghai has been livelier than
last.

Different epithets are used in print and in speech: some
refer contemptuously to the "obsolete calendar,"* and
others affectionat,ely to the "o1d calendar." But men's
behaviour at this "New Year" is the same: they settle
accounts, sacrifice to the spirits and the anc,estors. Iet
off firecrackers, play mah-jong, pay New Year visits,
and wish each other happiness and prosperity.
Though those papers rvhich continue to come out
despite the New Year have expresseC regret,** that is
mere sentiment and no match for reality. Some heroic
authors call on men to strive, show indignation and commemorate the dead all the year round; but mere exhortations are no match for reality. China has too many
distressing anniversaries which, customarily, should at
least be observed in silence. Ther,e are quite a few ch,eerful anniversaries too, but as we are afraid these may be
"utilized by reactionary elements to make troubIe," men
cannot make merry either. What with repressive measures and boycotts, al1 the good festivals have been
squeezed out; and since all that is treft to us now is this
fast-dying "obsolete" or "old" New Year, it becomes
doubly dear. So we must have a special celebration

-

* The Kuomintang declared

**

In

the lunar caiendar obsoletc.

was New Year's Eve by the lunar
calendar. The Shua Pao put out an extra supplement, and a
1934, February 13

r.vriter in its columns expressed regret over this additional holiday
task.
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this is not sornething to be passed over lightly as a "vestige
of feudalism."
The heroes who call on others to suffer and toil all the
l,ear round certainly do not know the rneaning of suffering or toil themselv,es. In point of fact, those who suffer
and toil need r,est and relaxation from time to time.
Even the slaves in ancient Egypt sometimes uttered a
laugh. Such laughter expressed contempt for everything. And the only ones who could not understand its
meaning were the slave-ovrners, those who were content
to be slaves, and those slaves whose toil was light, who

had ce'ased to suff,er.
I have not celebrated the old New Year for twentythree years now, but this time I tret off fireworks for three
nights in succession till even the foreigners next door
complained. This and the firervorks were my only
pieasure this year.
February
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A CHANCE FOR CEIT-CFIA?

A CHANCE FOR CHIT-CHAT
Last year "humour" 'was in luck. Apart fuorn The
Analects,* there was talk of nothing but humour and
everyone was a humorist. This year, however, the
humorists are out of luck; this is wrong and that is wrong,
all crimes are attributed to humour, vrhich has even been
compared to the clown on the literary stage. To condemn humour is like taking a bath: anyone who does
that wiII be clean.
If it is true that "a11 the world's a stage," then naturally there must be clorvns in the realm of literature
too
but there must also be "black faces."** It is very
common
for clowns to piay the part of clowns, but very
odd if "black faces" play these parts. Such things do
happen in operas, however. This makes the straight
and the crooked alike curse heartily; it rnakes the warmhearted angry, the soft-hearted sad. Is this because the
actor does not know his part well enough to raise a laugh?
No, he is more amusing than a genuine clown.
Anger or sadness are aroused because after the "black
face" has played the part of a clown this is not the end.
An opera must have several types of character: hero,
heroine, old man, clown, rascal and so on. Otherwise it
is too quickly over. If for some reason the "black face"
takes the clown's part, the usual rule is for the clown
to take the "b1ack face's" part. Leaving the singing out
of it, it is ridiculous enough if the "black face" puts on a
i A fortnightly edited by Lin Yu-tang.
** Actors in Chinese opera
',,,'ho paint their faces black
play the part of roughs.
,c

and
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fatuous expression to ptay the clown, while the clown
puts on a ferocious expression to play the "black face,"
till the stage is fullof white-nosed and black-faced cloumsBut the ridiculous is not necessarily humour. This is an
example proving that "th,ere is no humour in China."
What is more deplorable is that Mr. Lin Yu-tang, kno'uvn
as the "master of humour," should actually turn serious
and quote from the ancients in Free Talk. "Now when
a man drinks wine and behaves with abandon or remains
silent and obscure he does so simply to preserve his own
integrity, but today those scabby turtles are blaming hirn
for the country's downfall. That being so, I suppose those
'who flock together one day but scatter the next, who
take this side one day but another the next, who behave
as gentlemen one day but as mean men the next, and
then as gentlemen again' are free from blame'" Although
he is quoting from a Ming dynasty essayist,* the tone is
far from "humorous" or "calm." This is another example.
However, Mr. Lin's belief that all these recent attacks
in various papers on his magazine World of Man wete
organized by someone using different pseudonyms is
a wrong conclusion, as witness the fact that these
articles use different arguments and are written in different styles. Among the writers there may be "famous
men" who have tried in vain to climb the ladder to
officialdom, there may be r'eal clowns pretending to be
"black faces," and there may be serious-minded men
making honest criticisms. The ways of the world are
so complex that even chit-chat needs to be analysed and
fought out. Perhaps this is a chance for the World of
Man after all.

April

* Chang Hsuan.
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rwo oR THREE

T WO OR THREE THINGS CHINESE
I

1.

CHINESE FIRE

We are told that the fire used by the Greeks was stolen
from heaven in ancient times by prometheus. But Chinese fire is different: it was discovered-or inventedby the sage Sui Jen. Not having stolen it, he escaped
being chained to a peak and having his Iiver devoured.
by a vulture. But he never had Prometheus, fame either

and was never worshipped.
China has a fire god too. Not Sui Jen but a ridiculous
incendiary.
Ever since Sui Jen discovered or invented fire, it has
been possible to eat savoury cooked meats, light lamps
and u,ork at night. But as an early philosopher said:
"The disadvantage comes with the advantage.,, Conflagrations started at the same time, and there appeared
certain remarkable men who deliberately set fire to the
dr,vellings invented by the sage Yu Tsao.
Good Sui Jen d,eserves to be forgotten. Since indigestion was in the sage Shen Nung's* province, Shen Nung
is remembered today. As for destructive fires, though
we do not know exactly who invented these, some pioneer
there must have been. The on1y way out, therefore, was
to give him the ambiguous title of Fir,e God and to show
respectful fear. In his pictures he has a scarlet face anC
hair, but when sacrificing to him you must avoid the
*

To Shen Nung was attributed the invention of medicine.

I

THTNGS

CHTNESE
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use of anything red, using green in its place. presumably he is like the Spanish bu1ls the sight of red
enrages him and makes him run amok.
That is why he is worshipped. There are many such
evil spirits in China.
Yet apparently it is they who make things tively in
the world of men. During festivals in China the Fir,e
God only is worshipped
not Sui Jen. And if there is

fire, the victims as well -as those neighbours who escaped
must sacrifice to the Fire God to express their gratitude.
It may seem rather odd to offer thanks for a calamity,
but they say that unless you sacrifice there witl be a
second fire. So it is safer to offer thanks. And this applies not to the Fire God only but to some men as well.
I suppose it is a form of etiquette.
Incendiarism is a fearful thing, yet it may be more
exciting than cooking. I do not know the position in
foreign countries, but in China no matter what history
you consult you will find no biographies of cooks or
lamp-lighters. However good a, man is at cooking or
lamp-lighting, he has no chance of making a name in
the world. But Chin Shih Huang is still so famous for
his burning of the books that he is quoted as a precedent
for Hiiler's burning of the books. If Mrs. Hittrer were
good at turning on lights or making toast and a historical
precedent were wanted, I fancy it would b,e very hard to
find. Fortunately, though, feats of this kind never shake
the rvorld.
According to a Sung dynasty anecdote, incendiarism
originated with the Mongols who, because they lived in
tents
not having sense enough to live in houses _
- fires wherever
started
they went. This is a Iie. But
since few Mongols could read the language of the Hans,
they made no protest. As a matter of fact, there was a
famous incendiary at the end of the Chin dynasty _
Hsiang Yu. As soon as he burned Afang palace his fame
spread throughout the empire; he still appears on the
a
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stage today and is well known even in Japan. But who
knows the names of those who lit the lamps in the Chin
Palace before it was burned down?
Today we have produced bombs and shells, and what
with planes, rn hich ar-e very progressirze too, it is rnuch
easier than before to make a name. And a man who
starts greater fires than ever before rn ill be more highly
respected. Seen frcm a distance he appears like a
Saviour, and the blaze is taken for brightness.

2.

CHINA'S KINGLY WAY

The year before last I was privileged to read Nakazato
Kaizan's* great work "A Letter to China and the Chinese People." I remember his saying that both the Chou
and Han dynasties had aggressive rulers, yet the Chinese
sang their praise and w,elcomed them. They even
praised the Mongols and Manchus from the north. So
long as the invasion was able to pacify the country and
safeguard men's lives, it was the Kingly Way for which
the Chinese longed. He is therefore most indignant at
the present pig-headedness of the Chinese.
This "Letter" was translated and published in a magazine in Manchuria, but as it was never circulated in China,
apparently not a single answer to it has appeared. Last
year it is true, one of Dr. Hu Shih's speeches reported in
a Shanghai paper contained this remark: "There is only
one way to conquer China. That is to put an absolute
stop to all aggression but try to win the hearts of the
people." Needless to say, this was a coincidence, yet
it does seem rather like an answer to that letter.

+
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Winning the hearts of the Chinese people is Dr. Hu
Shih's definition of what is known in China as the Kingly
W"y. But I doubt whether he believes his own arguments. China has never had an absolutely Kingly Way,
as Dr. Hu Shih with his "passion for history and research"
should know well.
Yes, the Chinese did sing the praises of the Mongols
and Manchus; but that was on a par with thanking the
Fire God, not a proof that their hearts had been lvon.
Had it been hinted that unless they sang praises their
treatment wouid be still worse, ,even if they were being
treated rather badly some of them u'ould still sing
praises. Four or five years ago when I joined a society
which demanded freedom,* Chen Teh-cheng, then Commissioner of Education in Shanghai, asked angrily: "Are
you not satisfied under the rule of the Three Peop1e's
Principles? Ver5r w911, we will take back the little freedom you writers have." And sure enough, so they did.
Each time I am conscious of having less freedom than
before I admire Mr. Chen's profound knorvledge of the
Kingly Way, and sometimes cannot help wishing that we
had sung the praises of the Three People's Principles.
But now it is too late.
Though the Chinese Kingly Way appears the opposite
of the Tyrant's Way, in actual fact they are complementary. Sooner or later the tyrant will come along too.
Men sing praises in the hope that tyranny will be lightened, or at least not intensified.
According to the historians, the first emperor of the Han
dynasty was the son of a dragon;** but actually he started
life as a bully. It is hardly correct, though, to call him
an aggressor. As for King Wu of Chou, he entered the
Middle Kingdom with the avowed intention of conquer*The China Freedom League organized by Soong Ching Ling
and others.
+* His mother was said to have dreamed of a dragon
- symbol
cf an emperor before his birth.

-
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ing it; and as he evidently belonged to a different race
from the Shangs, in modern parlance I suppos,e w,e can
call him an invader. But we have no records left of

what the people said at the time. Confucius and Mencius
advocated the Kingly Way as hard as they could, but th,ey
were subjects of Chou, who wandered from state to state
and were active, so possibly they just said that with the
aim of becoming officials. To put it more politely w,e
can say they wanted to "enforce the Way," which would
be easier if they were officials, and the easiest way to
becom'e officials was to praise the Chou dynasty. But
according to the records, although the Chous were the
founders of the Kingly Way and expert in its use, when
King Wu first attacked, Po Yi and Shu Chi stopped his
horse and protested till they had to be removed by force.
Then the troops of Shang resisted so hard that their
blood had to be spilled all over the field. Then the
Shang people revolted, though they had been dubbed
"perverse" and outlawed from under the jurisdiction of
the Kingly Way. So there does se,em to be some inconsistency. The whole King1y Way reduced to absurdity by
the revolt of a single "perverse" people.
Confucians and Taoists are two celebrated Chinese
products. The highest aspiration of the Taoists is immortality, of Confucians the Kingly Way. But unfortunately neither of these has ever materialized in China.
As the facts throughout our long history testify, it is
untrue to say that there everwas a Kingly Way and
charlatanry to claim that one still exists. As Mencius
lived during the Chou dynasty he was ashamed to speak
of the Tyrant's Way. Had he lived today, when the rang,e
of human knowledge has widened, no doubt he would b,e
ashamed to speak of the Kingly Way.
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CHINESE PRISONS

I believe

men do in fact learn from experience: henc,e
the changes in human affairs. During the long period
Irom the Sung to the end of the Ching dynasty scholars
w,ere chosen entirely for their skill in writing abstruse
essays intended to echo the opinions of the sages, and
not till China was defeated by France* was the error of
this method perceived. Thereupon, to remedy the situation, Chinese students were sent to the West to study and
munition plants were set up. But after China was def,eated
by Japan** the authorities realized that this was still not
enough and did their best to open new schools. Then

every year they had great trouble with the students.
After the fall of the Ching dynasty and the Kuomintang's
assumption of power, they understood that this too was
a mistake but the only possible remedy was to build new
prisons.

China was long ago studded with prisons of the Chibut towards the end of the Ching dynasty a
few Western-style 6r' "m6dsyp" prisons were built.
- dispiay to any- foreigner who might
Since these were for
be passing that way, they doubtless come und,er the same
category as students sent abroad to pick up some of the
"rnodern" etiquette in order to get on well with foreigners. Thanks to this fortunat,e chance, the convicts got
fairly good treatment: they were given baths and a certain amount to ,eat, so that these were very happy places
indeed. And two or three weeks ago the government,
wishing to rule by benevolence, issued an order forbidding the appropriation of the prisoners'grain. Since then
they must have be,en everi happier.
nese type;

^

In the Sino-French War (1884-1885).
In the Sino-Japanese War of 189t1.
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As for prisons of the old type, as these were apparently
modelled on the Buddhist hell in addition to the prisoners confined there you have gaolers who torment them.
They sometimes also take advantage of their right to
bleed the felons' relatives white. But everyone considers this fitting. If anyone were to object, that would
be tantamount to pleading the prisoners' case and he
would be suspected of belonging to an "evil" party.*
Modern civilization is spreading at such a rate, however,
that last year an official somewhere even proposed that
convicts should go home once a year to have a chance
to satisfy their sexual appetite; surely this man is a great
humanitarian! Actually this official had no special sympathy for the convicts' sexual desires but, safe in the
knowledge that nothing would come of it, he raised his
voice simply to remind the world of his existence. Public

opinion, however, was thoroughly roused. One critic

declared that if this went on men would lose their fear
of prison and enter g1ad1y
seethed with indignation
- he
to think what would become
of public morals. We cannot fail to be struck by the sincerity and honesty of this
man, brought up for so many years on the "teachings of
the sages" yet still less tactful than that official. It is

clear, however, that in his view harsh treatment is
for prisoners.
Considered from another angle, a prison does seem
rather an ideal refuge for those whose motto is "Safety
first!" Few fires break out, no burglars break in and no
bandits raid the place. fn case of war, no airmen are
fool enough to take prisons as their target. In case of
essential

revolution, instances of freeing prisoners have been known
but none of butchering them. When Fukien declared
itself independent** the convicts are said to have been
* Meaning

the Chinese Communist Party which was called by

all kinds of bad names by the Kuomintang reactionaries.
++ The November coup d'6tat of 1933 when some generals
of
the 19th Route Army turned against Chiang Kai-shek and set
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released, but once they were out it was rumoured that
men they disagreed with had disappeared. However, such
a case was unprecedented. In brief, prison seems to be
a pretty good place. Once men are allowed to take their
families in, there may be requests for admittance even
when there ar,e no more of our present flood.s, famine,
fighting and terror. So torture is essential.
Mr. and Mrs. Noulens, who were thrown into gaol in
Nanking as communist agitators,* staged three or four
hunger strikes
to
effect. They did not understand
- noprisons.
the spirit of Chinese
One official said in surprise: "If they don't eat, what business is it of ours?"
This has nothing to do with benevolent government, and
saving a little grain is good for the prison. If Gandhi
had not chosen a good place, he would have failed
completely.

Bt-lt even these excellent prisons still have one
deficiency. Hitherto too little attention has been paid
to the prisoners' ideology. To make good this deficiency,
instruction is being given in a special type of newly invented gaol called a reformatory. Not having been to
one of thes,e yet to reform myself, I do not know all the
details; but I understand that the Three people,s principles are preached at all hours of the day to the prison_
ers to convince them of their mistakes. I have heard
that you also have to write a thesis denouncing communism. If you will not or cannot do this, naturally you
have the rest of your life to think it over; and if you do
not come up to the mark, you must go on refl,ecting till
your dying day. Nowadays men go into these places and
men come out, but the former must be in the majority
for I hear more reformatories are to be built. Occasionally
up a revolutionary government. They were soon defeated by
the Kuomintang.
* See note on page 215, Volume
3.
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you meet one of the good citizens who has passed the
test and been released, but most of them seem at their
last gasp they must have exhausted all their energy
and their graduation theses. Their
on soul searching
futur,e is hardly hopeful.
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A REPLY TO THE INTERNATIONAL
LITER AT UR E
The questions asked were:

What is your reaction to the existence and success
Union? (What changes has the
October Revolution brought about in your way of
thinking and the nature of your writing?)
II. What do you think of Soviet literature?
III. What events and cultural trends in the capitalist
countries have aroused your special interest?
I.

of the Soviet

L In the past I was conscious of the rottenness of the
old society and looked forward to the rise of a new society,
without knowing, how,ever, what form the "new', would
take. Nor could I be sure that after the rise of the ,,ne.w,,
all would be weIl. Not till after the October Revo1ution did I learn that the creator of this new society was
the proletariat; but owing to the hostile propaganda of
the capitalist countries I remained somewhat indifferent
to the October Revolution and retained certain doubts.
Now the existenc,e and success of the Soviet Union have
convinced me that a classless society will certainly come
into being, and not only have my doubts been swept away
but my courage has greatly increased. As far as my
writing goes, however, since I am out of the revolutionary vortex and have long been unable to travel and see
what is going on, I am thus only able to expose the evils
of the old society.
II. AII I can read are translations German and
- useful are not
Japanese. What I find most interesting and
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so much the present novels about constr.uction, but the
earlier ones about fighting
Armoured Train,
The Ni,neteen, The lron Flooil-The
and so forth. My chief
reason for reading Soviet literature is that I want to introduce it to China, and for China at present the works on

fighting are the more important.
III. Here in China I cannot see the vaunted ,.culture,,
of the capitalist countries. All I know is that in our
country they and their stooges are using m,echanics and
chemistry, not to say electric appliances, to torture
revolutionaries, and are using planes and bombs to
slaughter our revolutionary masses.

ON THE ADOPTION OF OLD FORMS
To my mind, provided we can discuss it dispassionately, this question of "adopting old forms" is well worth
studying today; yet right at the outset Mr. Erh-yeh has
attacked it.* According to him, the results of the last
ten years' "experiments in new forms" constitute "virtual
this is chanting an insurrender" and "opportunism"
or at the very least
cantation to overcome your enemy,
bespattering him with mud. But Mr. Erh-yeh is an
honest man for at the same time he is translating The
Form and Content of Art,** and once that is published
it will refute all his heated accusations. Besides, some
of his statements are correct, as when he says that we
should not mechanically separate experiments in new
forms from the adoption of old forms.
Of course this remark, i.e., form and content cannot
be mechanically separated, is no more than common
sense, as is also the remark that writing cannot be
mechanically sepalated from the people. We "adopt"
old forms though Mr. Erh-yeh cal1s this "applauding
the whole-of past art" merely because we must experiment with new forms.
The adoption of certain
features is not the same as applauding the whole, for no
progressive artist could use the same concepts (contents).
He might consider adopting certain features, however,
because he knows that writing cannot be mechanically
*

Referring to an article by Nieh Kan-nu published on April

24, 1934 in a newspaper supplement, Ttenils.
{* A monograph by the Japanese writer Koreto Kurahara.
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separated from the public. The time has passed when
art was considered a sudden eruption of the artist,s
"inspiration," like a sneeze which relieves a man whose
nose has been itching. Artists today keep the general
public in mind and feel concern for it. This is a new
conc,ept (content). From this they go on to experiment
with new forms. (The first step is the adoption of some
old form, which means the beginning of a new, a transformation of the old.) To my mind, this does not involve
a mechanical separation of form and content, nor can
it be condemn,ed as opportunistic, on a par with imitating
the form of The Tuso Sister.sa' because that has good
box-office vaIue.
Of course, the adoption of old forms, or rather experimenting with the new, demands hard work on th,e part
of the practition,ers of art, but theoreticians and critics
are responsible too for guiding and commenting on their
work as well as discussing it with them. And one cannot
discharge this responsibility merely by criticizing others
for failing to give clear expositions. Since we have our
own history of art and we live in China, we should look
through the history of Chinese art. What can we adopt?
It seems to me that although we cannot see genuine preTang paintings, we know that most of these had stories
as their themes, and there is a lesson for us here. We
can take from Tang paintings the magnificence of
Buddhist frescoes, the simplicity and clariflr of line drawings; we should reject the languor and effeminacy of the
Sung paintings of ttr,e Imperial Academy, but adopt their
precision and remarkable finish; while as for Mi Fei's*'F
school of landscape painting, that is utterly useless.
Whether the later impressionistic drawings (the scholars,
paintings) are of any use or not I cannot yet tell: no
doubt some us,eful featurcs may be found in them too.
* A film produced in Shanghai.
** A Sung dynasty lanclscape painter (1051-110?).
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goes without saying that adoptions must not be like a
display of miscellaneous fi'agments of antiques, but the
old must be absorbed by the new. It is like eating beef
or mutton: we set aside hooves and hide, keeping only
the best to nourish and develop new organisms. Eating
beef or mutton does not make us "virtua1ly" oxen or
sheep.

The examples just mentioned and all still to b,e seen
today are consumers' art which, favoured by those in
potwer, has survived in considerable bu1k. Where there
are consumers there must be producers, and therefore
there must be producers' art alongside consumers' art.
But because nobody cared for this ancient art, practically
none of it is left apart from the illustrations in old
romances. In the modern age w,e still have coloured
New Year pictures in the markets and the picture-books
mentioned by Mr. Meng-keh.* Though these may not
be genuine producers' art, undoubtedly they were opposed to the art of the leisur,ed class. Even so, however,
they were much influenced by consumers' art. Thus in
literature the folk songs stiIl kept to the traditional
seven-word line; in art the themes illustrated were
generally stories about the gentry, but process,ed into
something more concise and clear. This transformation
is usually known as "vulgarization." It could do no
harm, I think, for artists who are concerned with the
general public to pay attention to thes,e things; but of
course it goes without saying that they should be
improved upon also.
These two kinds of art in China sometimes look alike
when in fact they are different. For instance, the clouds
and mist filling an entire Buddhist painting are nothing
but a magnificent decoration, whereas when every inch
of a New Year picture is utilized that is to economize on
*

fn an article "Adaptation and Imitation" published on April
in Trenils.

19, 1934
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paper. The beauties with slender waists and tapering
fingers painted by Tang Yin* were desired by men of
his sort; but although New Year pictures also have beauties like this, they are drawn merely as one social type,
to increase our knowledge or to satisfy curiosity. Those
artists who paint for the people need not avoid such
subjects either.
As for the statement that picture-books are simply one
form of pictorial art, just as literature includes poetry,
drama, stories and other different forms, this is of course

correct. The rise of diff,erent forms is none the less
connected with social conditions, however, as is clear if
we consider the fact that at one time poetry flourishes,
at another many novels appear, while at others only
short anecdotes are written. Thus we know that the
rise of these forms is connected with their content. In
present-day society picture-books are popular because
the conditions for their popularity and the need for them
exist. The true task of a progressive artist is to pay due
heed to this trend and guide its direction, as well as
try to make art intelligible to ordinary people. When
old forms are adopted, certain things must be removed
while others must be added, resulting in a new form, a
change. And this work is by no rneans as easy as bystanders think.
But even after the establishment of new forms, these
will not constitute art of the highest level. The progress
of art requires the help of other kinds of cultural work,
when one cultural organization calls on some single
expert to raise the standard alone, this is unrealistic; and
therefore to put the blame on a few individuals is just
as biased as to atttibute everything to circumstances.

May

*
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famous artist of the Ming dynasty.
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LET US DO A LITTLE READING
Reading in a pedantic way may turn you into a bookworm or a bookcase, and has long been opposed. Indeed
as time marches on, the opposition to reading is becoming
more and more radical, till now we have someone against
any reading at all. His authority is Schopenhauer's old
statement that if we .read other men's works we are
simpiy letting the author gallop through our brain.

This is a hard knock on the head for pedantic
it is a good rule for those men of genius
who prefer to dance rather than study, who make a
scene or wring their. hands over nothing. We must
remember, though, that a genius who bides strictly by

readers. But

this golden rule has let Schopenhauer gallop through his
brain leaving it a jumble of hoof-prints.
Now the critics are complaining because there are no
good books, and the authors are complaining because
there is no correct criticism. Chang says Li's works are
symbolist, whereupon Li considers himself a symbolist,
while his readers it goes without saying are con- This has
vinced of it too.- But what is symbolism?
never been made clear, and we can only use Li's works
as an example. Thus rvhat is ca11ed symbolism in China
is different from the symbolism of other countries,
although we actually borrowed the term from them. But
since Maet,erlinck is said to be a symbolist, Li becomes
the Ma,eterlinck of China. We also have our Chinese
Anatole France, Babbitt, Kirpotin* and Gorky.
Yet
+

A
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there are extremely few translations of Anatole Franee
and the rest of them in China. Is that because we have
our own local brand? . . .
In the Chinese literary arena the life of some of our
native writers is far too long, that of foreign writers all
too short \.{/e no sooner familiarize ourselves with an
- than we hear he is out of date. It looked
author's.name
as if the complete works of Ibsen would be published,
but so far only two volumes have appeared. And the
selected works of Chekhov and Maupassant made a
magnificent start only to tail off later. . yet in the
Japan we abominate there are complete translations of
Don Quitofe and The Arabian Nights. Shakespeare and

Goethe are there in their entirety. There are
three Japanese versions of Tolstoy,s works, two of
Dostoyevsky.

?o read books in a pedantic way is to injure yourself;
when a pedant speaks he would injure others; but not to
read at all may not be good either. At least if you mean
to write a review of Tolstoy, you should read a few of his
books. Of course, the country is in a state of crisis, and
who has time to translate or read these books? But my
advice is directed to those erninent citizens who do nothing
but make scenes or complaints, not to thos,e who are
genuinely working to save the country or those heroes
planning vengeanoe. For some men will spend their life
in pleasure and will not try to save their country even

if

they don't read.

May

THE CASE OF MRS. CHIN LI-CHAI
The last few years have seen many accounts in the
papers of suicides due to economic pressure or social
taboos, but such cases are seldom discussed or rvritten
up. However, the recent suicide of Mrs. Chin Li-chair
and her two sons and daughter has given rise to not a
little comment, and the subsequent suicide of a man who
had an account of their death beside him** shows even
better the scop'e of its influence. I fancy this was because of the number involved. A single suicide is not
enough to excite general sympathy.
Although all the comments express some compassion
for the principal suicide Mrs. Chin in the final
- the society is
analysis they stili condemn -her. For though
bad, say the commentators, man's first duty is to live
and suicide means shirking this responsibility; man,s
second duty is to suff,er, and suicide means taking the
easy way out. Progressive commentators declar,e that
human life is a battle and suicide desertion, for which
death is not sufficient to atone. Although there is truth
in this statem,ent, it is rather too sweeping.

14
* The wife of a member of the staff of the Shun Pao who died
on February 25, 1934, in Shanghai. Her father-in-law, then in
Wusih, told her to come home; but she did not want to leave
Shanghai where her children were in school. After receiving
several harsh letters, she and her children took an overdose of
veronal on May 5.
** On May 20 a clerk working for a Shanghai chemist committed suicide. A cutting of the report of Mrs. Chin's death was
found beside him,
41
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There are two schools of criminologists, the first of
whom ascribe crime to the environment, the second to
individual nature. At present the second is in the ascendant; for if we believed the first, to wipe out crime
we must change the environment and that would be a
troublesome, fearful business. Most of the critics of Mrs.
Chin's suicide belong to the second school.
Quite clearly, her suicide shows weakness. But what
made her weak? It is important for us to read the letters
her worthy father-in-law wrot,e telling her to go home,
in which he urged the good name of their two families
and the wishes of the dead conveyed through a planchette.
We should also look at the couplet her young,er brother
wrote for the funeral: "The wife followed her husband
to the grave, the children their mother. ." Surely this
was writing for the admiration of posterity? How could
a woman born and bred in such a family avoid being
weak? We certainly can blame her for not putting up
a struggle; but the all-devouring power of darkness is
often too much for a single warrior and those critics of
her suicide would not necessarily have lent her a hand
to struggle, for while others are fighting, struggling and
b,eing defeat,ed, they all remain silent. There is no end
to the orphans and widows, poor women and destitute in
the by-ways of the countryside or in our great cities
and towns, who accept their fate and die, or who struggle
against their fat,e yet eventually perish
but who tells
their story, whose heart is touched by them?
Truly, they
may "strangle themselves in sorne ditch or drain, and
no one hears of it."*
Men should indeed live in order to make progress.
They should not mind suffering
either
in order to put
an end to all future suffering. Still more
should they
fight, but only for r,eforms. Those who blame another
for committing suicid'e should, at the same time as they
*

A

quotation from The Analects.
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blame her, challenge and attack the circumstances which
drove her to suicide. If they say not a word and loose
not an arrow against the powers of darkn,ess, but simply
rail at the "weak," then no matter how fine-sounding
their sentiments, I am forced to say I can no longer
keep silent they are simply accomplices
of the
murderers.

May
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AN ILLUSTE'ATED PRIMER

AN ILLUSTRATED PRIMER
Even in his middle age or old age, when a man has
contact with children he will step over the boundaries
of the long-forgotten world of his childhood to wonder
how the moon keeps pace with men or how the sky
comes to be studded with stars. But whereas a child
in this world is like a fish in water, swimming wherever
he pleases and losing himself completely in the present,
a man is a human being dabbling in the water, aware
of its fluidity and coolness, but forced to make serious
efforts and eventually to go back to the dry land.
As it is impossible to explain the moon and stars
clearly all at once, if the family is not too poor it is
best of course to give the child a so-called education,
first teaching him to read. We have rnen of every land,
bookshops of every land and children's books of every
land in Shanghai. But being Chinese we want to read
Chinese books and learn Chinese. There are such books.
Though the paper, illustrations, colours, printing and
binding are all much inferior to those of other countries,
still such books exist. I went to the market and bought
my son an lllustrated, Pri.mer printed in 1932, the "sixth
edition since the national crisis."
What struck me first was the repulsive colouring, but
I overlooked that. And the pictures were dead, but I
overlooked that too. Though the book was printed in
Shanghai, strangely enough the illustrations showed
candles and paraffin lamps instead of electric light, and
boots worn by Ching dynasty officials and old-style
slippers with cloud designs instead of leather shoes. Men
44
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were firing guns on one knee or shooting arrows from
a standing position, their shoulders so hunched ttiat they
could not possibly hit the mark. Worse still, not even
the fishing rods, winnowing-fans and weaving looms
were true to life.
I sighed gently, remembering the Common Characters
I read as a boy. That was a book to teach housewives
and maids to keep accounts; and though the vocabulary
was not too large and the pictures were very crude, they
were lively and extrem,ely realistic- This was because
the artist knew what he was drawing. Since he had a
clear mental picture of a turnip or a hen, of course he
drew a good likeness. If we look at the life reproduced
in the lll,ustrated Primer-washing, eating, readingwe know this was the life of the readers that artist had
in mind as well as his own. The father rents a flat
in the International Settl,ement and has moved the whole
family in. They are neither rich nor desp,erately poor,
but he has to work hard all day to support the family.
He has to send the children to school, he has to wear a
long gown, and he worries so much about keeping up
appearances that he cannot afford to buy boolis, observe
events or p,erfect his technique. And a line on the last
page informs us: "First published in the seventh month
of the tuu-shen year." Looking up my chronological
chart, I discover,ed that this was the thirty-fourth year
of Emperor Kuang Hsu of the Ching dynasty, or 1908
by the Western calendar. Though the book was reprinted
the year before last, it was written twenty-seven years
ago and is actually an old tome! This accounts for its
deadly dullness.
Children are admirable. They keep wondering what
it is like on th,e moon and stars or under the earth, what
different flowers can be used for, how insects speak.
They long to fly up to heaven, to crawl down an anthole. . " So we should be most careful what books we
give our children, and shoutrd take great pains over
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writing them. These two small volumes of the Illustrated
Primer cover everything under the sun from astronomy,
geography and history to the property of matter. In
fact even a well-informed artist would find it difficult
to cope successfully with these subjects ranging from
the vast universe to tiny flies.
But having forgotten what it was like to be children,
we consider them as fools and do not take them seriously.
The pressure of circumstances forces us to give them a
Iittle so-called education, and we think if we give them
a fool for a teacher that is enough. So when they grow
up they become real fools, like us.
And fools that we are, we are doing our utmost to
make even greater idiots of our children. You can see
this by looking at the publications of the last few years,
and the extraordinary number of magazines printed for
"school children" and "little friends." Has China suddenly produced so many "children's writers"? I fancy not.
May 30

UPSIDE DOWN
Because kind-hearted Westerners hate seeing cruelty
to animals, anyone who carries hens or ducks upside
down in the concessions is penalized. The penalty is

mer,ely a fine, and if you are willing to pay you can go
on doing this. Still, you have been penalized. This has
roused the indignation of certain of our compatriots, who
say the Westerners are kind to animals but cruel to
Chinese, and we rank even lower than hens and ducks.
But this is to misunderstand the Westerners. They
despise us, true, but not as lower than beasts. Of
course, hens and ducks, come what may, end up in
the kitchen to be dressed for the table; and c,ven if you
carry them the natural way that cannot make amends
for their ultimate fate. But since they can neither speak
nor resist, what does it profit us to treat them cruelly?
The Westerners consider profit in everything. Our
ancients were concerned over the suffering caused the
people by "hanging them by the heels,"* and
- what's
more
described this graphically, though they
- how fowl dislike being carried upside down.never
realized
But
attacks were written long ago on the futile torture of
"carving live donkeys" and "roasting live geese." Such
views are common to both East and West.
But apparently views on men vary. Men can organize
themselves and revolt. They can be slaves or masters.
,

A

quotation from The Works of Mencius: "At the present
in a country of ten thousand chariots, let benevolent govt tnment be put into practice, and the people will be delighted
with it, as if they were relieved flom hanging by the heels."
+

time,
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refuse to make an effort, they may remain coolies
for ever; but if they liberate themselves, they may win
equality. It is not necessarily their fate to end up in
the kitchen to be dressed for the table. The lower they
are, the more their masters pity them. Hence the
foreigners' servants who beat the dog are scolded, and
ordinary people are blamed for being rough with the
servants of foreigners. There is no rule against cruelty
to Chinese in the International Settlement precisely
\Mg
because we should be able to look after ourselvss
are not hens and ducks.
But we are so used to that twaddle in the classics
about benevolent champions of justice who free the people from hanging by their heels that even today we keep
hoping some little miracle may drop down from heaven
or from some distant height. "Better a dog's life in time
of peace than a man's in time of unrest." We would
rather change into dogs than band together to better our
cond.itions. The complaints that we are worse off than
hens or ducks in the International Settlement smack
strongly of this.
Once many men think this way, we shall all be hung
by the heels. And even when we are being sent to the
kitchen, no one will attempt to save us. That is because
we are men after all, but spiritless, spiueless men.

If they
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THE TAKE-OVER POLICY
China always followed a closed-door policy: she would
not leave home herself nor Let others in. Since having
her front gate breached by cannon and knocking her
head several times against a brick wall, she has now
adopted a give-away policy in everything. Leaving other
aspects aside, in th,e field of art alone she recently sent
a pitre of art treasures to Paris for exhibition, but "no
one knows what became of them." And several "masters"
have made tours of Europe, bearing paintings old and
new and hanging them up wherevbr they went "to the
greater glory of China." I hear that before long we
sha1l be sending Dr. Mei Lan-fang to the Soviet Union
to promote "symbolism," after rvhich he will go to
Europe to lecture. It is not my intention here to discuss
the relationship between Dr. Mei's art and symbolism.
I merely want to point out that this is a manifest improvement, substituting live men for antiques.
But none of us, following the convention "Courtesies
should be returned," have said: "Take that over!"
Of course to do nothing but give is not a bad thing.
It reveals your wealth and generosity' Nietzsche boasted
that he was the sun, possessing illimitable light and
heat, endlessly giving rvithout receiving from others.
But Nietzsche was not the sun after all he was sirnply

crazy. China is not the sun either, -though they do
say that if we mined ail our coal it would Iast th'e whole
world for several centuries. But what after that? By
the end of several centuries we shall have turned into
spirits, of course, and either gone up to heaven or Cown
49
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to hell; but our descendants will be here, and we should
leave a few gifts for them. Otherwise at festivals and
on great occasions they will have nothing to give and
will have to kowtow to offer congratulations, receiving
as their reward some left-over gruel and scraps of food'
Do not mistake this reward. for something cast off no, it is something cast at you. In more dignified terms
it may be described as a "gift." It is not my intention
to cite examples here.*
It is not my intention either to speak of what rve have
"given away," for that rvould be old-fashioned. I am
just urging that we should be a little more parsimonious
and take things over as well as giving them away. This
is the "Take-Over" policy.
But vre have been frightened by the things "given"
us. First England's opium and Germany's cast-off
cannon, then Franoe's f,ace powder, America's films and

Japan's knick-knacks stamped "Chinese Products." The
result is that even level-headed young people fight shy
of foreign goods. In faci, this is because they ar'e "given"
not "taken over."
So we must use our brains, take a broader view, and
bring things in ourselves.
Suppose one of our poor youths, thanks to the virtue
of sorne anoestor (if I may b'e permitted to suppose such
never
a thing), comes irrto possession of a large house
- inmind rvhether obtained by trickery, force, Iawful
heritance or marriage into a wealthy family. What then?
That would b,e no tim,e for nicety, I fancy. "Take it
over!" But if he dislikes the previous owner and therefore hovers timidl,y outside for fear of being contarninated, he is a weakling. If he flies into a rage and sets
fire to the place to preserve his integrity, he is a fool'
If he admires the old master but accepts the situation
* Probably referring to America's shipment of surplus cotton
and w'heat to China the previous year.
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and marches cheerfully into the bedroom to smoke all
the opium left, he is clearly even more worthless. This
is not the way of the advocates of the policy of "TakeOver!"
A man of this sort must exercise ,discrimination. If
he sees shark's fins, he must not throw them down on
the road to show his affinity to the man in the street.
trf they are,nourishing he can share them with his friends
like turnips or cabbage, but he need not keep them for
banquets. If he sees opium, he must not throw it publicly into a cess-pool to show what an out-and-out revolutionary he is. He should send it to a pharmacy for use
as medicine, not try to trick people by announcing a
bogus clearance sale. If there are opium pipes and opium
lamps, though they are different from those in India,
Persia and Arabia and so distinctively Chinese that if
taken round the world men would stare at them, it seems
to rne that apart from giving a few to some museums
he might as well destroy the rest. And as for all the
concubines, he might as well send them away. Otherwise the "Take-Over" policy might prove dangerous.
'In brief, we must take things over. We must use them,
put them by, or destroy them. Only so can the master
be a rrew master and the house a new house. But we
must first be serious, brave, discriminating and unselfish.
Without taking things over, we cannot become new men.
Without this, art and literature can have no renaissance.
June 4
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toys to remember that by everything is still copied
from abroad. It is easy to- guess what things will be
Iike next year, which is not Children's Year.
But the men from north of the river have a gift for

TOYS
is Children's Year.* With this in mind, I often
at
the toys produced for children.
look
The labels on the playthings hanging in the foreign
goods emporium beside the road say "Made in France,"
but I have seen the same goods in Japanese toy shops,
only cheaper. The pedlars and stall-holders are all
1934

seiling rubber balloons which you can blow up, stamped
with the words "Entirely Chinese Product," showing ttrat
these are made in China. But the rubber balloons with
which Japanese children are playing have the same
mark. Maybe those are some they made.
In the big stores there are toy weapons: officers'
But we seldom see
swords, machine-guns, tanks.
even rich children playing with these. In the parks the
foreign children scoop up a cylinder of sand and stick
two twigs into it parallel with the ground - quite
obviously an armoured car with guns' But the Chinese
children with their pale, thin f,aces skulk behind their
parents to watch with timid, startled eyes, dressed in
their extremely gentlemanly long gowns.
In China we have many playthings for grown-ups:
concubines, opium pipes, mah-jong sets, decadent songs,
s6ances, Buddhist masses and so many others that we
have no time to think about our children. So though
this is Children's Year and though the year before last
we went through fighting, we have made the children no

In October 1933 the China Kindness to Children Society
the Kuomintang municipal authorities in Shanghai to declare 1934 a Children's Year.
*

asl<ed

making toys. They take two bits of bamboo of different
lengths, paint them red and green, and fasten them
together with a spring inside and a lever beside it, so
that when you turn the lever it rattles. This is a machinegun, the only new Chinese toy. I bought one on the
edge of the International Settlement, and walked along
with rny son rattling it. Most of the cultured Westerners
and conquering Japanese who saw us threw us a supercilious or pitying smile.
But we walked along rattling our toy, not in the least
abashed, because this was a Chinese invention. Ever since
the year before last, men from north of the river have
been generally abused,* as if this were the only way
to prove the speaker's own integrity. Now silence
reigns, however. That integrity is dissipated, dispersed.
And the men from north of the river have invented this
crude machine-gun, to pit their strong self-confidence
and simple talent against more civilized playthings. To
my mind they are more commendable than those who
buy the latest weapons from abroad. Though perhaps
for this statement I shall receive more sup,ercilious and

pitying smiles.
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1932,
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when the Japanese occupied Chapei in Shanghai,

they made a band of Chinese spy and loot for them. The two
chief traitors were frcm north of the river.

SNACKS

faiis is discouraging. For instance, the fact that nowafew men try to become immortals or discover the
philosopher's stone, but inste'ad bathe in hot springs or
buy lottery tickets, is the result of unsuccessful experirnents. Then less is said about ,,prolonging life,, and
more attention is paid to what is ,.delicious.,, Of course,
snacks will always be snacks. Not till death will the
Shanghailanders part with their snacks.
So chit-chat appears, but this is no novelty either.
El,en when Laochiuchang* was doing good business, we
had books like The Compend,ium of Anecd"otes and.
Taies,** whole casefuls of snacks. Since Laochiuchang
has closed down, naturally these have also dwindled to
almost nothing.
is less in quantity,
urhy is there su
r all over the city?
I srrppose it is
have put up neon_
light advertisem
raphs or romanized
clays

SNACKS

At pres,ent in the publishing world there are more
periodicals than books, which worries the thoughtful;
there is more chit-chat than long works, which

also

worries the thoughtful. Truly, those who are thoughtful
must be bowed down by care.
This has long been so, actually, only now some slight
changes have made it more apparent.
Shanghailanders have always been fond of snacks. If
you listen carefully, you can always hear snack-vendors
calling their wares in the street: cak,es of cassia petals
and sugar, gruel of lotus seeds, sugar and lard, dumplings
stuffed with prawns and pork, bananas, mangoes, Siamese
oranges, "King" melon s,eeds, candied fruit, olives and
so on. Provided your appetite is good, you can eat
from morning ti11 midnight. If your appetite is not
good, never mind, for these are not great dishes of
fish or pork: each portion is very srnall. Snacks serve,
it is said, not only for whiling away the tinae but for
nourishment too, and besides they taste delicious.
Certain publications a few years ago were snacks "to
nourish the soul," called "guides," "outlines" or the
('ABC" of this or that. They were slender volumes
anyway, and by an expenditure of a few dozen cents
and half an hour you could understand a science, the
whole of literature or some foreign language. The idea
is: If you eat one packet of spiced melon seeds, it will
nourish you and make you grow as well as five years
of food. When this is tried for a few years and fails
to work, it is very discouraging. Any experiment which

characters.

Though these are still snacks, however, the reactions
Shanghailanders seem sharper than ever, which acaounts for ail the to-do. But perhaps this is because
they are suffering from nerves. If that is the case, the
future of these snacks is problematic after all.

of
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silk shop, established in 1860. In Februarv
that the firm closed down
A selection made from rvritings from the Tang to the Ching

Shanghai's oldest

1934 business was so bad
++

11

d5'nasties.

NOW IS TTIE TIME

NOW IS THE TIME
"The pheasant is on the mountain: now is the time!"*
There is a time for all things.
The Bible and the Buddhist sutras have been jeered
at for over ten years, but "I know that now I am right
where before I was wrong,"** now is the time for their
resuscitation. Lord Kuan*** and General Yueh**** were
gods repeatedly honoured with titles during the Ching
dynasty, but forgotten after the 1911 Revolutionl they
were remembered again towards the last years of Yuan
Shih-kai, only to be buried together with Yuan Shih-kai;
.rnd now they are being remembered a second time.
Now is the time, of course, to respect the classical
language, quote the classics, display your culture and
read ancient books.
If a man comes from a poor family, even if storms
rage outside he will push ahead and struggle hard, for
since he has no comfortable nest to which to return he
has to press forward. If he makes a fortune he may
have a family genealogy written, a family temple built
and put on airs like the son of an ancient house
- but
atl that will happen later. If he comes from an ancient
house, he may leave home to satisfy his ambition or
curiosity, to be in the fashion or to make a living; but
the least success or failure makes him shrink back at
once. Moreover he shrinks back so far that he returns
A quotation from The Analects of Confucius.
*+ A quctation from the poet Tao Yuan-ming.
**+ Kuan Yu, a famous general of the Three Kingdoms
+*** Yueh Fei, a famous Sung dynasty general.

home, and
worst of all his home is an ancient,
mouldering -mansion.
There are old things in the storeroom of this mansion
and dust in th,e corners, too much to be cleared in one
day. If he has leisure to sit down and eat, he may look
around, repair the o1d books, clean the antique vases,
read the family record and recall his ancestors' virtue to
while away the time. If he is desperately poor, he will
feel even more compulsion to repair the old books, clean
the antique vases, read the family record and reca11 his
ancestors' virtue, even digging up rubbish at the foot
of the wall and op,ening empty drawers in the hope of
finding some treasure of which he knows nothing, to
save himself from poverty against which he is powerless.
These two types of men, the w,ell-to-do and the poor,
are different: their leisure and d,esperation are different,
their endings are different too. During this period,
however, they are both living among antiques, henc,e
their proposals and actions appear the same and they
seem quite a mighty force.
So some young people ar,e influenced into thinking
that salvation can really be found amid antiques.
Observing the leisure of the well-to-do and the singlemindedness of the desp,erate, they feel there must be
something in this. It is natural that some people copy
them. But time is utterly relentless, they achieve
nothing in the end: the desperate hope against hope,
while the well-to-do amuse themselves. If an advocate
has no understanding or purpose, whether he says that
antiques should be rvorshipped on the altar or thrown
into the latrine, he is simply deceiving others and himself for a time. Earlier examples of this can be seen
everywhere.
June 23
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II,IPRACTTCAI. A.DVICE AND SCEPTTCISM

IMPRACTICAL ADVICE AND
SCEPTIC ISM

unlettered, Iow-class people China's simple souls
have always been afraid of attracting attention. If for
no reason you inquire ttr'eir age, views, number of
brothers or family circumstances, after a mumbled reply
they will make off. Learned personages take umbrage at
thi;. But the trait is hard to change, being founded on
experience.

attention, unless you take great care
get
into trouble' Thus China has had
to
you are sure
its reforms, and'children no longer learn how Meng

If you attract

Tsung wept over th,e bamboo or Wang Hsiang lay on ice''
But a brand-new Children's Year has cropped up suddenly, and patriotic gentlemen are sparing no pains to
instruct their "little friends" in print and by the spoken
word. One urges them to work hard, and reminds thern
of the indomitable scholars of old who studied by the
light of glow-worms or made a hole in the wall to borrow
a neighbour's light. Another exhorts them to be patriotic'
like the young hero in his te'ens who broke through a
cordon to fetch reinforcements, or the boy of fourteen
who slew an enemy. These stories are not bad for whiling away th,e time, but anyone who believes them and
acts accordingly will become a fledgeling Don Quixote.
Think how difficult it is to catch enough glow-worms
every day to be able to read small type! But this is
simply difficult, whereas making a hole in the wall is
+

From The Tuentu'four Stories oI Filial Pieta.
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much more serious. No matter where you are you will
be scolded, ahd your parents will have to apologize at
once and pay for the repairs.
Fetching reinforcernents or slaying the enemy are even
more serious matters, which are dealt with abroad by
men in their thirties or forties. The chief business of
children there is to eat, play, Iearn to read and master
a little essential general knowledge. We have an exceptionally high opinion of our Chinese children, which
of course is all to the good; but this being the case we
often set them extremely difficult tasks like swordthrowing, which are only possible to those who have

been up Mount Wutang* and found a teacher from
whom to learn the Way. In the twentieth century the
submarines and aeroplanes of which the ancients dreamed have been made on earth. But the examples given
in old books llke Lung Wen Pien Yi.ng and Yu Hsueh
Chiung Lin** are still rather hard to copy. To my mind,
even ihos,e who preach them don't believe in them.
And therefore those who hear them don't believe in
them either. For over a thousand years we have been
hearing of miraculous swordsmen, but last year three
men only
a mere hundred millionth of our popula- Mount Wutang. So this is clear. There
tion
climbed
may -have been more in ancient times, but now that '*re
have experience and are sceptical few men act on such
advioe
or so I imagine.
- there
When
is a great deal of irresponsible teaching
which cannot be carried out, few have faith in it; when
there is a great deal of harrnful advice, even fewer have
faith in it. "Don't you believe it!" is the moat dug by
simple souls to guard against dangers from without. It
is also the bane which makes them scatter like sand.
* A eentre of Taoist teaching in Hupeh. It figures in many
old novels as the place where skilled swordsmen were trained.
*+ Two collections of historical allusions compiled for children.
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But this trait is not confined to simple souls. There
cannot be many even among the literati who believe in
themselves and in their fellow men. Thus they honour
Confucius and at the same time worship the Living
like a man who buys many different stocks and
shares or deposits his money in different banks, having
no faith in any single one.
Buddhas,

JuIy

I

THE REAL NATURE OF THE
..RADICALS "

1

Nowadays if you dub a man's views "Iofty" he may
object, but apparently it is quite saf,e to call them
"radical" or "thoroughly progressive."
Now is the time when "radical, thoroughly progressive"
views have ousted "lofty" ones.
Literature and art have their specific audience. Thus
literature is written for those who can read, and as the
standard of reading varies sorne works must be deeper
than others. As for using ordinary languag,e and clear
modes of expression, this is naturally required of writers.
But now a "radical" steps forward to say: Look at ali
what are you going to do about
the illiteracy in China
- blow for men of letters. AlI
that? This is a knock-out
they can do is keep silent.
But they can call up reinforcements to argue it out.
As iliiterates are beyond the influence of literature, we
can ask artists, actors and script-writers to show them
things outside the realm of literature. But this will not
stop the mouth of the "radical." Some illiterates are
colour-blind and completely b1ind, he says. What about
them? This is a knock-out blow for artists too. All
they can do is keep silent again.
In a desperate rear-guard action we may say that as
far as the blind are concerned, we can give them talks,
sing to them or tell them stories. This sounds reasonable
enough. But then the "radical" asks: Itrave you forgotten
ali the deaf in China?
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Another knock-out blow. Silence! We are all silenced.
Then the "radical" reaches the conclusion: A11 modern
literature and art are useless. A thoroughgoing revolu-

tion is needed!
After stating this conclusion he disappears. Who is
going to carry out the thoroughgoing revolution? The
writers and artists, of course. But as most of them are
not so "radicaI," China will never have a "radically"
good literature and art suitable for illiterates, the colourblind, the blind and the deaf.
From time to time, however, the "radical" pops up to
criticize writers and artists again.
If the followers of th,e arts do not know how to tear
the mask from the fac,es of such eminent figures when
they rneet them, instead of making progress our art and
literature can only dwindle until at last they die out.
Serious-minded writers and artists must recognize the
real nature of these "radicals."
JuIy

B

THE WORLD OF CICADAS
Most Chinese scholars believe that all learning issues
out of the rnouths of sages or at any rate of scholars.
The common people, they say, had nothing to do with
the discovery and use of fire and herbs, which are both
attributed to the ancient sage kings, Sui Jen and Shen
Nung. So it is not in the least amazing if s,omeone thinks:
"Holv amazing to have every kind of knowledge proceeding from the mouth of beasts!"*
Moreover in China this knowledge "from the mouth
of beasts" is often not true knowledge. The weather
is fearfully hot, aII doors and windows are open, and
the families who own wireless sets turn them towards
the street "to share their pleasure with the people."
They shriek and blare on and on. I know nothing of
the situation in other countries, but from morning to
night ali Chinese bro,adcasting stations play opera
neighing and braying incessantly. Your ears need not
rest for a singtre minute, if you like. At the same time
eiectric fans are on, and ices are served. This not only
is a far cny from the news that "the river is in flood"
or "drought is a certainty," but it is a completely different world from that outside the 'uvindow where ::nen
sweat and struggle all day to rnake a living.
In ihe middle of a1l the long-drawn. high-pitched blaring and shrieking, I suddenlSz remernbered that famous
fable by La Fontaine, "The Cicada and the Ant." On
+

A criticism levelled by Wang l\Iao-tsu against the use of fables

in a school

textbook.
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a blazing hot summer day just like this, an ant was toiling as hard as it could on the ground ,;-rhile a cicada sang
at the top of its voice on a branch, and sneered at the
ant's vulgarity. Then the autumn wind came and each
day became chillier than the last. The cicada rrho had
no food or clothing became a little beggar, and was
lectured by the ant who had made its preparations in
good time. This was told me by *y teacher when I rvas
"receiving an education" in primary school. trt rnust
have made a deep impression on me, for even today I
still remember it.
But although I remernber it, the experience that
"graduation means unemployment"* has made my view
very different from that of the ant. Very soon the autr.rmn wind will be here, and naturally it will grow colder day by day; but I suspect that the ones to go withorit food and clothing wiil be those who are sw-eating
today. Al1 round the Western-style houses will be still,
but iust because windows and dloors will be tightly
closed and the strains of the wireless will linger beside
the warm stove. If we try to imagine the scene, no doubt
it will still be the same shrieking and blaring music.
Is it not true that knowledge "from the rnouth of
beasts" is often inapplicable to China?
China has its own sages and scholars. "Those who
work with their brain are rulers, those who work with
their brawn are ruled. Those who are ruled feed others,
and those who rule feed off others"
how simpl5r 2nd
- taught me this
explicitly this is put! If the teacher had
long ago, I could have avoided the sentiments outlined
above and saved much paper and ink. This is another
excellent proof of the need for Chinese to read the
Chinese classies.

JuIy
*
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The graduates from Chinese sehools and colleges rv,ere findit very hard to get jobs at the time.

IN MEMORY OF WEI SIJ-YUAN
I have some memories, but fragmentary in the extreme. They remind me of the fish-scales scraped off by
a knife, some of which stick to the fish while others
fall lnto the water. When the water is stirred, a few
scales may swirl up, glimmering, but they are streaked
with blood, and even to me they seem likely to spoil
the enjoyrnent of connoisseurs.
Now a few friends want to commemorate Wei Suyuan and have asked me to say a few words too. Yes,
this is my duty. So I shall have to, stir up the water
around me to see what may float uP.
One day, it must have been more than ten years ago
when I was a lecturer in Peking University, in the staff
room I met a young man with fearfully long hair and
a long beard Li Chi-yeh. I believe it was Li Chi-yeh
who introduced me to Wei Su-yuan, but I can no longer
remember the circumstances. AII I recollect is that he
was already sitting in a small hotel room planning
publications.
That small room was the office of the Wei-ming Press.
In those days I was editing two pocket editions: The
Wu-ho Library which consisted of original writings only,
and the Wei-ming Library which consisted of translations only. Both were printed by the Peihsin Book
Shop. Then, just as now, neither the pulilisher nor the
readers iiked translations; hence the second library was
not doing so well. As it happened, Wei Su-yuan and
his friends were eager to introduce foreign literature to
China, and when they negotiated with Li Hsiao-feng to
65
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make the Wei-ming Library independent of the book
shop to be run by a few of them, Li readily agreed. So
this library broke away from peihsin Book Shop. We
supplied the manuscripts ourselves, then funds for the
printing were collected and the work got underway. As
this library was called Wei-ming,* our press took the
same name. It did not mean that we had no name, however, but simply that the name was not fixed, just as in
the case of a boy who has not reached manhood.
The m
ess had no high ambitions b
ep by step an honest
piece of
was Su-yuan.
So he took to sitting in this small ramshackle room
which was the office of the Wei-ming press. Of course,
this was due in part to his health, which prevented him
from attending college and naturally made him the one
to hold the fort.
My earliest recollection of him is in this shabby fo,rt,
a short, thin, shrewd and serious-Iooking lad, with a
few rows of dog-eared foreign books under the window,
proving his devotion to literature despite his poverty.
But at the same tirne he made a bad impression on me,
and I felt it was difficult to make friends with him be_
cause he seldom smiled. This was a characteristic of
all members of this press, but in Su-yuan it was so marked that it struck you at once. Later I found out that
I had misjudged him, for it was not difficult to make
friends with him. His reluctance to smile probably
arose out of the difference in our age and was a sign
of special respect for me what a pity that I could not
- that I was able to bridge the
grow young again to prove
gap between us! I fancy Li Chi-yeh and the others
realized the truth.
But by the time I realized my mistake, I had discovered
his fatal weakness: he took life too seriously. CaIm as
*Meaning "nameless.',
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he looked, he was very passionate. Can taking life
seriously prove fatal? It could then, at least, and norn'.
When a man is serious he easily grows trrassionate, and
iJ this trend goes unchecked it may cost him his life,
though if he remains quiet he will break his heart.
all we have are small exHere is a small example
amples.

-

I

had already fled to Amoy to escape persecution by
Premier Tuan Chi-jui and his stooges, but the bullies
were still riding roughshod over Peking. Lin Su-yuan,*
one of the Tuan clique and president of the Women's
Normal University, used troops to seize the college, and
after a display of military might accused several teachers
who had stayed there of being "communists." This
epithet has always heiped certain people to "do their
job" and the method is an old one, nothing to occasion
surprise. Yet Su-yuan seems to have grown heated.
After this for some time in his letters to me, he was too
disgusted to use his own name and changed it to Souyuan. At the same time there were clashes inside the
press. Kao Chang-hung wrote from Shahghai accusing
Wei of suppressing an article by Hsiang Pei-liang and
urging me to interfere. I said nothing' Then Kao
started printing abuse in the Tempest, first abusing
Su-yuan, then me. I thought it extremely funny that'
when Su-yuan suppressed Hsiang's article in Peking, Kao
should express indignation in Shanghai and want me in
Amoy to take sides. Someone always starts trouble
inside an organization, even though it is just a small
literary one, when there is pressure from without: this is
nothing unusual either. Yet Su-yuan took it very
seriously, not only writing me a fuli explanation, but
also writing to clear himself in some magazine. But who
else had any say in the court presided over by those
"gifted men"? I could not help sighing to think of Su'She had the same personal name as Wei Su-yuan'
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yuan, only a man of letters and ill into the bargain, who
yet strove so hard to cope with troubles from bottr rvithin
and without. How long could he last? Of course, these
were only minor troubles, yet grave enough for one so
serious and passionate.
Before long, the Wei-ming Press was closed dou,n and
several of its members arrested. Su-yuan was not one
of these-perhaps because he had coughed blood and
was in hospital. Later on those arrested were reieased,

however, and the Wei-ming press could open again.
This game of sudden closing, sudden opening, sudden
arrests and sudden releases, is one which even now still
baffles me.
The next year when I went to Canton
that rvas in
the early autumn of 7g27
I continued to- receive a few
letters from him, letters written
in bed in the sanatorium
in the West Hills because the doctors would not let him
get up. He expressed himsetf more precisely and his
ideas were clearer ancl wider in scope, but ihis made
me worry more about his illness. One day I r.eceived
a book out of the blue, a cloth-bound edition of his
translation of Gogol's The Ouercout. When I saw r,vhat
it rvas, I shivered: he was obviously sending me a me_
mento
did he already
that his end was near?
- hardly bear tosense
I could
read this book, yet read it I

must.

And this made me remember how one day, when a
good friend of his who was also coughing blood did this
in his presen,ce, Su-yuan, in panic, charged. him in a
loving, anxious voice: "Don,t do that!,' And then I

remembered Ibsen's Brand who ordered the dead to rise
again but, not having divine power, ended by being
buried under an avalanche.
I seemed to see Su-yuan and Brand in the air, but I

had nothing to say.
Towards the end of May 1929, I was lucky to be able
to go to the sanatorium in the West Hills and have a
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with Su-yuan. His skin was bronzed by sun-bathing
and he was in good spirits. His friends and I were
pieased. But there was some sadness in my pleasure
too, for suddenly I remembered that his fianc6e had be'
corne engaged to another man with his consent. Suddenly I doubted whether he would even be able to carry
out his modest wish to introduce foreign literature to
China. Suddenly I wondered if he was lying here waiting to be cured or waiting to die. Suddenly I asked
myself why he had sent me that well-bound copy of his
chat

translation.

On ihe waIl hung a large portrait of Dostoyevsky. I
respect and admire this author, but I hate the silent
cruelty of his writing. He prepares spiritual tortures
and drags unhappy men in one by one for us to watch
their agony. Noll' his gloomy eyes were fixed on Suyuan and his couch, as if to tel1 me: Here is another
unhappy man for me to write about.
Of course, these were merely minor misfortunes, but
lor Su-yuan they were fairly serious.
At half past five on the morning of August 7, 7932,
Su-yuan died in the Tungjen Hospital, Peking, and all
I-ris plans and hopes came to nothing. I am sorry that
to avoid trouble I had burned his letters. My only mernento of him is his translation, which is always by my
side.

Two years have passed since his death, during which
tirne nothing has been said about him in the literary
world. This is not strange, for he was no genius or
hero. In tife he lived quietly, in death he naturally
vanished quietly too. But for us he is a young man
worth remembering, for he quietly supported the Weiming Press.
Now the Wei-ming Press has virtually disappeared:
its life has not been a very long one. But while Suyuan was running it they introduced works by Gogol,
l)ostoyevsky, Andreyev, van Eeden, Ehrenburg's The
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Tobacco Pouch and Lavrenev's The Fortg-Jirst, besides
publishing new writings including Tsung-wu's Chunshnn, Tai Ching-nung's So?zs of the Earth and Buzlders
of the Pagoda, and my Daun Blossoms Plucked at
Dusk. These were works relatively worth reading in
those days. Meanwhile history has not spared those
small-minded cynics: though not many years have passed
they have all disappeared, while the translations of the
Wei-ming Press have not yet r,vithered in our garden of
Iiterature.
True, but Su-yuan was no genius or hero, much less
the pinnacle of some high monument or the finest
flower of some famous garden. Still, he was a stone
under the monument, a clod of earth in the garden, what
China needs a great deal. He is beneath the notice of connoisseurs, but builders and gardeners rvould not .spurrr
him.
A writer's misfortune is not so much being attacked

or ignored in his lifetime: what is realIy tragic is if,

once he is dead, his words and actions forgotten, fools
pretend to be his friends and say this and that to make
a nEune or money for themselves, using a corpse as their
ladder to profit and fame. Now I have written a few
thousand words to commemorate Su-yuan whom I knew
weIl, and I trust I am without any selfish motive. This
is all I have to say.
I do not know whether I shall have another occasion
to commemorate him. Should this be the only time,
then, Su-yuan, farewell!

The night of JuIy 16, 1934

SETTLING OLD SCORES
There are certain learned men whose faces light up
whenever they speak of Ching dynasty scholarship,
which they affirm surpassed that of all earlier ages. And
they certainly produce plenty of evidence: many great
tomes of commentaries on the cla-qsics and advanced
philological studies. Although there were no great
historians. numerous scholars carried out historical research; while their textual criticism in particular has
enabled us to understand o1d works which were closed
books to scho,lars of the Sung and Ming dynasties. . ..
I rather hesitate to settle old scores after all this time,
Ior fear these heroes may label me a Jew, which I am
not. But whenever I hear learned men hold forth on
Ching dynasty scholarship, I cannot help thinking of
the "Ten Days at Yangchow" and the "Three Massacres
of Chiating."* Though these small matters are hardly
worth mentioning, was the loss of the whole country
and a fuII two hundred and fifty years of slavery a good
or a bad exchange for a few glorious pages in the history

of scholarship?
Unfortunately I am no mathematician, so I have
never worked this out. My own feeling, however, is
that we got the worst of the bargain and lost more than
bv using the "Boxer" Indemnity Fund to support a mere
handful of scholars.**
'Referring to the massacres of Chinese by the Manchus in 16i15.
+* After the Yi Ho Tua'n Movement
of 1g00, eight forcign powers banded together to invade China and forced the
lVlanc}ru government to pay an indemnity of 4b0 million taels
7L
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But no doubt this is simply the vulgar view. Learned
men look beyond profit and loss. And yet, though this
is so, they seem to make some difference between profit
and loss, great and small. Nothing is greater than
veneration for Confucius, nothing more vital than upholding Confucianism; so as long as you venerate Confucius and uphold Confucianism, it does not matter to
what new dynasty you bow. And speaking of the new
riynasty you say: "Turn round and conquer the hearts
of the Chinese people."*
And a really thorough job has been done on the hearts
of some of the Chinese people. War, plague, flood and
drought, typhoons and locusts are the price for the fine
show put up by restoring the temples of Confucius, rebuilding the Leifeng Pagoda, forbidding men and women
to walk side by side, and printing rare books of the
Imperial Library.**
I know, of course, that calamities are merely temporary, and if they are not recorded a year from now
no one will so much as mention them, whereas our
glorious tradition is immortal. But somehow or other,
though I am not a Jew, I always like to weigh the profit
and loss and wish others would work out the cost of
this bill which is never mentioned. Indeed, this is the
tirne for it.

July

IN MEMORY OF LIU PAN-NUNG*
Hsiao-feng set me this subject.
There is nothing preposterous about this either. I
should mourn Pan-nung's death, because he was an oId
friend o,f mine. But that was over ten years ago
what he was recently it is hard to say.
I forget how I first met him, or how he came to Peking. He probably came after contributing to Neu
Youth, invited by Mr. Tsai Yuan-pei** or Mr. Chen Tuhsiu;*** and later, of course, he was one of Neu Youth's
warriors:. He was high-spirited and bold, and fought
a number of great battles. For instance, the answer to
Wang Ching-hsien's factitious letter**x* and the creation
of the Chinese characters for "she" and ('it"***** were
his work. Naturally these things seem trivial today; but
that was over ten years ago, when if you so much as advocated the new punctuation many people behaved ,,as if
their parents had died" and longed "to eat your flesh
and sleep on your skin." So these were in fact great

17

" 1891-1934.

of silver. Later this sum was reduced and in 1930 part of it rvas
oet aside for the "Boxer" Indemnity Fund, used to send Chinese
students to England for study.
+ Referring to a remark made by Hu Shih.
** In 1934 the Kuomintang allocated substantial funds for the
restoration of Confucian temples in Shantung and Wuhsing. At
the same ti.me a Buddhist society raised money to rebuild the
Leifeng Pagoda. A commissioner in Canton tried to forbid men
and women from walking together in the street, and the Ministry
of Education started reprinting certain rare books of the Imperial
Library.

** 186?-1940. A scholar and revolutionary at
the end of the
Ching dynasty, who held the posts of Minister of Education and
President of Peking University under the Republic.
*"" 1879-1942. Then professor of Peking University.
"*** In 1919, to launch a discussion on revolutionary literature
Chien Hsuan-tung, under the pen-name Wang Ching-hsien, wrote
a letter to New Youth attacking the vernacular literature and
advocating the use of the classical language and forms. Liu pannung refuted his arguments.
+*++* Classical Chinese had one character
fig for ,,he,,, .,she,, and
"it." Liu proposed using fi!, for the feminine gender and F6 for the
neuter.
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battles. Nowadays very few young folk of twenty or

appeared with nothing of his. The general criticism
of him was: Shallow.
Quite right, Pan-nung was shallow. But he was
shallow like a brook which is so limpid that you can
see its bed. No amount of sediment or decaying grass
can hide the trarsparency of the whole. If it were full
of mud, you could not see its dep,th, and a muddy chasm

thereabouts know what happened thirty years ago and
that you could be imprisoned or decapitated simply for
cutting off your queue. But that was the truth.
Still Pan-nung's high spirits sometimes bordered on
carelessness, and occasionally his b,oldness lacked direction. But when you wanted to plan an attack on the
enemy, he was a good comrade-in-arms; and during the
carnpaign he was always honest and never stabbed you in
the back. If he failed, that was owing to miscalculation.
Before each number of JVetu Youth came out there
was an editorial meeting to discuss the contents" At
that time I was most struck by Chen Tu-hsiu and Hu
Shih. If you compare strategy to an arsenal, Mr, Chen
had a large banner outside his bearing the bold inscription: "Weapons inside! Look ,out!" But the gate was
open, and you could see at a glance the number of guns
and bayonets
there was no need for special vigilance.
Mr. Hu kept -his gate tightly closed and posted a small
notice on it, saying: "No rveapons here, I assure you!"
Of course, that may have been true, but some people
those like myself, at least
sometimes could not help
- Because Pan-nung gave
tilting our heads in thought.
the impression of having no arsenal, whereas I respected
Chen and Hu I felt drawn to Pan-nung.
By that I mean simply that I talked to him more, and
more talk revealed his weaknesses. For a year at least
he could not rid himself of the romantic notion, brought
from Shanghai, that a talented scholar must have "a
lovely girl with red sleeves to tend his incense while he
reads at night." It was hard for us to scold him out of

this. But apparently he talked wildly wherever he
went, so that certain "scholars" raised their eyebrows.
Sometimes even Neus You:th turned his manuscripts
down. He was never afraid to write; yet if you look
through back numbers of various journals, quite a few
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is much worse than a shallow one.
But these covert criticisms must have wounded Pannung. I suspect they were largely responsible for his
going to France to study. I am a poor correspondent,
and from this time on we gradually drifted apart. It
was not til] he came back that I heard he had been
copying old books abroad. When later he punctuated
Ho Tien,* still thinking of him as an old friend, I made
a lew frank comments in my preface. I heard afterwards that he took offence, but "what's said can never
be unsaid"
was too late. On another occasion there
- itunpleasantness
was a little
in connection with The
Tstler"** Five or six years ago, when we met at a
banquet in Shanghai, we had virtually nothing left to
say to each other.
During the last few years, Pan-nung rose by degrees
in the world and by degrees I forgot him. But when
I read in the papers that he had prohibited the use of
"miss"**x and other such items of news, this irritated me
immensely. What business had Pan-nung to waste time
on such matters? Last year when I saw him constantly
writing frivolous verse and dabbling in classical Chi-

A satirical novel first published in 1878.
In 1928, The Tatler published an article by Liu Pan-nung
containing certain factual errors. A letter from a reader pointin,g out these mistakes was subsequently printed, to Liu,s
*

**

annoyance.
*** In 1930, when Liu was dean of a women's college, he forbade

the students to call each other "miss." He denounced this
"slavish," and advised them to use Chinese forms of address.
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nese, and remembered our former friendship I often
sighed. I thought: If we were to meet, and I still
treated him as an old friend instead of simply laughing
and saying: "Nice weather . . ." we might even quarrel.
But I was still touched by Pan-nung's loyalty to his
friends. The year before last I went to Peking, and
Iater someone told me that Pan-nung had meant to
come and see me, only someone frightened him a'r,ray.
That made me thoroughly ashamed, because after
reaching Peking I had no intention of calling on Pannung.

Now he is dead, and my feeling for him is the same
as during his lifetime. I love the Pan-nung of ten
years ago and hate his last few years. This hatred is
a friend's hatred, for I always wanted him to remain
the Pan-nung of ten years ago. Even if he was a
"shallow" warrior, so much the better for China. I
wish I could light up his achievements in battle with
the fire of my indignation, to prevent those goblins
from dragging his past glory together with his corpse
into their quagmire.
August

NOTES AFTER READING

(1)

Gorky marvels at Balzac's skill in handling dialogue,
for without any description of his characters, ,pp"rr-

ance he oonjures them up before the readers by their

conversation. (See "My Literary Apprenticeship,, in
the August number of Literature.)
Novelists of this calibre have not yet appeared in
China, though there are passages in Outlaws of the
Marshes and The Dream of the Red, Chamber which
enable readers to visualize the characters from their
talk. Actually there is nothing miraculous about this,
as anyone who rents one of those small apartments in
a Shanghai side-street knows from his own experience.
You may never have set eyes on your neighbours, but

1

If

you cut out all extraneous matter and simply select
what is distinctive in each one's conversation, f am sure
others could guess their character from their talk. I
am not saying, mind you, that this would make you the
Balzac of China.
When a writer builds up a character through dialogue,
he almost certainly has his own mental picture of the
ntan, which he passes on to his readers ti11 they form
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There is bound to be a general similarity, however, in
character, speech and behaviour, just as when a French
work is translated into Russian' Otherwise literature
would have no universal quaiities.

But though literature has its universal qualities, it
varies with the understanding of the readers; and if
they lack understanding of the situations described, it
Ioses its effectiveness. For instance if we read ?he

Dream of the Red, Clwmber and want to form a picture
from the text of Lin Tai-yu, we must first erase the
impression made on us by the photograph of Dr' Mei
Lan-fang in the scene "Lin Tai-yu Buries the Flowers'"
If we then imagine another Lin Tai-yu, she will probably be a slim and solitary modern young woman with
bobbed hair and a gown of Indian silk, or some other
I cannot determine which' But she is bound
type
to be quite different from the pictures published
between thirty and forty years ago in lllustrations for
the Dream of the Red. Chamber. The heroine pictured
there was the Lin Tai-yu in the heart of readers at that
time.
Literature has its limitations as well as its universal

qualities. And some relatively lasting works change
according to the readers' experience of life. The
Eskimoes in the Polar regions and the Negroes in the
heart of Africa cannot, I am certain, understand the
"Lin Tai-yu type." And the citizens of a healthy and
rational society will not be able to understand her either.
They will probably feel further removed from her in
time than we do when we hear of the burning of the
books by the First Emperor of Chin or Huang Chaois*
massacres. Anything subject to change is not everlasting. Only dreamers, talking in their sleep, can claim
that literature alone is immortal.
August 6
*

Leader

of a

peasant revolt

at the end of the ninth century'

NOTES AFTER READING

Q)

Even men of the same age and the same country do
not always speak the same language.
Barbusse has written a most interesting story called
French and Foreign Languages. The story tells of a
rich family in France which entertains three soldiers
who have risked death in the Great War. The young
lady of the house comes out to greet them but findl
nothing to say, and when by a great effort she makes
a few remarks they have nothing to answer; in fact
they are on tenterhooks sitting in this luxurious room.
It is not till they slip back to their ,,pigsty,, that they
relax completely and can laugh ana cfrit.- And usini
sign language with some German prisoners of war, the]
find that these others talk the same language.
Because of this experience one soldier thinks hazily:
"In this world there are two worlds. One is the .,rooia
of war. The other is a world with doors that shut ]ike
safes, kitchens as clean as churches, and beautiful
loorns. That is a completely different world. A dU_
ferent country. The people who live there are
foreign,ers with strange ideas.,,
And the young lady later tel1s a gentleman: ,,One
can't even talk to them. It,s as if there were an im_
passable chasm between us.,,

Actually this is so not only with young ladies and
,'feudal remnants,,, ,,com_
soldiers. We
- whether
pladors" or whatever
you please
often find nothing
- as
l.o say to others virtnally the same
ourselves if wE
lrave any differences of opinion yet have to speak from
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the heart. We Chinese are a clever people, houlever,
and some of our forbears long ago discovered a uni-

versal remedy, which is: "Today's weather ha, ha,
ha!" And during feasts we play finger-games to avoid
starting any argument.
It therefore seems rather difficult for literature to be
both universal and immortal. The remark "Today's
weather ha, ha, ha!" though quite universal, is by
no means assured of immortality, and in any case it is
not much like literature. So a superior writer has made
a rule that all those who do not understand his "literature" must be excluded from "humanity" to ensure that
his "literature" will remain universal. Since he is unwilling to disclose what other qualities literature should
poar"aa, he has to resort to this means' In such a ca'se'
ho*"rr"., though "literature" may live on, not much
"humanity" is left.
So they say that the finer literature is, the less appre
ciated it is; when it reaches the peak of perfection its
universality and immortality are embodied in its author alone- But then the writer becomes so cast down
again that he spits blood, and this time there is nothing
to be done!

August

6

THOUGHTS ON A CHILD'S
PHOTOGR APHS

I was childless for so long that it was said this was
my line would die out.
retribution for my evil ways
- with me
she forbade
When my landlady was annoyed
her children to come to my room to p1ay. "Leave him
alone!" she ordered them. "Kill him with coldness!"
But now I have a son, though whether or not we shall
manage to bring him up remains to be seen. Stitl he
can already talk a good deal and air his views. It was
better, though, when he couldn't, for now that he talks
I feel he is my enemy.
Sometimes he is most dissatisfied with me. He once
told me to my face: "I sha1l be a better father than
you. ." He even borders on the "reactionary," for
on one occasion he reprimanded me sharply: "What
sort of father are you!?"
I do not believe him. A son always claims that he
will be a good father, but by the time he has a son himself he has forgotten his earlier resolution completely.
Besides, I fancy I am not a bad father, for though I
sometimes scold or even spank my son, I love him. That
is why he is healthy, high-spirited and mischievous,
and has not.been crushed into a moron. If I were
really hopeless as a father, would he dare make this
reactionary declaration to my face?
Sometimes, however, his health and high spirits get
him into trouble. Since the September the Eighteenth
Incident, certain compatriots have mistaken him Ior a
Japanese child, sworn at him several times and once
81
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hit him
to be sure. Here I must add a re- notishard
mark which
neither pleasant to, make nor pleasant
to hear: For the last year or more, nothing of the sort

give me the frank abuse: "Who the devil are Aou?" I
hope he will be something of a devil himself.
But most Chinese seize the chance to develop towards
subnrission
"quiet." Downcast eyes and
- to become
prompt, respectful
answers make a good child who is
dubbed "sweet." High spirits, health, stubbornness, an
all that is
expanded chest and head carried high
- their heads
are bound to make men shake
"active"
- even mutter about "foreign ways." Owing
and perhaps
to long years of invasion, we hate all "foreign ways."
More than that, we deliberately do the reverse ourselves. As the foreigners are active, we make a point

has occurred.

It is actually very difficult to distinguish Chinese
from Japanese children if they both wear foreign

elothes. But some people here have a quick, fallacious
method of identifying them: The well-behaved, quiet
children who keep rather still are Chinese; the sturdy,
lively, fearless ones who leap about and shout are
Japanese.

But oddly enough, when
a

I

had him photographed in

Japanese studio, his face wore a mischievous expression just like a Japanese boy. When I had him photographed in a Chinese studio, in much the same costume,
he r,vore a smug, submissive expression
a genuine

Chinese child.
That set me thinking.
The main reason for the difference was the photographers. The photographers of the two countries have

different ways of posing their subject. Once he is
standing or sitting ready, they watch intently to take
a picture at what they think the best instant. The expression of a child in front of the camera is always
changing: now lively, now mischievous, now submissive,
n'ow smug, now peevish, now nervous, now fearless, now

The picture of the Chinese child was taken
tired.
in that instant of smug submission, the one looking like
a Japanese in the instant of lively mischief.
Submission is not a bad cluality. On the other hand
to submit to everything is not good either, and may
show utter worthlessness. "Father" and the elder
generation have to be obeyed, but their orders must be
reasonable ones. Rather than a child who thinks himself inferior to others in every way and bows and
cringes, or one whose face is wreathed in smiles when
all the time he is planning to shoot you in the dark,
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scientific, we go in for
spiritualism; as they wear short jackets, we wear long
gowns; as they pay attention to hygiene, we eat flies;
as they are healthy, we keep falling iIl. This is the
only way to preserve China's ancient culture, shorv
patrioiism and avoid being slaves.
Yet as far as I can see these "foreign ways" include
a number of virtues which the Chinese originally possessed, but which centuries of oppression have whittled
dlown until we ourselves no longer understand them and
have made them over altogether to the foreigners. We
naturally
must take these back and restore them
after careful selection.
Even if there are good qualities which China did not
originally po'ssess, we should learn them too. Even if
the teacher is our enemy, we should learn from him.
llere I rvant to speak of Japan, which no one likes to
mention. The Japanese imitativeness and lack of inventiveness are despised by many Chinese commental,ors. But if we look at Japanese publications or in,dustrial products, which surpassed those of China long
irgo, w-e can see that imitative skill is not a weakness.
We should learn this skill in imitation. Combined with
inventiveness, it is surely even better? Other',vise we
shal.l simply "die in bitterness""

of sitting sti1I; as they are
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Here let me add what may seem an uncalled-for
statement: I am confident that my proposals are not
"dictated by the imperialists" to tempt the Chinese into
being slaves, whereas all that talk of patriotism and all
that support of the national characteristics do n'ot in
fact hinder us from becoming slaves.
August

SETTING THE FASHION AND
STICKING TO TRADITION

7

Since

Liu Pan-nung's death not a few periodicals have

made the same corunotion as they did over the two writers

Chu Hsiang and Lu Yin.* How long this will go on we
cannot say. But his death seems to have made a much
greater impression than those of the other two: he is
about to be deified as a sage who stuck to tradition,
whose hallowed name can be used to attack those who
"set the fashion."*+
This attack is a powerful one because he was a celebrity who formerly threw in his lot with the moderns,
and. to attack the moderns with a modern is like combatting poison with poison: it is more effective than
using rusty antiques. But this is where the joke comes
in. What joke? Why, that Liu Pan-nung became a
celebrity by setting the fashion.
Young men of the last generation knew of Liu Pannung not as a phonologist or a writer of doggerel, but as
the man who left the school of "love birds and butterflies," debunked Wang Ching-hsuan and fought in the
ranks of the "literar;r revolution." Some voices were
raised at that time to condemn him for setting this
'Chu Hsiang

(1904-1933), poet and head

of the English Depart-

ment of Anhwei llniversity, drowned himself owing to poverty.
Lu Yin (1898-1934), a ruoman writer, died after a difficult labour.

** A phrase used by Lin Yu-tang in July 1934 to jeer at progressives. "Though setting the fashion is important, maintaining
standards is equally important."
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fashion. But as time marches on it seerns that progress
is made, for by degrees this epithet was forgotten, and
after climbing a little and compromising a 1itt1e he
ended as a perfectly respectable celebrity. But "Fame

is as fatal to men as stoutness to pigs." Now he is being
made up as a prescription to cure new outbreaks of this
disease of setting the fashion.
Liu Pan-nung is by no means the only one to suffer
this sad fate: he has many forerunners. There were
numerous scholars in Canton yet none attained Kang
Yu-wei's fame, because he took the lead in sending a
memorial to the throne and was the chief figure in the
1B9B Reformation
he set the fashion. Men -who
studied in England-were no rarity either, but Yen Fu's
name is not yet forgotten because he made a serious
attempt to translate not a few foreign books
he set
- Chang
the fashion. At the end of the Ching dynasty
Tai-yen was not the only scholar to study the Confucian classics, yet his fame much surpassed that of Sun
Yi-jang because he set the fashion by advocating a
national revolution-not only setting the fashion, but
even going so far as to "rebel." Later, after they had
had their turn, these men became orthodox living
sages. Brrt ill luck dogged their steps: Kang yu-wei*
will be known for ever as the saint of the restoration
of the monarchy, Yuan Shih-kai wanted Yen Fu** to
support his ascension to the throne, and Marshal Sun
Chuan-fang asked Chang Tai-yen to revive the ancient
ceremony of tou htl.**a Since they had proved stout
fellows in pulling the cart forward with their sturdy arms
* In 1917, Kang Yu-wei collaborated with Chang Hsun, a
northern warlord, to restore the Ching dynasty.
** Yen Fu, the noted translator, sympathized with yuan Shih-

kai's monarchical aspirations.
***

In 1926, Sun Chuan-fang played the ancient game of tou hu
arrows into a pot; and Chang Tai-yen was invited to
-pitching
attend.
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and legs, they were now asked to pull the cart again,
but backwards this time. AII we can do is to use the
classical lament: "Alas, alas! May your spirit come to
the sacrifice!""
I. am not jeering at Liu Pan-nung for setting the
fashion, f'or I use the term in one of its popular senses,
as "pioneering." Though he called himself a "decadent," he had once been a fighter, and I hope those
who loved and respected him will dwell more on this
instead of rushing to drag him into the mud or slime
of their choice, using his name as an advertisement.
August
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* The last sentence of the funeral address in sacrifices to the
dead in the old days, used here to signify that these men !t^.'ere
finished.

q
HOW TO FIND CONTENTMENT IN POVERTY

B9

Then there is another, most thoroughgoing prescripsummer, they say, the rich are so
busy with their social engagements that the sweat pours
down their backs. But the poor spread a tattered
matting on the street, take off their clothes and cool
themselves in the breeze
how utterly delightful!
This is known as "winning -the 'rr,'orld like rolling up a
mat." This is a rare and highly poetic prescription, but
a meiancholy scene ensues. When autumn comes, if
you walk along the streets, the men you see clutching
their bellies and vomiting a brorvn fluid are those who
enjoyed that heaven on earth and "won the world like
rolling up a mat." I fancSr few men are such fools as
to see a chance of happiness and not take it. If poverty
were really so delightful, our rich men would be the
first to sleep in the street, leaving no place for the poor

tion. In the blazing

HOW TO FIND CONTENTMENT

IN POVERTY

A man's children have to be taught by others, his iltby others, even if he is a teacher or doctor
himself. But it seems to me the question of how to
go through life is one each must decide for himself, for
the various prescriptions others give you are often so
nesses cured

much waste paper.
Since ancient times urging men to find contentment
in poverty has been one great way of preserving peace
and order; but though many prescriptions have been
rnade out, none is completely effective. IIence new prescriptions are constantly appearing and recently I have
seen two, neither of which, however, seerns too appropriate.
One is to make men interested in their work. Once
you have an interest, no matter what your job, you
will work gladly and never tire. Of course there is
some truth in this
if the job is a relatively light one.
- and dung-carriers
Let us leave miners
on one side, and
consider the workers in Shanghai factories who have at
the very least a ten-hour day. They must be dead-beat
by the evening, for that is the time when most of the
accidents happen. We are taught to cultivate "a healthy
rnind in a healthy body." But if you have no time to
look after your body, where is your interest to come
from
unless you love interest more than life? If you
- workers,
ask the
I fancy they will te11 you to shorten
the working day. Not in their wildest dreams will they
think of this method of cultivating interest.
oo

to spread their mats.
The best papers written by high school students
riuring the recent examinations in Shanghai have now
been published, and here is aa extract from an essay
entitled, "Clothes to Keep Out the Cold, Food Enough
to FiIl the Belly":

. . . If a man cultivates virtue, though he is out
at elbows and lacks three squaue meals a day, his
go,od name will be passed down to posterity. If his
spiritual life is rich, why should he worry about poor
rnaterial living? The true test of human life is the
former, not the latter.

(From the third number of the
fortnightly Neus Anecdotes.)

This goes further than the title, denying the need to
fill the belly. But the fine prescription made out by
this high school student is not acceptable to university
graduates, many of whom are now clamouring for
cmployment.

g0
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Facts are completely pitiless and will smash all empty
talk to smithereens. Despite these illuminating i1trus-

I

trations, in my humble opinion it is high time to put
in any case it r,vili
an end to this pedantic twaddie
use.
never be of any
August
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!
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Many things happen in this world which not even a
genius could conceive, if he did not see them down in
black and white. A certain African tribe keeps men
and wornen so strictly apart that a son-in-Iaw must
prostrate himseif each time he me,ets his mother-in-law
n,o,t only so, he must bury his face in the ground.
-Though
our land is the home of propriety not even our
ancients, who would not let boys and girls sit on one
mat after the age of seven,* could remotely compare

with

this.

it

seems our ancients were poor hands after all
at segregating the sexes. And the fact that we today
can do no better than our ancestors shows that we are
even worse. The taboos on men and women bathing,
walking, eating and making films together** are simply

So

variations on the theme: "They may not sit on one
mat." Worst of all, we have not yet woken up to the

fact that men and women breathe the same air
- the
breath exhaled by a man is inhaled by a woman to the
utter confusion of the MaIe and Female Principles. This
* The Book of Ceremong says: "At seven, boys and girls may
not sit on one mat."
** In 1934, men and women were forbidden to go swirnming
together in Kwangtung. At the same time five rules were proposed for the segregation of the sexes: 1. Men and women must
not travel in the same vehicle. 2, They must noi eat together
in taverns and tea-houses. 3. They must not stay in the same
hotel. 4. They must not walk together in the street. 5. They
nrust not make films together, or frequent the same pleasure
parks.
91
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more serious than sea water which rnerely contaminates the skin. Until this momentous problem is
solved there can be no clear division between the sexes.
The only solution, I think, is to use "Western
methods." Though Western methods are not Chinese,
they may be of benefit to our national quintessence'
Thus wireless programmes are a new-fangled invention,
but it is not bad to hear a monk chanting sutras on
the air in the morning. Motor cars are indubitably
foreign, but if you go by car to a mah-jong party you
get there much quicker than by a sedan-chair and can
play more games. Judging by these example, to prevent men and women from breathing the same airuve
could use gas masks and get our oxygen from a tank
on our backs. This would render it unnecessary for
anyone to show his or her face, and at the same time
would serve as air-raid practice. This is in accordance
with using "Chinese learning as the basis, Western
learning for utility." And the veils worn by Turkish
women before General Kemal ruled the country are
nothing to this.
If we had a modern Swift to write another satire like
Gulliuef s Trauels, he could describe how in the twentieth century, in a civilized country, he saw some men
burning incense and worshipping dragons, making
incantations for rain,* admiring a "Fat Woman"** and
forbidding the killing of turtles;*** while others made
+ In time of drought the peasants used to burn incense to the
Dragon I{ing believed to control the clouds. During the great
drought of 1934 this was done all over the country. In July the
Kuomintang government invited lamas in Nanking to pray for

rarn.
** On August 1, 1934, a Shanghai department store engaged an
American woman weighing over 55 stone to display herself.

*+* In February 1934, the Society for the Protection of Animals
in Shanghai'asked the municipal government to forbid boatmen,
some of whom lived by the sale of turUes, to catch them.

IIOW E}<TBAORDINARY!

a serious study of ancient dancing,* acivocated the
segregation of the sexes, and opposed the exposure of
the female leg.** Readers far away, or future generations, would probably imagine that the author had
distorted the truth out of deliberate malice, in order to
lidicule people whom he disliked.
Yet such things actuaily happen. If they did not, I
doubt whether any genius, no matter how savage a
satirist, could make them up. Dreams can never depart
too far from ordinary life. That is why when men see
such happenings, they use the expression: "IIow extraordinary!"
August
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In August 19311, there was a rehearsal of ancient dancing
to Confucius.
*-x
On June 7, 1934, Chiang Kai-shek ordered the Kiangsi
Provincial Government to issue regulations for "The Abolition
of Aberrations in Female Dress." The seventh regulation in the
second section was: "Trousers must come at least four inches
*

before the sacrifice

below the knee, and no part of the legs may be exposed." Sirnilar
measures were enforced in Peking and Chungking.

ON PA.RADING GODS AND BITING MEN
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The newspaper also reports the case of an old member of the Kuomintang, a man in his sixties, who urged
the peasants not to parade the gods. The crowd beat

ON PARADING GODS AND
BITING MEN
The nbwspaper reports that because of the drought
the peasants in a certain village of Yuyao are parading
images of the gods to ask for rain. If any of the
spectators keeps his hat on, he is knifed or beaten.
This is a superstition, but there is authority for it.
That Han dynasty Confucian scholar, Mr. Tung Chungshu, had a method of praying for rain, something to do
with widows and closing the city gates.* At all events
his benighted inanities were every whit as odd as those
of the Taoists; but our modern Confucians have not
revised them yet. Even in large towns today the Taoist
pope performs his magic rites, whil,e high officials forbid
the slaughter of cattle.** The tumult must have reached
high heaven, yet no trouble has resulted. As for the attack on hats, that is because the peasants are afraid the
gods may see there are still some men quite at their ease,
so they would not help them; and they hate the wearers
for not sharing their sufferings.
The peasants' aim in parading the gods is to escape
unfortunately this is a superstition
death
- but they
do not- know any better.
* He believed in the gin and the gang, the female and tnale
principles of Chinese cosmology. The female principle was akin
to water, the male to fire. The theory was that if the men stayed
in hiding and the south gate of the city was closed to keep o'.tt

the male principle, the women could attract rain.
xt In September 1933, the sixty-third Taoist pope chanted incantations for rain. In July 1934, the Hupeh Provincial Government prohibited the slaughter of cattle for a week a common
feudal practice in case of drought.
94

him, and finally killed him by biting through his

I

gullet.

This is a delusion, but there is authority for it too.
According to the Popular Tales of General, Yueh Fei,
after Chang Chun had killed the patriotic general he
was bitten to death by a mob, whereat there was
general rejoicing. Since then country folk have always
maintained that if you bite a man to death the emperor
will pardon you. [Because if you hate a man enough t,o
bite him that shows how wicked the one bitten must
be.l I know nothing of the law, but I doubt whether
the legal code before the Republic ever contained such
a

clause.

The peasants' aim in biting men is to avoid being
but they do
killed. Unfortunately this is a delusion

not know any better.
Hoping to escape death or avoid being killed, they
simply hasten their own destruction! Alas!
'Since
the Chinese empire turned into a republic there
have been not a few changes in the upper class; but our
unlettered peasants have not received a single new benefit. Duped by the same old superstitions and delusions,
in their attempts to escape death and avoid being killed
they are hastening their own destruction.
Now they are being "punished by Heaven."* They
are afraid, but not understanding the reason for this
punishment they are indignant too. When their fear
and indignation are alike forgotten, there will remain
nothing but delusions and superstition, and next time
* Referring
pr-rnishes the

to a quotation from The Book of Historg: "Heaven
guilty." Floods and droughts were due to the fact
ttrat the Kuomintang government had cut down forests and
neglected water conservancy.
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there is a flood or drought they
gods and biting men again.
When wiil this tragedy end?
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will start parading the
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NOTES AFTER READING

(3)

Postscript

The sentence in brackets was deieted when this
article was published. Whether it was the editor-inchief or the censor who wielded the red pencil is not
known; but the author, remembering the original, finds
this most significant. The idea, no doubt, was that it
would be better not to 1et everyone know the peasants'
for fear the evil
delusion though it might be
idea
- be endangered.
- might sprea-d and many gullets
practice
August
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Most writers hate critics for their carping tongues.
I remember a poet once said: A poet must write
it has no alterpoems just as a plant must blossom
native. If you pluck it, eat it and-find it poisonous,
you have only yourself to blame.
This is a beautiful simile and sounds fair enough on
the face of it. But if you think a little, it is wr'ong. It
is wrong because a poet is not a plant but a man living
you
in society; and collections of po€ms are sold
just
pick them up. Once a thing is sold it is a
cannot
commodity, and whoever buys it has the right to praise
or condemn it.
Even in the case of real flowers, provided they do
not grow deep in the mountains far from the haunts of
men, if they are poisonous it is up to gardeners to do
something about it. And real flowers are not the same
as a poet's fancies.
But now a new view is being expressed, for even
those who are not vzriters have come to hate critics, and
some of them say: If you know so much, fine! Let us
see Aou write something!
This must surely send the critics scuttling like lats.
For very few critics have ever been writers too.
To my mind, the relationship bet"veen writers and
critics is very like that between a cook and the customers at a restaurant. When a cook produces a dish,
those who eat it will pronounce it good or bad. If the
cook thinks the judgement unfair he can consider
rvhether the critic is mentally unbalanced, has a furred
97
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tongue, is prejudiced or wants to get out of paying.
He may be a Cantonese who wants to eat snake, or a
Szechuanese who wants hot food. Then the cook may
explain or protest
or, of course, he may say nothing.
But if he shouts at- the cu.stomer: "Very well, grou cook
a dish and let me taste it!" he wiII look rather a fool.
It is true that four or five years ago everyone who
could write imagined that a critic had a high place in
the world of letters, and so there were many hasty and
muddled criticisms; but to correct this trend a criticism
of criticism is needed. It is no use simply smearing the
critics with mud. Most readers, however', are all for
peace and quiet. A battle of books makes them talk of
"the hopelessness of the literary world" and "scholars'
scorn for each other." Or without looking into the
rights and wrongs of the case, they describe it as "a
slanging match" and "utter bedlam." And sure enough,
nowadays no one is described as a critic. But the problems of the Iiterary world remain the same, although no
longer exposed.
Criticism is necessary to literature. If a criticism is
incorrect u,e must oppose it with criticism. This is the
only way to help literature and criticism to advance.
If we hold our tongues and assume that a1l is well in the
workl of letters, the result will be just the reverse.

August
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A LAYMAN'S REMARKS ON
\VRITING
"
1.

PREAMBLE

They say this is the hottest summer in Shanghai for
sixty years. Out all day with your nose to the grindstone, you shamble home in the evening to a room still
hot and swarming with mosquitoes. By comparison it
is heaven outside, for there is always a breeze from the
sea and you do not need a fan. From nearby apartments and garrets also come neighbours whom you
I<now by sight but seldom see. Among them are shop
assistants, proo'f-readers in a publishing house, skilled
engravers. A11 tired out and fuil of complaints, at least
they are free at last and so they talk freely.
Their taik covers a wide range: droughts, prayers for
rain, chasing women, the curious mummified threeinch mannikin, imported rice, bare female legs, the
classical language, vernacular Chinese and a popular
language. As I have written a few essays in vernacular
Chinese, they are particularly interested in my views
on the classical language and kindred subjects, and I
ta-lked at considerable length, for two or three nights.
it.
Then the subject was changed
- we had exhausted
But a few days later, to my surprise, one or two of them
asked me to v,zribe down what I had said.
Some have faith in me because I have read various
o1d books, some because I have read a few foreign books,
some for a combination of both reasons. But others
have no faith in me precisely on this account, consider99
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ing me a sort of bat.* When I talk of the

classical
language, they laugh and say: "You are not one of the
how
Eight Masters** of the Tang and Sung dynasties

do you know?" When I mention a popular Language,
they laugh again and say: "You are not a worker _what's the use of talking about that?"
And this is true. When we were discussing drought,
someone described a magistrate who went down to the
country to investigate and said there were places where
it was due to the
there need have been no drought
laziness of the peasants, who refused to water the fields.
Yet a newspaper reported the su.icide of an old man of
sixty who saw no way out, because though his son
dropped dead of exhaustion in the fields the drought
remained as bad as ever. So different are the views
of a magistrate and a villager! That being so, all I said
during those evenings was probably just the empty talk
of a layrnan,
Since the typhoon the temperature has dropped.
Still, I have carried out the wishes of those rn ho asked
me to write by putting all this down. Though much
simpler than my remarks at the time, the main gist is
unchanged, and it can be said to be written for others
like us. At the time I relied entirely on my memory
when quoting from the classics. As the spoken word
brushes past your ear and is gone, small inaccuracies
do not matter; but I hesitate to commit these to writing.
Still, since I have no books to check with here, I shall
just have to ask readers to make the necessary
corrections.

Finished on the night o{ August 16, 1934
+ The bat, supposed to belong neitlier to the bird nor to the
animal kingdom, was repudiated by both.
** IIan Yu and Liu Tsung-yuan of the Tang dynasty and Ouyang
Hsiu, Su Hsun, Su Shih, Su Cheh, Wang An-shih and Tseng
Kung oI the Sung eight great prose writers.

-
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WHO INVENTED CHARACTERS?

Who invented characters? Accustomed as we are to
hearing that everything was created by some sage or
worthy of old, we are bound to ask this question about
language. But an answer, origin unknown, is promptly
given: Characters were created by Tsang Chieh.
This is the view of most scholars, and of course they
have their grounds. I have seen a portrait of this Tsang
Chieh, who looked like an old Buddhist priest with four
eyes. Of course, to invent characters you would need
to lo'ok rather special. We people with two eyes only
are not merely too stupid, but not even good enough as
appearances go.

But the author (I don't know who he was) of the
Book of Change was more intelligent. He said: "In
the earliest days they kept records with knots. A later
sage used writing instead." He does not say Tsang
Chieh, only "a later sage." And instead of invention
an admirable example of
he speaks of substitution
he did not believe
caution. Perhaps, unconsciously,

that one man in ancient times could have invented so
many characters: hence this ambiguous statement.
But what sort of man would this be who substituted
writing for knots? A man of letters? Undoubtedly this
would be the first thought to occur to us when we
remember that the sole aim of our modern "men of
letters" is to show off their literary ability and that
they can do nothing except flourish a pen. And undoubtedly they should make out the best case they can
Ior their means of livelihood. But in fact this is not
lrue. Though prehisto,ric men sang at work as well as
when they were courting they did not record these
songs or keep the manuscripts, for they never dreamed
of selling their poems or compiling their complete
works. And since that society had no newspaper offices
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or book-shops, characters were quite useless. According to certain scholars, the men to work hard on
characters were the historians.
In primitive society there were probably only shamans
to begin with, but in the course of evolution matters
became more cornplicated until gradually records had
to be kept of such events as sacrifices, hunting expeditions and battles. . . Then the shamans in addition to
their function of "calling down spirits" had to learn to
make records, and this was the start of "history." Moreover, "sending up to Heaven" be,came part of their
function too. They burned records o,f their tribal chiefs
and the chief events under their rule for the gods to read,
and here again writing was necessary
though this
- stilI, there
was doubtless a later development. Later
came about a clearer division of labour and historians
appeared who did nothing but record events. Since
characters were their essential tools, the ancients said:
"Tsang Chieh was the Yellow Emperor's snnalisf,."
Though this statement is highly dubious, the reference
to th'e historians' connection with writing is most
significant. As for the use made of writing by later
"men of letters" to compose such beautiful lines as:

"Ah, my darling, I am dying!" that is simply utilizing
a ready-made tool
surely, no great feat!

-

3.

HOW DID CI{ARACTERS COME INTO BEING?

The Book of Change says quite clearly that knots preceded writing. If the villagers in my part of the world
have something important to do and are afraid of forgetting it,, they often say: "Tie a knot in your belt!,,
Then did our ancient sages also have long cords and
tie a knot for each thing they wanted to remember? I
doubt if that would be feasible. A few knots could be
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remembered, but not too many. Or they may have had
something like Fu Hsi's Eight Trigrams: Three cords
made up one unit, and if they were not knotted that
would be male, while if each was knotted in the middle
that would be female. That hardly seems Iikely either.
Eight diagrams might be possible, but sixty-four would
prove hard to remember, to say nothing of five hundred
and twelve. Peru is the only place where the quipus
can still be seen. You take a horizontal cord, tie a
number of vertical ones to it, then puli these about and
knot them. The result looks so,mething like a net, but
apparently you can express a good many ideas that way.
I suspect that our ancient system of knots was similar.
But since it was ousted by writing and was not the
ancestor of writing, we need not concern ourselves with
it any more.
The Kou Lou stone inscription attributed to King Yu
of the Hsia dynasty was faked by the Taoists. The
most ancient writing that we can see today is on the
oracle bones and bronzes of the Shang dynasty, but this
i.s already considerably developed with very few
primitive forms. On a few bronzes only do we
occasionally see something resembling a sketch
a
and these sketches
deer, for instance, or an elephant
reveal the links with characters. Chinese
characters are
founded on pictographs.
The bison painted in the Altamira caves in Spain are
well-known relics of primitive man, and many art
histor'ians have called this "art for art's sake," drawn
by primitive man for his own amusement. But this explanation is too "modern," for primitive men lacked the
leisure of nineteenth century artists. Each bison was
drawn for a particular purpose, either to capture it,
hunt it, or make a totem of it. Since spectators gape
even today at the advertisements for cigarettes and
films posted upon Shanghai waIls, we can imagine the
sensation caused by such extraordinary sights in that
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unsophisticated primitive society. By Iooking at them
men would learn that bison could be drawn on a flat
surface, and would probably recognize the drawing as
a word nreaning "bison." But while admiring the
artists' talent no one would pay them to write their
autobiography, and so their names are lost. There were
more than one Tsang Chieh, however. Some carved
pictures on the hilts of daggers, some drew on doors.
When others remembered these pictographs and passed
them on, more characters came into being, and by collecting these the historians were able to write their
records. I fancy that, broadly speaking, this is how
Chinese writing emerged.
Naturally, later additions must constantly have been
made, but these the historians could make for themselves. The new characters introduced were also pictclgraphs,, the meaning of which could easily be guessed.
Even today China is still producing new characters. But
anyone bent on being a new Tsang Chieh is doomed to
failure. Chu Yu of the kingdom of Wu and Empress

Wu Tse-tien of the Tang dynasty both coined some
their efforts were wasted. Tocurious characters
-but are Chinese chemists. Their
day the biggest innovators
names for many elements and chemical comp,ounds are
extraordinarily hard to recognize and to pronourlce.
Frankly speaking, the very sight of them gives me a
headache. I think it would be much better to use the
Latin names current in other countries. If you cannot
forgive my
master an alphabet of twenty-six letters
you will never make a chemist.
saying

4.

WRITING C}IARACTERS IS DRAWING

The Rites of Chou and the old lexicon Shuo Wen inform us that there are six ways of making characters,
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but we need not go into them all. Instead let me say
something about pictographs.
Picto5lraphs may be "based on man or on the world
around." Draw an eye and you have [-J mu fior "eye";
draw a circle emitting rays and you have fl ir"h for
"sun." What could be clearer and simpler? Sometimes
there are difficulties, though. For instance, how can
you show the sharp edge of a knife? Since you cannot
draw the sharp edge without drawing the blunt edge
too, you have to use your ingenuity and add a dot to /J
tao for "knife" to show the position of the b1ade. That
gives you the word /J jen, "blade." This is troublesome enough; but certain things cannot be expressed
through forms and in that case you have to express the
idea: this is an ideograph. . . . A hand on a tree * signifies "pluck." A heart between a roof and a rice bowl
ffi means "peace," because we are at peace when we
have fo'od and shelter. But to use this word in another
sense, meaning "rather," you add a line under the rice
bowl, indicating that you are just borrowing the sound
crf the word. Ideographs are rnuch more involved than
pictographs, for you must draw at least two things.
Thus the character H. pao meaning "precious" includes
a roof, a piece of jade, a pitcher and a cowrie shell once
four things in a1I. II we break down
used as money
the pictograph "pitcher" ffi into its compound parts -"pestle" izp and p.l "mortar," that means pictures of five
objects. So simply writing "precious" involves a good
deal of trouble.
Still this is not enough. For some things cannot be
drawn and there are others which we would not know
how to draw. For example, the pine and the cvpress
have different leaves and could therefore be differentiated; but since after all we are writing, we cannot
draw accurate pictures of both trees to'show the differences. This problem is solved by indicating the
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sound, and this type of character has no relationship to
the Iorm of the objoct but simply records the sound.
Some say this was a further development of the Chinese
ianguage, and I suppose it can be so described; but it is
still based on pictographs. For example, 4€ tsai (herb)
is made of the pictographs 3f grass, fl\ a claw and zft
tree. ffi haii (sea) is made of the pictographs of a river
7k, a woman -EI and a hat 1r';. Both comprise three
objects. Thus no matter what you want to write, you
must draw pictures.
But the ancients were no fools. They soon simplified these forms till they were quite different from
the objects depicted. The ancient seal characters with
their curved lines bear some resemblance to pictures, but
the later characters are as different from what they
represent as heaven from earth. Nevertheless the basis
remained unchanged, though they became pictographs
bearing no resemblance to pictures, easier to write but
you have to memiorize
more difficult to remember
them one by one. Besides, -some characters have sti1l
not be,en simplified. When you ask children to write
words likeffiphoenix or W chisel, they have to practise
for months before they can fit such characters int,o a
half-inch square in their copy-books.
Another complication is that some of the characters
ir-r which the radical gives the meaning and the other
part the sound are no longer pronounced as they were,
owing to changes in pronunciation since ancient times.
Today who pronounces lfr hua for "slippery" as ku, or
:$:j hq,i, for "sea" as mei,?
The language handed down to us by the ancients is
an important heritage for which we should thank them.
But now that pictographs no longer resemble pictures
and the phonograms, are differently pronounced, one
rather hesitates before offering thanks.
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WERE TI{E ANCIENT WRITTEN AND SPOKEN
LANGUAGES THE SAME?

Now suppose we consider the problem of whether in
ancient times the spoken and the written languages were

the same.
Though modern scholars have not yet reached a definite conclusion on this point, the general concensus of
opinion seems to be that they were the same: the further back you go, the closer they are. I rather doubt
that, however. For the easier a language is to write,
the more likely it is to resemble the spoken language;
but the Chinese pictographs are s,o, hard to write that
our forefathers always left out unimportant words.
The Book of His'tory is very difficult, which may be
evidence that it was based on the spoken language. But
we have not yet made a study of the spoken language
of the Shang and Chou dynasties, which may not have
been so concise. Regarding the writings of the Chou
and Chin dynastiers, though some writers use their local
dialect, the language oI different texts is rnore or less
the same; thus even if it was close to the vernacular it
was just a kind of standardized language, not
the language of the masses at the time. This is even
more obvious by the Han dynasty. Though Ssuma
Chien translated certain difficult expressions in the
Book of Historg into terms of his period, he used colloquial expressions only under special circumstances;
for example, when he describes how Chen Sheh's old
friend exclaimed in surprise on seeing Chen Sheh king:
"We 1, well! Chen Sheh makes a terrific king!" I s,uspect that this was touched up by Ssuma Chien.
Well, can we say that the nursery rhymes, proverbs
and folk songs in ancient texts were in genuine colloquial language? I think this is debatable too.
Chinese men of letters have always delighted in re-
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writing the works of others. An obvious example of
this is the Han dynasty folk song The Prince of Huatnnn, wlich appears differently in Pan Ktls Former
Han DEnasty History and in Hsun Yueh's Anncil,s of the
Former Han DynastE.
In the first we read:
A foot of cloth can be sprrn,
A peck of grain can be hulled,
But these two brothers cannot abide each other.
In the second we read:
A foot of cloth will keep you warm,
A peck of grain will fili your belly,
But these two brothers cannot abide each other.
Of the two versions, the second seems more likely
to be the original, yet this may also be simply a
r6sum6 already edited to some extent. The scholars'
anecdotes of the Sung dynasty, the story-tellers'
scripts, and the dialogue in the Yuan dynasty plays
were all resum6s too. Since they use common expressions and are not unduly abridged, they have been
described as "clear as speech."
My theory is that the spoken and the written languages
in China have never been the same, largely because our

characters

are so hard to write that the written

language had to be more concise. An epitome of their
spoken language becarne the written language of the
ancients. An epitome of the spoken language of ancient
times became the classical written language of later
times. So when we writc classical Chinese we are
epitomizing the spoken language of the ancients, using
pictographs which no longer resemble pictures, and
phonograms which no Ionger resemble the ancient
sounds to make .statements which no modern man would
say and which few can understand. Jttst think how

hard this

is

!
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HOW LITERATURE BECAME SOMETHING
FOR THE ELITE

The written language, which originated among the
people, was bound to become the monopoly of the
privileged. Thus the author of the Book of Change
guessed that in very ancient times they ruled with
knotted strings, for even those tied knots belonged to
the rulers. This was yet more marked when writing
fell into the hands of shamans and historians, who
served under the rulers but lorded it over the people.
As society evolved, the number of those who learned
to write increased; but stil1 most of them belonged to
the privileged class. The common people were
illiterate not because they could not alford tuition fees
but because they were considered unworthy. And they
had no access to books. Before printing developed in
China nearly all good bo,oks were hidden away in the
imperial libraries so that not even the scholars knel
their

contents.

Since writing belonged to the privileged class, it became something sacred and mysterious too. Even today
Chinese writing is held sacred. We often see walls hung
rvith baskets bearing these words: "Respect paper with
writing on it." And charms to ward off evil and cure
disease depend on the mysterious quality of writing.
Since there is something sacred about writing, a man
who can write becomes sacred by association. It is not
good for existing dignitaries if too many new dignitaries
keep appearing, while if too many can write the
rnysteriousness of writing will disappear. Taoist charms
are awe-inspiring because none but Taoist priests can
read them. So they must keep writing to themselves.
In Europe in the Middle Ages all learning r,vas in the
monasteries. In Croatia up to the nineteenth century
the monks alone were literate and the spoken language

r
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had deteriorated until it could barely express the old
life. Thus when they had a reformation, they had to
borrow many new words from abroad.
In the case of written Chine.se, in addition to the
social and economic restriclions there is another barrier
which keeps it from the people: its difficulty. This
barrier nlone takes a good ten years to cross. Those who
cross it become literati, and these literati do their best
to make their language even more difficult for this will
make their position particularly sacred, surpassing that
of a1l ordinary scholars. This was the failing of Yang
Ilsiung of the Han dynasty who had a passion for
strange words. When Liu Hsin asked to borrow his
manuscripts on local dialects, he refused by threatening
to commit suicide. Fan Tsung-shih of the Tang dynasty
wrote in such a way that no one knew how to punctuate
his work, while Li Ho wrote poems which no one else
could understand. They all did this for the same reason. Another way is to write characters that no one
knows, and a simple method is to pepper your essay
with a few archaic terms from the dictionary. Yet
another method is that of the Ching dynasty scholar
Chien Chan, who copied out Liu Hsi's Words and Their
Meaning using the ancient seal script, just as recently
Mr. Chien Hsuan-tsung copied out Chang Tai-yen's Erposition of Ancient Phi,lologE using the old-style script
of the Shuo Wen.
Chinese characters and the Chinese literary language
are already difficult enough. If on top of that the
literati deliberately create further difficulties, how can
we bring writing within reach of the masses? However,
this is just what the literati want; for if writing is easy
and everyone can use it, it will cease to be sacred and
the literati will cease to be sacred too. This accounts
for the charges that modern Chinese is not .so good as
the classical language. This is also the reason why
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some of those discussing the popularization of the
language say that it will be sufficient to teach the
masses a thousand chat"acters only.

7,

ILLITERATE AUTHORS

The r6sum6s of ancient speech written in such difficult characters used to be called uen t, what we today call uen-hsueh *-Y. This term comes not from
The Analecfs of Confucius but from Japan, where it
was a translation of the English word "Iiterature."
People who can write literature ---€nd today you can
are "men of
write it in the modern language too
letters" or authors.
Since the prerequisite of literature is writing, there
should not be men of letters among the unlettered multitude. But there are such authors. Don't laugh yet -_
Iet me explain. To my mind, even before there was a
written language there were literary works; but unfortunately no one recorded them, for there was no way
to record them. The primitive men who wel'e our
ancestors could not even speak at first; but to work together they had to convey their ideas, and so gradually
they learned to utter complex sounds. Suppose they
\,vere carrying logs and found it hard work, but did not
know how to express this; if one of them called out
"Yo, heave, ho!" that was a Iiterary creation. And if
others, admiring him, took it up, this was a. form of
publication. If it were I'ecorded by some method it
would becorne literature, and of course such a man
would be an author or writer of the Yo-heave-ho school.
We need not laugh, for though such a work was very
childish, the ancients were not up to us in many ways,

ll2

this being one of them. Take for instance the
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and absorb this into their own writing as new nourishWhen an old literature is declining it can take a

ment.

"Fair, fair," cry the ospreys
On the island in the river.
Lovely is this noble lady,
Fit bride for our lord.
Because this is the first poem in the Boolc oJ Songs,
we are overawed by it and fall pro'strate in admiration.
But if no such poem had been written and a modern
poet were to use the same idea in a modelrn poem, no
matter what newspaper supplement he sent it to, it
would most likely be thrown into the waste-paper
basket by the editor. "'A sweet, pretty girl is a good
match for the gentleman!' Bah!"
Even the folk songs from various states in the
Book of Songs include a fair number of works by illiter-

new direction by borrowing from folk or foreign literature, as is frequently seen in histories of literature.
Though the work of illiterate authors has less finish than
that of men of letters, it is strong and fresh.
If we want such works to be shared by all, we must
first teach the authors to write and all the readers to
read and write. fn short, v;e must make the language
available to everyone.

ate, anonymous authors. These were handed dov;n oraIly
because they were good. The Chou dynasty officers chose
and recorded those of use as reference material to the
government, but many others must have disappeared' The
two great epics of Homer, if such a man existed, were originally recited by minstrels, the present version being a
record made by others. The "Songs of Tzu-yeh" and
other songs of the Six Dynasties, as well as the "Bamboo
Ballads" and "Willow Ballads" of the Tang dynasty, are
all anonymous works handed down after their selection
and polishing by literary men. Though these polished versions have been preserved, it is a pity that so much of the
original must have been lost. Today we still have folk
songs, balIads, fishermen's chants and the like everywhere, which are also the work of illiterate poets. Then
there are folk ta1es, which are stories by illiterate writers'.
So all these men are illiterate men of letters.
But when no records are made, these works are easily
lost and cannot circulate widely or become well known.
Men of letters who come across a little are often amazed

been made

B. HOW TO GIVE WRITING TO THE MASSES
B), the end of the Ching dynasty attempts had already
to give writing to the masses.
Beat no drum, beat no gong!
Hear me sing a merry song!

This was a ditty issued by the imperial government for
popular education. The literati published some bulletins
in the vernacular too, but their aim was to get their
meaning across to the masses, not to show them how to
write. Then there was the Com.tnon Man's One Thousand Words which made writing seem not altogether impossible, but this iimited vocabulary was enough only
for writing accounts or letters, not to express ideas. It
was like a prison which gives men a plot of land fenced
about so that the prisoners are cooped up inside and
cannot run outside the iron bars.
Lao Nai-hsuan and Wang Chao' produced simplified
characters which were most progressive, written according to the sound. In -the early days of the Republic, the
Ministry of Education was in favour of a phonetic s,cript,
and these two men were members of such a committee.

LL4

Mr. Lao sent a representative, while Mr. Wang went in
person. They had a great fight with Mr. Wu Chih-hui
over the abolition of the fourth tone, till Mr. Wu caved
in and. his trousers came down. But finaliy, after much
discussion, they produced some phonetic symbols. At
the time, many people believed that these could take the
place of Chinese characters; however, this is not possible,
because they are simply square characters like the Japanese syllabary. They may be used in conjunction with
Chinese characters or by the side of characters, but they
cannot stand aIone. In writing they are easily confused
and hard to decipher. The committee members were
well. aware of these iimitations when they called them
"phonetic symbols." Similariy in Japan some proposed
cutting down fhe number of Chinese characters, others
proposed using latinization, but no one proposed using
these "syllables" alone.
A slightly better way is romanization. Mr. Chao Yuanjen has made the best study of this subject, of which
I know very little. It seems a good idea and very clear
to write characters with the letters of an alphabet, the
Latin alphabet used a1I over the world----even in Turkey.
Yet this romanization strikes a layman like me as too
complicated. Of course it must be complicated if we
want the sounds to be exact, but that makes learning
difficult and p,opularization impossible' It would be
better to have something simpler and at the same time
adequate.

Now let us consider the new latinization. The Datly
lnternationat Digest has published a pamphlet called
Latinization of the Chtnese Language, while the joint
sixth and seventh issue of Vol.ume II of World MonthlE
has a supplement called The Science of Languoge' These
documents deal with latinization and are so cheap that
anyone interested may buy a copy. There are twentyeight letters only in thirs aiphabet, and the spelling is
easy to learn. t'Man" is rhen, "house" is fangz. "I eat
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fruit" is W'o ch goz. "He is a worker" is Ta sh gungrhen.
This method has been tried out among overseas Chinese
and found fairly successfutr. Only the northern diatrect
is used, but after all I suppose a majority of Chinese
the Peking dialect or
speak the northern dialect
- not
Mandarin
written language evolves
so if a popular
rvhich can-be used everywhere, no doubt it will be based
mainly on the northern dialect. If minor modifications
are made meanwhile to represent the different dialects,
this method can be applied in the most remote parts of
the country.
Then provided one learns twenty-eight letters and a
little spelling and writing, anyone but a loafer or moron
can read and write. And it has another advantage: one
can write faster. In the United States they say that
"Time is money." But I think Time is life. To waste
men's time for nothing is tantarnount to murder. Of
course, those like us who sit idly chabting in the cooL
of the evening are exceptions.

9. SPECIALIZATION OR POPULARIZATION?
Here we come to a big problem. Spoken Chinese varies
considerably in different parts of the country, for
there are roughly at least five main groups: the Northern
dialect, the Chekiang and Kiangsu dialect, the Hunan,
Hupeh, Szechuan and Kweichow dialect, the Fukien
dialect and the Cantonese dialect. Moreover within each
group there are minor differences. Now if we write
Chinese with a Latin script, shall we write according to
the pronunciation of standard Chinese or the local dialects? If we use the standard language, not every one
l<nows it. If we use a local dialect, those in different
parts of the country will not understand it, and this will

r16

cut them off further from each other, falling short of
the characters used all over China. This is a serious
defect.

To my mind, just for a start each district should use
its local dialect, regardless of whether the rneaning is
understood elsewhere or not. Before the intr'oduction of
latinization our illitei-ates never used a written language
to communicate their ideas in any case; hence there is
no new evil here. There is, however', this new advantage: at least in that diale'ctal region men can use a
written script to exchange ideas and absorb new knowledge. Of course we also need sorne books with good
contents. The problem is whether we want the popular
Ianguage of different districts to develop in the direction
of specialization or popularization.
Local dialects contain some excellent idioms' In fact,
one derives as much pleasure from them as frorn ciassical
allusions in the literary language. Specialization would
mean making the syntax and vocabulary of various dialects more concise and d,eveloping them fu-rther. This
would be a very fine thing for literature, 11or such a
Ianguage would be more interesting than one consisting
of stereotyped expressions. There is danger too in
specialization, however. I do not know what happens
in the realm of philology; but in the natural rn'"orld whatever specializes tends to perish. 1\{any animals and
plants before the evolution of man lost their adaptability
through over-specialization, and died out 'r,r'hen conditions changed. Since hurnan beings are not yet unduly
specialized animals, this need not worry us. The masses
have literature and want literature, but they should not
sacrifice themselves for its sake. That would be as
stupid as those Iiving saints who want to vic"ilmize
eighty per cent of the Chinese population by keeping
them illiterate in order to preserve the written language.
For a start then I think we should tlse the dialects,
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gradualiy building up a common syntax and vocabulary'
First use the popular form of an old established locai
dialect, and then add new elements to it to make it' the
popular form of the national language.
Of course, plans worked out by a few scholars in their
studies are usually impracticable, but it is no good either

just to Iet things drift and take their natural course.
Today in ports, offices and colleges you already find

something approaching a common language. Men speak
something which is neither the national language, mandarin non a local dialect, but a language with local accents
and tones, which, though difficult to use and jarring to
the ear, is nevertheless capable of being enunciated and
understood. If we help to develop this, it should become
a part of the common language and may even constitute
the main force. This is the source of the "new" elenents which I said shou-Id be added to the local dialects.
When this naturally evolved and artificiaily aided language becomes widespread, the written and spoken forms
of the common language will on the whole be unified'
. After this, undoubtedly, there will be more to do. As
the years go by the language 'uviItr become more unified
and derrelop by degrees into something as concise as local
idiom and more lively than classical allusions, while literature lvill benefit too. This cannot be achieved overnight" We rnust rernember that it took the o1d characters

which the die-hards prize s'o highly three or four
to achieve such bizarre results.
As to the people who shoutrd tackle this job, it goes
rvithout saying that they should be those intellectuais
corlscious of the need. Someone has said: "Mass work
must be done by the masses themselves." Of course,
this is true in one sense. It depends on the speaker. It
is right for the masses to say they will do their own
work but wrong for them to refuse help. If an intellectual is speaking, that is another matter: he is using

i;housanC years
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fine phrases to monopolize tl-ie language and retain

his

own privileged position.

10.

THERE IS NO NEED FOR ALARM

Before any action is taken, however, mere talk of this
has thrown some others into a panic.
First they call those who advocate a popular language
"Political propagandists in the realm of literature like
Sung Yang"* who are out to make trouble. Pinning a
red label on them is the simplest way of dealing with
them. Yet this also means that for the sake of their own
peace of mind they want eight out of ten Chinese to
remain illiterate, or deaf and dumb when it comes to
verbal propaganda. But since this is outside the realrn
of language, I need not go into it here.
Of those concerned solely with literature, I have seen
trvo types. One type fears that once the masses can read
and write they will all become writers. This is just as
naive as the man in the old fable who was afraid the sky
would faI1. I mentioned earlier that among the illiterate
masses there have always been authors. I have not been
to the country for a long time, but in the o)d days when
the peasants had a little leisure-for example where they
sat out on a summer evening someone would tell a
story. But this story-te1ler was-usually a definite person
with a relatively rich experience and a good de'liver"y who
could hold his hearers' interest to the end and rvas easily
intelligible. He would be an author, and if you copied
down what he said that would be a work of literature.
If someone spoke in a dull way yet insisted on holding
forth, the others would not listen but would say rrany
*

Pen-name

of Chu Chiu-pai, a well-known Communist writer.
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unkind things about him and that would be satire'
We have tinkered with the classical language for thousands of years, and with the modern vernacular for more
than ten years; but are all who can write authors? Even
if we all become authors, this would not be iike becoming rvarlords or bandits, for it would do no harm to the
people. We should simply read each other's works'
Another type fears the standard of literature would
be Lowered. The masses have not studied the old ]iterature, and compared with the fine touch of the literati
their standards may appear "low'" But they have not
been contaminated by the evils of the old literature
either, and therefore what they write is powerful and
fresh. As I mentioned earlier, anonymous works like the
"Songs of Tzu-yeh" can give new strength to the old literature. Now many foik-songs, Iolk-tales and trropular
drama.s have been introduced to us too' For inst'ance,
there is a speech by Wu Chang in the opera about Saint
Maudgalyayana who lescued his mother from lletrl,*
which I quoted in Daun BZossot'ns Plucked at Dusk.
Because Wu Chang sympathized with another ghost and
let the latter go back to earth for half a day' he was
punished by the King of Hell so that he decided never
to be lenient again.
Now I shall let no man off,
Not though he is surrounded by a wall of
bronze or iron,
Not though he is a kinsman of the emperor
himself

!

Can our writers produce literature so human,

so

"Wu Chang or Life-Is-Transient" in Volume I, page

377.

conscience-stricken, so law-abiding and so resolute?
Thjrs is the genuine work of peasants and craftsmen
who perform operas like this in their spare time, and
run together various tales using the saint's travels as the
* See
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central therne. With the excep,tion of the episode "A
Young Nun Leaves the Mountain," all the rest differs
from the printed version. There is one scene ca11ed "Wu
Sung Kills the Tiger," played by one strong fellow and
one weak one. First the strong rnan takes the part of
Wu Sung,* the weak man that of the tiger, and when the
latter complains of the beating he is getting, the strong
man says: "You are a tiger. If I don't beat you, you will
kill me." Then the weak man changes roles, but when
the strong man starts biting him hard he complains again.
The strong man retorts: "You are Wu Sung! If I don't
bite you, you will kill rne." To my mind, this is no whit
inferior to the Greek fables of Aesop or the Russian
fables of Sologub.
If we were to make a search in every district

in

the

country, we would sur,ely find many such things.
Naturally, they have their defects. They are cut off
from modern thought by the old fetters of a difficult
language and literature. So if we want Chinese civilization to go forward, we must advocate a popular language
and popular literature and our rn riting must be latinized.

11. THE PEOPLE ARE NOT SUCH FOOLS AS
SCHOLARS THINK

But this time, as soon as a popular language was men-

tioned, various doughty generals entered the tists
against it. From different sides they all attack the vernacular, translations, Westernized syntax, new terms.
They all fly the flag of "the masses" and say these things
are not good because they cannot be understood by the
masses. Some of them are a remnant of the classicists,
who take this opportunity to attack the vernacular and
*

A popular hero in Outlaus of the

LIarshes.
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translations acccrding to the time-honou-red tactics:
"Befriend those far away, attack your neighbours."
Others are loafers who have never studied seriously
but want to debunk the vernacuLar before a popular
ianguage is achieved, so that they can show off in the
empty arena. Actualiy these are good friends of the
classicists
but no more of them. I want to speak here
- well-meaning but deluded individuals
about those
who
either despise the masses or thernselves, falling into the
same rnistakes as the old literati.
Intellectuals often despise others, thinking that they
can understand nern, and difficu'lt terms whereas the
masses cannot, and therefore for the sake of the masses
we must get rid of those new and difficult terms. The
simpler,o,ur sp€ach and writing, the better. If they carr;r
this further, they will unconsciously become new classicists. Sometimes, wanting the popular language to
spread fast, they propose that everything should suit the
popuiar taste and rnake an effort to "cater for the masses,'
by the deliberate use of dirty language. Of course
their ir-rtentions al'e good, but this is turning them into
nev,' public clowns.
The term "masses" has a wide ccnnotation, including
all so ts and conditions of men, but to my mind even those
iliiterates who cannot read a r,yord are not such fools as
scholars think. They want knowledge, they want new
knowiedge. They want to stud.y and they can absorb

things. Of course, if language consists of nothing
a new syntax they will not understand; but if what they need is given them gradually,
they can iake it. Perhaps their digestions are stronger
than those of many scholars with more preconceived
ideas. Ali new-born babes are illiterate, but by the time
neu,

but

ner,v terrns and

they are two years o1d they understand many words and
can use various phrases, all of which are new terms and
a new syntax to them. They do not look up these words
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Ssu Wen Tung* ot Tzu YI.Lo,n,** nor do teachers
explain these things to them; but after hearing the same
expression several times they recognize the meaning by
association. In the same way the masses can pick up
the new vocabulary and new syntax and go forward. So
the proposals of these new classicists, though they seem
to have the people's interests at heart, actually serve to
pull them back. We must not adopt a laissez-faire atiitrau either, though, for some of the people's ideas are
Iess enlightened than those of the intellectuals who are
conscious of the need. If no discrimination is exercised
for them, they may select what is useless by mi,stake, or
even what is harmful. So we are resolutely opposed to
those new clowns who pander to popular taste.
History teaches us that all reforms are first tackled by
those intellectuals conscious of the need. But those intellectuals must study, think hard, use their orvn judgement and have perseverance. They use different expedients too, lcut never deception. They use various inducements, but never pander to the popular taste. Such
men do not demean themseives by acting as clowns for
the rnasses, nor do they look down on others and count
them their minions. The5r are simply individuals in the
community. It seerns to me that this is the only way
to do mass work.

in the Ma
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CONCLUSION

I have said a good deal. But words alone are not
enough: what we need is action. Many people must
+
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join in; ma.sses and pioneers. A11 kinds of people must
join in, educationalists, writers, philologists. This
is an urgent need today, even if it is like sailing against
the current when you have to tow the boat from the
bank. Of course, sailing with the current is pleasant,
but even so a steersman is needed.
We can discuss the best methods of towing and steering, but our main teacher will be practice. Whatever
use we make of the wind or current, there is one aim
only: Go forward!
Everyone probably has his own views on this, and I
had better stop now to hear yours.

T

FOBGETTING MEAT AND I,ORGETTING WATER

FORGETTIN G MEAT AND
FORGETTING WATER
This year's comrremoration of Confucius is the second
great celebration to have been held since the establishment of the Republic,* and everything possible was done
to make a fine display. Though Chinese residents in
Shanghai are so close to the foreign settlements, they too
heard the Shao music** which in ancient times made
Confucius "fo::get the taste of meat for three months."***
Th,-rsthe ShunPao of August 28 te11s us:
On the twenty-seventh, different circles in Shanghai
held a commemoration at the Confucian Temple, which
was attended by more than one thotlsand representatives of the Kuomintang Party, government organizations and various circles. The Tatung Music Society
performed two movements of the ancient Shao music.
In order to increase the volume of the music, all Chinese instrurrrents, both ancient and modern, were used,
totalling forty in all. The musical score was the traditional one, unchanged. The rhythm was dignified
and serene, something apart, instilling into its hearers
a sense of awe as if they were listening to the peaceful
hymns of the early dynasties, and this is evidence that
our nation loves peace.
* The first was in 1914 when Yuan Shih-kai, president of the
northern lvarlord government, had copies of a-ncient robes made
{,o sacrifice 1o Con.tucius.

** Associated

*+*

with the Iegendary emperor
A quotation from The Analects.
121
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The use of all Chinese instrr.rments, both ancient and
modern, must have made this very different from the
Shao music as it was played in the Chou dynasty. But
"in order to increase the volume" this was necessary.
Besides this is quite consistent with modern Confucian
worship. "Confucius was a sage who moved rvith the
times." In other words, "he was a modern." To make
him forget the taste of such modern delicacies as
shark's fin and bird's nest, forty musical instrurnents
would probably be needed. Moreover in his days, though
China had foreign invaders, there were as yet no foreign
settlements.

But this shows that things are rather different

now.

Although the "volume" was "increased," the music could
not be heard in the countryside. On that same day the
Chunghua Daily reported an item of news which ran
somewhat co,unter to the spirit of these "peaceful hymns"
and "the evidence that our nation loves peace." Unfortunately this incident happened on the twenty-seventh
also.

From our correspondent in Ningpo: All this summer Yuyao has been suffering from drought, the rivers
have dried up and the lo,cal people have been sinking
r,ze1ls by the river to get water, often fighting for
first place and coming into conflict. On the morning
of the twenty-seventh, at Houfangwu in Langhsiachen
forty li. from the city of Yuyao, Yang Hou-kun and
Yao Shih-lien quarrelled over a well and came to
blows. Yao struck Yang over the head with his pipe
and, having felled him to theground, proceeded to batter him with a club and stone till he killed him. By
the time those near by heard the uproar and came to
the rescue, Yang was already dead, Yao, realizing
that he had committed a crime and could ,not escape
the penalty, ran away. .. .

1,26
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Shao m;r.rsic belongs to one world, thirst to another.
Forgetting the taste of meat belongs to one world, thirst
and fights for water to another. Of course, we have
here the great difference between gentlemen and the
lower classes; but since "gentlemen need mean men to
feed them,"* the latter must not be allowed to kill each
other or to die of thirst.
I hear that there are places in Arabia where water is so
precious that blood must be spilt in exchange for it.
Though our nation which "loves peace" should not go
to such extremes, this incident in Yuyao is rather shocking. So in addition to the Shao music which makes
meat-eaters forget the taste of meat, we need another
type of "Shao music" to make thirsty men forget the
taste of water.

August
I After a saying by Mencius.
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HAVE THE CHINESE LOST THEIR
SELF-CONF'IDENCE

?

Judging by published writings it is a fact that two
years ago we were constantly boasting of our "great territory and rich resources." It is also a fact that before
long we stopped boasting, but set our hopes on the
League ,of Nations. And again it is a fact that today we
neither boast about oursetves nor have faith in the
League of Nations, but have taken to praying to the gods
anrl worshipping Buddha or indulging in nostalgic
reminiscences.
So we find people lamenting: The Chinese have lost
their self -confidence.
If we go by these few phenomena alone, we lost our
self-confidence long ago. Even when we had confidence
first in "territory" and "resources," then in the "League
of Nations," we had no confidence in "ourselves." If
that counts as "confidence" of a kind, all we can say is
that the Chinese once had "confidence in other things',"
but this has been lost since we were disappointed by the
League of Nations.
When a man loses confidence in other things, he has
doubts; but he may come r:ound to putting faith in himself alone, and this would be a new path. The pity is
that we a.re growing more mystical' Confidence in "territory" and t'resources" is something palpable; the
League of Nations is more nebulous, but at least it does
not take long to discover its unreliability. When a man
starts praying to the gods and worshipping Buddha, this
is so mystical that he cannot quickly discover whether
t27
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does good

or harm; hence this leads to a longer period

of befuddiement.
Now the Chinese are developing "self-deception.,,
"Self-deception" is nothing new either, only now

it

is

daily becoming mo e evident and covering everything.
But under this cloak we still have Chinese who have not
Iost therr self-confidence.
Since ancient times we have had rnen who worked
doggedly in silence, rnen who worked stubborntry at the
risk of their lives, who strove to save others, who braved

death to seek the truth. . . Even the standard dynastic
histories, whi,ch are redly famity records of emperors,
princes, minis,ters and generals, cannot conceal their
glory: these men are the backbone of China.
Even now there are many such men. They have fir.m
convictions and do not deceive themselves. When one
in front falls others behind fight on. It is only because
they are trampled on, kept out of the news, smothered
in darkness, that most, people have no means of kno,"ving
of them. To say that some Chinese have lost their selfconfidence is correct, but to say this of the whole nation
is downright slander.
In considering the Chinese people, we must not be
deceived by the veneer of self-deception, but rrust look
at the sinews and backbone. Whether self-confidence
exists or not cannot be seen from the writings of,scholars
and ministers
t,o find it we have to iook underground.

-
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ON ..FACE''
The term "face" keeps cropping up in our conversation, and it seems such a simple expression that I doubt
whether many people give it much thought.
Recently, however, we have heard this word on the
Jips of foreigners too, who seem to be studying it. They
{ind it extremely hard to understand, but believe that
"face" is the key to the Chinese spirit and that grasping
it will be like grabbing a queue twenty-four years ago*
else will follow. Tradition has it that in
-theeverything
Ching dynasty some foreigner went to the Tsungli
Yamen to make certain demands, and so frightened the
mandarins by his threats that they agreed to everything;
but when he left he was shown out through a side doorDenial to the main gate meant that he had lost face. If
he lost face that'meant that China gained face and came
off the victor. Although I cannot vouch for the truth of
this story, quite a few "Chinese and foreign gentlemen"
have heard it.
So I strongly suspect that foreigners now just want to
give us face.
But what is tl-ris thing called face? It is all very well
if you don't stop to think, but the more you think the
more confused you grow. There seem to be many kinds:
each class in society has a different face. There are
certain limits to face, and if you faII short of the limit
you lose face, if you don't mind losing face you are shame* Before the establishment
queues was compulsory.

of the Republic, when wearing
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if you rise above that limit you gain face.
Different p,eople lose face in different ways. For example, we think nothing of it if a rickshaw man sits by the
roadside stripped to the waist to catch lice, whereas if a
rich man's son-in-law sits by the roadside stripped to
the waist to catch lice he loses face. It is not that a
rickshaw man has no face, only that he does not lose it
in this case; but if his wife kicks him and he lies down
to howl, he loses face. This rule for face-losing applies
to the upper classes too. And it might seem that the
upper classes have more opportunities of losing face, but
this is not necessarily so either. For instance, if a rickshaw man steals a purse and is caught he loses face, but
if one of the upper class makes a fine haul of gold and
valuables, apparently that does not lose face for him, to
say nothing of that excellent method of saving face, "a
tour of investigation abroad."*
Of course, we should consider it a good thing that
everyone likes face, but this thing called face really is
rather odd. The Shun Pao of September 30 gave us this
item of news: Lo Li-hung, a contractor for carpenter's
work in West Shanghai, was making ready his mother's
funeral and "asked Undertaker Wang Shu-pao and his
wife for help. Ihere were so many mourners that there
was not enough mourning to go round. A certain Wang
Tao-tsai or 'Third Lucky Boy' who was present flew into
a passion when he could not get hold of mourning,
imagining that he had lost face. . . He rounded up
some said a
several dozen followers armed with clubs
they
set
upon the
pistols
and
too
number of them had
which
ensued,
undertaker's family. In the fierce battle
blood was shed, heads were broken and many people
Iess, while

r The warlords and politicians of those days often used "a
tour ctf investigation abroad" as a means of making a comeback after some military or political defeat. Some did not even
go abroad, simply using this as a face-saving device.

ON "FACE''

were seriously injured. . . ." Now the mourning was for
relatives to wear, and since he could not get hold of any
he was obviously not a relative; yet he considered it such
a loss of face that he started a great fight. In this case,
apparently, to be different from others meant having
face, and the significance of wearing mourning evidently
did not trouble him at all. Even upper-class breasts
sometimes harbour similar feelings. Thus when yuan
Shih-kai was about to declare himself emperor, some
gentlemen considered that they gained face by having
their names listed among his supporters; when a certain
country withdrew its troops from Tsingtao, some genilemen considered that they gained face by signing their
names on the "presentation umbrella.,,*
So wanting face is not necessarily a good thing
- not
that I mean one should not care about face. Nowadays
talking at all is dangerous. If you oppose filial piety,
they accuse you of inciting sons to beat their parents; if
you support equality between men and women, they
accuse you of advocating promiscuity
has to make
things absolutely clear.
Besides, it is sometimes extremely difficult to distin_
guish between wanting face and not wanting face. I
recail a joke about this. There was a rich and influential
gentleman, whom we may as well call Fourth Master,
with whom all thought it an honour to converse. Then
a poor, boastful scavenger gleefully told people: ,,I,ve
been talking to Fourth Master." ,'What did he say?,,
they asked. He answered: "I was standing in front of
his gate when he came out and said: ,Clear off !,,' Of
course this is a joke to show how little he cared for face;
yet to him this meant having face, and if there were
many like him it would really become having face. For

+ Such
an umbrella was given to a public benefactor or official
upon retirem,ent as an expression of gratitude.
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it is true that to many people Fourth Master did not even
say so much as "Clear off!"
In Shanghai, though being kicked by a foreigner is
not yet gaining face, it is not considered as losing much
face either. Indeed, compared with being kicked by a
Iow-class compatriot, it comes near to gaining face.
It is a good thing that the Chinese want face; the
pity is that this face is so flexible, so constantly changing, that it becomes confused with not wanting face.
Hasegawa Nyozekan* said of the Robber's Spring:
"Gentlemen of old, disgusted by the spring's name, would
not drink from it; but the gentlemen of today have
changed the spring's name and drink from it." This is
the secret of the face of the "gentlemen of today."

October
*

A

modern Japanese critic.

4

FATE
One day, sitting chatting in Uchiyama Book-shop*
there was a time when I was called a traitor'by some -of
the pitiful "men of letters" hostile to me because I often
went to Uchiyama Book-shop for a chat, but unfortunately
now they have stopped I learned that the Japanese
- cyclic year, who are twentywomen born in the Ping-uu
nine this year, are most unhappy creatures. It is
generally believed that women born in that year will
destroy their husbands, that if they remarry the same
thing will happen again and may, indeed, be repeated
five or six times; hence it is very hard for them to find
husbands. Naturally, this is a superstition, but there is
still a good deal of superstition in Japan.
. I asked: Have they no way to avoi$ their evil fate?
The answer was: None.
That set me thinking of China.
Many foreign sinologues say that the Chinese are fatalists, who believe that when a thing is predestined
nothing can be done; and now even some Chinese pundits
are saying the same. But judging by what I know, Chinese women have no such immutable fate. There are
"eviI" fates and "strong" fates, but there is always a
way out by means of sacrifice or prayer; or a woman
can marry a man who is not afraid of being destroyed,
who will overcome the "evil" or "hardness" in her fate.
If a woman is fated to destroy five or six husbands, a
priest of some kind is always ready with a remarkable

*A

Japanese book-shop

in

Shanghai.
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remedy: he wiII have five or six men carved out of peach
wood, draw magic charms on these and after "marrying"
them to this woman will have them burned or buried;
then the man who actually marries her, who counts as
her seventh husband, is in no danger.
The Chinese do believe in fate, but in a fate that can
be averted. To say "there is no way out" is sometimes
a means of averta method of trying another way out
- that
this is "fate"
ing fate. When a man really believes
and there is "no way out," that is in fact the time when all
means have failed or he is about to perish. For the
Chinese, fate is not something determining events but
an easy explanation to give after events have happened"
Naturally the Chinese have their superstitions as well
as their "beliefs," but very few "firm convictions"
apparently. Formerly we respected the emperor above
all, but at the same time tried to control him. We respected queens too, but some of us tried to seduce them.
We feared the gods, but burned paper money to bribe
them. We admired heroes, but would not lay down our
lives for them. Confucian scholars worship Buddha,too;
fighters who today believe in A tomorrow believe in B.
China has had no war fought over religion, and though
from the Northern Wei to the end of the Tang dynasty
Buddhism and Taoism prospered and de,clined in turn,
it was all owing to the honeyed words of a few men
who whispered in the emperor's ear. Geomancy, magic
charms, prayers . . . however grave the fate, the expenditure of some money or a few kowtows would make it
quite different from that predestined
in other words"
it was not predestined.
Among our wise ancestors were sorne who knew that

the uncertainty of "certain fate" could not suffice to
give men a sense of certainty; they therefore said that
the outcome of all the methods tried was the genuine
"fate," and that the use of various methods to avert fate
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llJrr"u""tined too. But evidently

ordinary peopte do
not share this view.
It may not be a good thing for men to lack "firm convictions" and to vacillate, for this shows that they have
"no will of their own." But to my mind it is a good
thing that the Chinese who believe in fate also believe
that fate can be averted. Only so far we have used
superstition to counteract some other superstition, so
that the final result is the s,ame. If in future we use
rational ideas and behaviour
science in place of superstition
the Chinese will discard
their fatalistic outlook- a day comes, indeed, the
If such
thrones of Buddhist

monks, Taoist priests, witch-doctors, astrologers,
geomancers and all that crew will be ceded to scientists,
and we shall be able to dispense with all this mumbo
jumbo the whole year round.

October 23

NAPOLEON AND JENNER

A REPLY TO THE EDITOR
..T[IE THEATRE"

*

I know a doctor who works hard yet is often attacked
by his patients, and once he consoled himself by saying:
"If a man wants praise, he had better take to kjlling.
Just compare Napoleon with Jenner."
I believe he is right. What have Napoleon's military
achievements to do with us? Yet we still admire him
as a hero. Even though our own ancestors were enslaved
by the Mongols, we still praise Genghis Khan. In the
eyes of the Nazis today the ye11ow people are an inferior
race, yet we sti1l laud Hitler.
Because these three are scourges of mankind, delighting in killing rnen.
But if we look at our arms, most of us can find some
scars left by vaccination which saves us from the ravages
of smallpox. Since the practice of vaccination, countless
children's lives have been saved throughout the world
some when they grow up still have to serve
-as though
yet who remembers the
cannon-fodder for heroes
name of Jenner, the discoverer?
The murderers are destroying the world, the saviours
are restoring it; but all the gentlemen eligible to be
cannon-fodder insist on praising the murderers.
If this view remains unchanged, I fancy the world will
continue to be destroyed and men will continue to
suffer.
November

OF

Dear Mr. Lu Hsun,
The first act of Ah Q* has now been published, and
though the play cannot be staged immediately we must
start preparing for its production. We hope you will
give us your comments now that the first act has appeared. This will help us to prepare for a public performance, and when our plan for publication in book form
is realized your views can be printed as a preface to the
p1ay. This request comes from the editor, the playwright, the readers and the actors.
Yours faithfully,
The Editor

November 14, 1934
Dear Sir,
I read the open letter addressed to me in The Theatre
some time ago, after which I received a copy of the
weekly by post, intended no doubt to expedite my reply.
Since I have made no study of the drama, my safest
answer would be silence. Elowever, if you and. your
readers will bear in mind that these are the casual re-

6

* The play based on Lu Hsun's The True Storg of Ah
Q by
Yuan Mu-chih, editor of The Theatre, a supplement of the Chung+

Edward Jenner (1749-1823), an English physician.
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marks

of an amateur, I can, of

course, express some

personal opinions.
Not much of. Ah Q was published in each of your
numbers, and since there was always an interval of six
days and I read the play off and on, by degrees I have

forgotten it. Thinking back, all that I can recall is
that characters from others of my stories were included
to give a fuller picture of Weichuang or Luchen, and
that is all to the good. But I could not understand
many of the Shaohsing expressions used by Ah Q.
Now there are two points I want to make.
First, where is Weichuang? Ah Q's playwright has
decided: In Shaohsing. Since I come from Shaohsing
and most of the background was drawn from Shaohsing,
no doubt we shall all agree to this. But in very few
of my stories are the settings clearly indicated. Nearly
all Chinese like to defend their home-town and poke
fun at other places, and Ah Q is no exception. I
thought at the time that if I wrote a story of exposure
and described events happening in a specific place, the
people of that district would hate me with a deadly
hatred, while those of other districts would look on unconcerned at troubles elsewhere, neither group relating
the story to themselves, the first grinding their teeth
in rage, the second rernaining unruffled. Then not only
would the story lose all significance and effectiveness,
but there might even be futile complications involving
every one in ridiculous quarrels. Idle Talk on Yangchous* is a recent example of this. A physician may
prescribe ginseng to cure a disease, but if the patient
does not take it properly he will grow bloated and have
to take turnip seeds as an antidote till the swelling goes
down; in which case the ginseng has been wasted and
+ Anecdotes by Yi Chun-tso published in March 1934. Citizens
of Yangchow were so indignant over his descriptions of Yangchow life that the book was finally banned.
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he has to spend money on turnip seeds as well. It is
the same with names. Writers of literary gossip past
and present nearly all believe that certain stories were
written for personal vengeance, hence they go to great
pains to discover the real individuals involved. In
order to save such scholars trouble and to avoid unnecessary misunderstandings, I used the first two
characters in the Hundred Ncmes,+ Chao and Chien;
as for Ah Q's surname, no one is sure where that came
from. Yet even so, rumours arose. Regarding position
in the family, because I am the eldest son and have two
younger brothers, to forestall the poisonous tongues of
rumour-mongers the villains of my stories are always
the eldest brother or the fourth or fifth.
I take these aforementioned precautions not because
I am afraid of giving offence but to avoid ridiculous
complications so that the impact of the work may be
mlore concentrated and powerful. Gogol in The Gouernment lnspector makes the actor say outright to the
audience: "You are laughing at yourselves!" (Strange to
say, in the Chinese translation this crucial sentence is
omitted.) But my method is to make the reader unable
to tell who this character can be apart from himself,
so that he cannot back away to become a bystander but
is bound to suspect that this may be a portrait of himself if not of every man, and that may start him thinking. Not one of my critics has spotted this, however.
This playwright's reckless fabrication of Shaohsing expressions for his chief charasfsl
Ah Q
makes me
- the
suspect that he too has been influenced
by
vulgar
taste.

It is just as well, though, to fix on Shaohsing as the
setting. So we come to the second question.
What dialect should Ah Q speak? This seems an unnecessary question, for since all Ah Q's life is sperrt in
*A rhymed primer of surnames used in feudal China.
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he should naturally speak the Shaohsing
dialect. But that brings us to a third question.
What audience have we in mind for this play? tf
this is for Shaohsing audiences, Ah Q should naturally
speak the Shaohsing dialect. In Shaohsing opera the
tradition is that officials and scholars speak Mandarin,
while waiters and gaolers use the local dialect. That is
to say, the heroes, heroines and warriors generally use
Mandarin, whil.e clowns use the local dialect. I think
this is not merely to differentiate between the upper
and lower classes, noble and vulgar, good and bad;
another important reason is that since colloquial witticisms and sarcastic or funny remarks come mainly
from the lips of the lower orders, the actors must use
colloquial expressions to enable local audiences to
understand them thoroughly. We can see the importance of this. Actually, if the play is staged for
natives of Shaohsing, there is no reason why other

write a play that can be put on anywhere, we are setting ourselves an impossible task and must fail in the
attempt. So I think the thing to do now is to write
plays in which the dialogue is fairly easy to understand. Then when they are performed in schools, no
alterations will be needed; when they are performed in
other provinces or villages, the script can be used as a
base but the language changed into the local dialect,
white even the background and names can be changed
to make them more familiar to the audience. For instance, if the play is performed in a place where there
are no rivers and canals, the boats can be changed to
carts, and a character named Sevenpounder can be
renamed Little Pigtail.
These then are my views. fn a word, the best thing
is not to make the play too particularize'd but capable
of rather free adaptation.
Last of aII I want to add one smaIl "tail" to my letter,
not as interesting, of course, as the tail of those pugdogs.* I apologize for this, but speak I must. Several
months ago, I rernember, I replied to some questions
fiom a friend about the popular language; this letter
was published in the Social Monthlg and followed by
an article by Mr. Yang Chun-ien.** Then a Mr. Shaopo said in the Torch that I had patched up my previcus quarrel with Mr. Yang, commenting at length on
the Chinese love of compromise. I suppose this letter
will be published too. I remember though that Th.e
Theatre has already published articles by Mr. Tseng
Chin-ko and Mr. Yeh Ling-feng;*** and since Mr. Yeh
even drew a portrait of Ah Q, I presume he can hardly

Shaohsing

characters should not speak in the Shaohsing dialect
too. Though it is all one dialect, the upper-class
language is different from the lower, having shorter

with fewer exclamations and interjections
a lower-class sentence with the same meaning may be
twice the length. Still, if such a play is performed
elsewhere, its effect must be weakened if not completely
sentences

lost. I

have made careful investigations and found that
most men from other districts who pride themselves on
their excellent knowledge of the Shaohsing dialect are
like those eminent scholars now editing Ming dynasty
belles-lettres: they don't know much really. As for
northerners, Fukienese or Cantonese, to them the Shaohsing dialect is as incomprehensible as jokes in a
foreign circus.
I suppose it is very important for literature to have
universality, lasting value and comprehensiveness, but
these may also prove nails in an author's coffin and his
doom. For example, if in China today we want to

+
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Probably referring to those bourgeois critics who attacked Lu

Hsun.

A reactionary writer with whom Lu Hsun had some
+** Both these men were reactionary writers in Shanghai at

++

arguments.

that time.
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have finished the whole of that volume of. CalL to Arms
in the lavatory* he must either have been constipated for years- or bought another copy! If I had
been overwhelmed by Mr. Shao-pb's verdict, I should
not have dared write this, but I did not feel I need
remain silent. Provided that I state here that I have
no authority to prevent my letters from being published
and no way of knowing in advance what other articles
there will be, I am not compromising with any other
writer in the same number. On the other hand, if
someone from the same camp assurnes a disguise to
stab me in the back, I detest and despise such a man
€ven more than an open enemy.
This is not a personal matter, for the time has come
when Mr. Shao-po can try his old tricks again; and unless I make a statement, what I have said wili be considered as evidence of a comprador mentality or
eclecticism, and what is the use of that?
Yours faithfully,

Lu

* Yeh Ling-feng had said that Lu Hsun's
for nothing but toilet paper.

good

Hsun

Call to Arms was

TO THE EDITOR OF ..THE THEATRE''
November

18

Dear Sir,

Today I read in the "Monologue" of the fourteenth
number of The Theatre that you "regret" not having
received any reply from me; but I remember posting
you my letter the day before yesterday, and since I
wrote it while I was ill I thought I was being most obliging. I mention this specially here to show good will.
In your weekly I have seen several pictures of Ah Q,
all of which strike me as too unusual and odd-looking.
To my mind, Ah Q should be about thirty, quite
ordinary-looking, with a peasant's simplicity and
stupidity, but also a touch of_ roguish cunning. You
can probably find shades of him among Shanghai rickshaw men and carters, but he is no tough, no
scavenger. When you put a round skull-cap on his
head he ceases to be Ah Q; I remember making him
wear a felt cap. That is a black, semi-circular object,
the fr,ont edge of which is turned up over an inch when
worn, and there should be caps like this worn in the
countryside near Shanghai too.
You say in your paper that you want illustrations.
I have ten woodcuts here by Mr. Chen Tieh-keng which
I am enclosing. If you do not want them, please return them. He is a Cantonese and some of the backgrounds he uses are probably based on Canton. Numbers 2, 38, 5 and 7 are the best; though 3A is not consistent with the text, while 9 is even further from the
how could there be cars in those days for Ah
facts

-
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Q to ride in? It ought to be a cart, the sort called in
some parts a waggon, a four-wheeled cart drawn by
horses, which usually carries goods. But Shaohsing had
not even carts of that kind. It was the Peking of those
days I had in mind, for the fact is that I have never
seen such a display in Shaohsing.
Again, in your True Story of Ah @, you say: "Young
D is probably Little Tung." Actually he is not. His
name is Little T'ung, and when he grows up he will be

just like Ah

S.POOKS
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Q.

Yours faithfully,

Lu

Hsun

After the Kuomintang switched from co-operating
with the Communists to destroying them, it was said
that the Kuomintang had merely been utilizing them
before, having planned all along to destroy them when

the Northern Expedition was nearing completio,n. I do
not believe this, though. Not a few influential members of the Kuomintang were in favour of communism,
the proof being their eagerness to send their children
to study in the Soviet Union; for Chinese parents prize
their children above all else and would never send them
to be trained for destruction. But these influential
persons seem to have made a mistake. They imagined
that if China turned communist their own power could
only increase along with their property and concubines,
or at least they could be no worse off than before.
One of our old legends has it that above two thousand
years ago a Mr. Liu by dint of much perseverance
attained immortality and could have flown up to
heaven with his wife. But she refused to go. For she
could not bear to part with their old house, their poultry
and dog. So Mr. Liu had to beg the gods to transport
their o d house, poultry and dog as well, after which
they became immortals. So that stupendous change
was in fact no change at all. If in a communist state
these men could retain all their old pomp or even lead
145
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sti[ more extravagant life, they would certainly like
it. When later events, however, proved that coma

munism is not as accommodating as the gods, they made
up their minds to destroy the communists. Though of
course they prize their children above all else, they
prize their own lives even more.
And so young people everywhere, communists and
those suspected of communism, leftists and those
suspected of leftism, as well as friends of the suspects,
have to wash clean with blood their own errors and
those of the mighty. Since the mighty fell into error
because they were led astray by the young, the mighty
must wash themselves clean with the young people,s
blood. But many other young pe.ople, unaware of this,
having completed their studies in the Soviet Union come
riding happily back from Mongolia on camels. I remember a foreign tourist who was grieved by this sight.
They did not even realize, she said, that the gallows
were awaiting them in their own country.
Yes, there are gallows. But gallows are not so bad.
Simply to have a noose put round your neck is preferential treatment. Moreover not every one ends up
on the gallows, for some find a way out by pulling hard
on the legs of those friends being hanged. This gives
concrete evidence of their true repentance, and those
who can repent are noble souls.

2

Since then all communists in China unwilling to repent have become criminals who deserve death. And
these criminals provide others with endless opportunities: they have become commodities which can he sold,
supplying men with a new profession. During troubles
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in schools or rivalry in love, when one side is labelled
a conununist
in other words a criminal
a solution
can be found- with the greatest of ease. -If you start
an argument with a wealthy poet, his conclusion is:
"The communists oppose the bourgeoisie. Since I have
money he opposes me. Therefore he is a communist."
Then the muse returns in triumph on a golden chariot.
But the blood of young revolutionaries has watered
the shoots of revolutionary literature, making it more
revolutionary than before. Since the government has
quite a few young men who have studied abroad or
acquired much knowledge in China, they are naturally
aware of this. First they used the common methods of
banning publications, persecuting authors and finally
butchering them five young leftist writers were
killed to set an -example. This was not openly announced, however, for they know that such things may
be done but not talked about. As the ancients said long
ago: "You can win an empire on horseback, but you
cannot govern it on horseback." To destroy revolutionary literature they had to use literary weapons.
The weapo.n that appeared was ('nationalist literature." Its writers, after studying the colour of different peoples, decided that those of the same colour should
take concerted action: the yellow-skinned proletariat
ought not to fight the yellow-skinned bourgeoisie but
the white proletariat instead. And they took Genghis
Khan as their model, describing how his grandson Batu
Khan led yellow hordes into Russia to destroy its
civilization, enslaving its nobles and cornmon people
alike.

Following a Mongol khan to fight hardly reflects
credit on the Chinese race, yet in order to wipe out
Russia this had to be done, for now our mighty ones know
that the old Russia has turned into the modern Soviet
Union whose principles can never increase their might,
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wealth or concubines. But who is the Batu Khan of
the present day?
In September 1931, the Japanese occupation of our
three northeastern provinces in fact prepared the way
for Chinese to follow others to destroy the Soviet Union,
and our "nationalist" writers should have been satisfied. But to the average citizen the loss of the three
northeastern provinces mattered more than the future
destruction of the Soviet IJnion, and he grew heated.
Then the "nationalist" writers had to trim their sails by
wailing and lamenting. Many young enthusiasts went
to Nanking to demonstrate and demand arrned resistance. They had to undergo hard trials, though.
They were not allowed on trains to Nanking till they
had camped in the open for several days, and many had
to go on foot. Moreover at Nanking they were met
by a large body of previously trained "civilians" armed
with clubs, whips and pistols, who beat them black and
blue till they slunk home. Some of them disappeared,
and some were drowned. According to the newspapers,
they fell into the river themselves.
Then the wailing of the nationalist writers stopped
and they vanished without a trace, having done their
job as mourners at the funeral. This was just like the
funeral processions in Shanghai. They set out with a
motley crew of musicians and people who wail as if
they were singing, but whose job it is to bury the sorrow so that it may be forgotten. Once this is achieved
every one scatters, and no procession is left.

3

But instead of faltering the revolutionary literature
grew and developed and the readers' confidence in it
increased.
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Then the other side produced the so-called "Third
Category." These men were definitely not left-wing
but neither did they seem right-wing - they held
aloof. To them, literature was eternal while political
phenomena were temporary; hence literature could not
be linked with politics. If it were, it would lose its
lasting value and China would have no more immortal
works. Yet these men of the "Third Category" who
were so loyal to literature could not write imrnortal
works either. Why? Beeause deluded left-wing critics
with no understanding of literature made harsh and
incorrect criticisms of their masterpieces till they were
unable to write. These left-wing critics are the butchers of Chinese literature.
The gentlemen of the "Third Category" made no comment on the government's ban on certain publications
and murder of writers, for that was a political
question. To speak of it would destroy the lasting
value of their works. Besides, those who persecuted and
killed "the butchers of Chinese literature" protected the
great and immortal works of the "Third Category."
Though their feeble, twittering complaints were a
kind of weapon, they were naturally too weak to defeat revolutionary literature. So when "nationalist
Iiterature" had died a natural death and the "Third
Category" had caved in too, the authorities had to resort once more to real weaPons'
In November 1933, the Yihua FiIm Company in
Shanghai was suddenly attacked by a band of men and
left an utter shambles. The attackqrs were well
organized.- When a whistle blew, they set to work;
when another whistle blew, they stopped and scattered.

I
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band rushed in to smash everything, in others stones
were thrown sf windows breaking panes of plate glass
worth two hundred dollars apiece. Of course,-the reason
again was that the book-shop had been used by the communists. The vulnerability of these expensive windowpanes made the managers most distressed. A few days
later some "writers" arrived to sell their "great works,"
and though the publishers knew that no one would read
them they had to accept these manuscripts. For they
cost no more than a window-pane and would avert
another stoning as weII as the trouble of repairing the
windows.

4

So the persecution

of

book-shops became the best

tactics.

A few stones were not enough, though. The Central
Propaganda Committee also drew up a long list of forbidden books, one hundred and forty-nine of them.
Practically all the books with a large circulation were
included. It goes without saying that most of the
works of Chinese left-wing writers were banned, and
translations were involved too. Some examples are
Gorky, Lunacharsky, Fedin, Fadeyev, Serafimovich
and Upton Sinclair, not to mention Maeterlinck, Sologub
and Strindberg.
This certainly put publishers in a difficult position.
Some of them surrendered those books at once to be
burned. Others tried to save the situation, negotiated
with the officials and eventually procured a pardon for
a few. To lessen the difficulty of publication in future,
the officials and ttre publishers held a meeting. There
in the capacity of magazine editors, to safeguard good
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works and the publishers' capital, several of the "Third
Category" proposed adopting the Japanese way: before
publication mhnuscripts should be censored so that
other writers need not find their works banned on
account of left-wing writers and the publishers need
not lose money on publications banned after they were
in print. This proposal r,vhich pleased all parties was
adopied, though it was not the otd way of glorious Batu
Khan.

And at once this was put into practice. This July a
Committee to Censor Books and Periodicals was set up
in Shanghai, saving many "men of letters,, from unemployment, while many of the censors, chairs are
occupied by revolutionary writers who have recanted
and members of the "Third Category,, who oppose any
connection between literature and politics. These men
are thoroughly familiar with the world of letters, Iess
muddle-headed than mere bureaucrats, better able to
understand the implication of any satirical thrust or
ironic remark. In any case, polishing is less difficult
for a writer than creative work, and we hear the results
are excellent.
They were wrong, though, to quote Japan as an
example. It is true that in Japan talk of class struggle
is forbidden, but they do not go so far as to deny that
a, on the
struggle,
claiming
It is true
that in Japan they censor books and periodicals too, but
the passages cut are left blank so that readers can see
at once that a cut has been made. In China, on the
other hand, no blank spaces are allowed, the text rnust
run straight on. So readers think an article is com_
plete, only the writer is talking nonsense. Nor have
Friche, Lunacharsky and the rest escaped this fate of
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being made to talk nonsense to Chinese readers today.
So now the publishers' capital is safe and the banner
of the "Third Category" has disappeared, for they are
secretly pulling hard at the legs of other writers on the
gallows. And there is no writing to represent them,
for they are busy wielding the censor's pen and power
of life and death. All the readers can see is that
periodicals are going downhill and articles are deteriorating, while hitherto celebrated progressive writers of
other lands have suddeirly turned into fools.
But in fact the division on the literary front is
sharper than ever before. No deception can last very
long. What is to come is another sanguinary battle.
November
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In Chinese medical works, I remember, there are
many references to foods which "quarrel" with each
other. In other wo,rds, if you eat them together they
will have an unpleasant effect and may even kill you.
Garlic and honey are examples, as well as crabs and
persimmons, peanuts and cucumber.
But whether
this is true or not I have no means of knowing, as I
have never met anyone who tried.
There are books, too, which "quarrel" with each
other, though in a slightly different way. Thus one
kind of book cannot be read at the same time as another, o.r one is bound to be killed by the other, or at
the least send the reader into a rage. Take the belleslettres by Ming dynasty scholars which are so fashionable now
some of them are certainly clever. They
are excellent for bedside or bathroom reading, or to kill
time on a train or a boat. But the reader's mind has
first to be a blank, or a clutter of confused ideas. If he
has read Historical Anecdotes of the Late Ming Dynnstg,
Anecdotes of Misery* or any works 'by the patriots at
the end of the Ming dynasty who refused to take office
under the Manchus, that will be a different story. The
two types of books will quarrel until one has killed the
other. Hence I sympathize thoroughly with those who
hate these Ming dynasty belles-lettres.

* Collections of historical anecd<.rtes dating

Ming dynasty.
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happened to see a collection of
Chu Ta-chun's+ prose works, including an essay written
in 1669, the seventh year of Kang Hsi, "Journey from
North Shansi to the Capital." His style is not inferior
to that of Yuan Hung-tao,"* and in many places he
write.s very powerfully. Let me quote a short passage:

.
it.

They followed the river, sometimes crossing
Often I saw Mongolian yurts with their rounded
tops of different heights like mounds. Men and
women alike were speaking Mongolian. Some sold
butter, sheep and horses, or yak-skins. They slept between two camels, rode in Mongolian carts or bareback in twos and threes. They had crimson and
yellow cloaks over their shoulders, small iron prayerwheels in their hands, and were reciting Buddhist
incantations. AI1 the women with willow crates filIed
with horse dung or eharcoal on their heads were
Chinese. They had their hair coiled round their
heads and went barefoot. They had unwashed faces
and wore fur capes. Men and cattle slept together,
and the stench carried scores of li away

It seems to me, if a man has read a description like
this, imagined scenes like this and not forgotten them
completely, then not even Yuan Hung-tao's essays after
the style oL Ch.uang Tzu or On Flouer Vases will be
able to dispel his pent-up rage, but will rather add fuel
to the fire. Because these read even worse today than
when Yuan Hung-tao and the rest were pushing their
belles-lettres and patting each other on the back
they
had not then been through the "Ten Days at-yangchow" or the "Three Massacres at Chiating."
* A Cantonese scholar at the end of the Ming dynasty, who
became a monk rather than serve under the Manchus.
+*

A famous Ming dynasty writer of

belles-lettres,
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These Ming belles-lettres are all very weII; their
not bad either. But I think Historical
the Late Ming Dgnastg and similar
works by Ming patriots are better. The time has come
to edit and reprint them, to inake readers today sober up.
anecdotes are
Anecdotes of

November
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AH CHIN
Recently Ah Chin has got on my nerves.
She is a maid-servant, what Shanghailanders call
niang-Ei and foreigners an amah. In fact her employer
was a foreigner.
She had many women friends who came one after
another as soon as it was dark to her window and
shouted "Ah Chin! Ah Chin!" This went on till midnight. She seemed to have quite a few men friends
too. Once at the back door she announced her views:
"Why come to Shanghai if you don't have boy
friends? ."
That was no concern of mine. But unfortunately
her master's back door was almost opposite my front
door, so that when shouts of "Ah Chin! Ah Chin!" resounded I was affected. Sometimes it interrupted my
writing, sometimes I even wrote the word "Chin" on my
manuscript. Worst of all, I had to pass her balcony
when I went out, and apparently she was averse to
using stairs; so bamboo poles, planks of wood and other
things often came crashing down. Thus when I walked
past I had to be on my guard and see whether Ah Chin
was up there or not. If she was, I must make a detour.
Naturally this was largely the fault of my timidity and
the undue value I set on my life; but remember that
her master was a foreigner. If blood flowed from my
broken crown, of course that would not matter. Even
if I were killed it would be useless to call a meeting of
fellow provincials or send off telegrams in protest. Besides, I may not rate a meeting.
156
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After midnight the world changes and you can no
longer retain your daytime mood. At half past three
one morning I was sitting up over a translation when
I heard a low call from the street. Though I could not
hear too clearly, the name called was not Ah Chin and
neither, of course, was it mine. I wondered: Who can
be calling so late? Getting up, I opened the window
to look out and saw a man standing there staring at the
window of Ah Chin's chamber. The man did not see
me. Repenting my inquisitiveness, I was just about to
close my window and retire when Ah Chin's upper half
appeared at the small casement opposite, that same
instant she caught sight of me and said something
to the man, pointing at me and waving him away. Then
the fellow bounded off. I felt so conscience-stricken
that I co'uld not go on translating. I decided: In future
I must mind my own business. I must steel myself to
a point where I shall not change colour though Mount
Tai crash before me, nor move away though a bomb

fall by my

side.

Ah Chin, however, seemed totally unaffected, for she
laughed as loudly as ever. But since I did nof reach
this conclusion till the next evening, I had her on my
conscience for half a night and nearly one whole day.
Then, much as I appreciated her tolerance, her loud
meetings and noisy laughter got on my nerves again.
Ever since Ah Chin's arrival the atmosphere around her
had been disturbed: such was her power. Against this
disturbance any remonstrance of mine was completely
useless
they did not even look my way. Once a
- in
foreigner
the neighbourhood said a few words in
some foreign tongue, and they paid no attention either.

But when the foreigner charged and kicked out in ail
directions they scattered and fled, their meeting adjourned. The effect of this kicking lasted for five or
six

nights.
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Afterwards they raised the same racket as before,
while the disturbance spread. Ah Chin started a fight
with the old woman in the grocery across the road, and
various men joined in. Her voice, always clear and
carrying, carried further than ever. People twenty
houses away must surely have heard. Very soon a large
crowd had gathered. Towards the end of this wordy
contest mention was naturally made of certain aspects
of Ah Chin's amorous adventures. I did not catch exactly what the old woman said, but Ah Chin's reply was:
"No one wants an old b- like you! They do want
me!"
This was doubtless the truth, the spectators seemed
to sympathize with her, and the unwanted "old b-"
was defeated. Along came a foreign policeman at this
point, with his hands behind his back. He watched for
a while, then drove away the spectators. Ah Chin hurried forward and spoke to him in his foreign tongue.
Having listened with attention, the policeman said with
a grin: "Seems to me you're doing all right." He did
not arrest the "old b-" but sauntered past with his
hands behind his back. And so this street fight ended.
However, troubles in the world of men are not so easily
solved. That old b- had backing too. Early the next
morning a boy working for another foreigner not far
away came flying towards Ah Chin's place. There were
three toughs at his heels and his shirt was torn. Probably they had lured him outside the house, then blocked the back gate so that he could not retreat and was
forced to run to his sweetheart for sanctuary. There is
nothing wrong in taking shelter under your sweetheart's
wing: Peer Gynt, the hero of one of Ibsen's plays, hid
behind his sweetheart's petticoats to listen to lullabies
after his defeat. But apparently Ah Chin iacked the
affection or courage of the Norwegian girl. She was
very quick, however. Just as the boy reached her door
she slammed it shut. And he, reaching a dead end,
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stopped. Evidently this took the toughs by surprise as
well, for they hesitated before finally raising their fists.
Then two of them dealt him three blows on his back
and chest, which did not appear very serious; the third
punched his face and left a red mark on it. As this
street fight was swiftly executed and took place early
in the morning, there were not many spectators. Then
winners and losers went their respective ways and for
a space the world was at peace again. I still felt uneasy,
though, for I have heard men say: peace is only a pause
between hostilities.

But after a few days Ah Chin was seen no more:
suspect that her master dismissed her. Her place was
taken by a plump amah, a comfortable body with an air
of refinement. More than twenty days have passed but
still it is fairly quiet; all she has done is hire two streetsingers to ren-der some rousing ballad like ,,Eighteen
Places to Touch."* She was simply having a bit of fun
after her honest work, and no one should blame her for
that. Unfortunately rthat attracted another crowd of men
and women, including Ah Chin's lover: this may lead
to'another street fight at any time. But this gave me
an opportunity to hear a good baritone song. I found
it eminently natural and infinitely superior to such jazz
hits as "Light Drizzle" which sounds like a cat being
strangled.
Ah Chin was as plain as could be. By plain, I mean
that she looked so ordinary that her features are hard
to remember. Indeed in less than a month I have forgotten what she looked like. Yet the mere sound of her
name still gets on my nerves. Of course I can hardly
hate her for raising a racket near by, but I resent her
because within a few days she shook convictions and
theories which I have held for thirty years.

I

+

A baw'dy song popular at the time.
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I never used to believe that Chao-chun saved the
Han dynasty by going to the Huns or that Mu-lan safeguarded the Sui dynasty by joining the army. Nor did
I believe those old tales about Ta-chi bringing about
the fall of the Shang dynasty, Hsi-shih ruining the Kingdom of Wu, and Lady Yang causing a rebellion in the
Tang dynasty. It seemed to me that in a patriarchal
society women could not have so much power, and
whether a state prospered or declined depended on the
men. If male 'tyriters usualiy laid the blame for any
disaster on women, this just showed how despicable
such men were. Yet now Ah Chin, an ordinary-looking
maid with no special talent, had contrived in less than
a month to cause a disturbance extending for a quarter
of a li. Had she been a queen or empress dowager,
imagine the havoc she would have caused! Undoubtedly
there would have been great trouble.
Formerly Confucius "understood the Way of Heaven
at fifty," but now I have started to doubt the way of
men just because of a woman like Ah Chin. Although
an ordinary man is not to be cornpared with a sage,
this never,theless shows the power of Ah Chin and my
own helplessness. I do not want to attribute the deterioration in my essays to Ah Chin's shouting, though all
I have said seems to be shifting the blame; but it is true
that recently Ah Chin has got on my nerves and seemed
to be blocking my path.
I hope Ah Chin is never taken as a model for Chinese womanhood.
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THE VULGAR SHOULD KEEP OUT
OF GENTLEMEN'S \MAY
This struck me after reading some magazines.
This vu-lgar world has few "gentlemen of refinement"
and few acts done in "good taste." TilI the world beconies completel5, vulgar, however, "gentlemen of refinement" will not disappear altogether; oniy the prevalence of those who "offend good taste" means that they
cannot be completely refined either.
Confucian scholars preach humanity and tolerance,
but if they meet inhumane and intolerant peopie they
cannot remain humane and tolerant themselves. So
though Chu Hsi was a great Confucian worthy, during
his period of office he had to bastinado a helpiess singsong girl.+ Although the writers of the Crescent Moon
So,ciety detest vicious abuse, when they are abused by
others they must perforce resort to abuse themselves.
Although Mr. Lin Yu-tang admires "fair play," when
he was enjoying the chrysanthemums in Hangchow and
carne acrorss )oung people "r,vith Soviet cigarettes in
their mouths and translations of books b5z some sky
in their hands," he had to "put on a listless and vrorried
Iook, as if concerned for the fate of the country." (See
The Anulects, No. 55.) This was quite out of character"
Sometimes worthy persons need to be contrasted with
others of a different type: the upper class with the lower,
* While on a tcur of inspection, to show disapproval
of the
Magistrate of Tientai he had the latter's favourite singsong girl

beaten.
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the good with the bad, the cultured with the vulgar, the
petty-minded with the magnanimous and so forth. Without a foil their virtues are not so apparent. This is what
is meant by the "unity of opposites." But the foil must
try to help, or at least show understanding; if he can't
lend a hand, at least he mustn't spoil the show, forcing
gentlemen to behave in an ungentlemanly way. For
example, Tsao Tsao had a liberal outlook, but when Mi
Heng* went day after day to swear at him, he could not
but lose his temper and have Mi Heng sent to Huang Tsu
"to be killed by another's hand." And really, Mi Heng
had only himself to blame.
Naturally, "gentlemen of refinement" can't be refined
all the time. Though they sleep on gauze-curtained
beds and feed on fragrant rice, in the basic matter
of sleeping and eating they do not differ greatly from
the vulgar; they cannot refrain entirely from turning
over in their minds how best to make rnoney or secure
their positi,ons. Where they differ frorn the common
herd is in their sudden oocasional displays of refinement. But to give away their secret would spoil the
show. None but the vulgar would do s,uch a thing, and
by so doing drag down the gentleman, making it impossible for him to go on behaving in a gentlemanly
forcing
way
to "stoop to the level of the vulgar."
- for the him
If not
vulgar type this would not happen. So
the vulgar one should take the blame.
Let us take the case of two magistrates, both of
whom, of course, must transact official business and
deal with lawsuits all day. If one of them goes out
occasionally to look at the plum blossom, he should be
considered as a cultured official and praised; for only
so can this world have men of refinement and affairs
in good taste. To refrain from praise is not so bad;
but to raise your eyebrows is vulgar, while making fun
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of the matter is spoiling a fine show. There are vulgar,
imperti.nent wretches like this, however. I remember
in some colle'ction of old Chinese humour a verse by a
certain "t^rag" about a magistrate who went to look at
the plurn blossom during his leisure:
Runners in red caps and black caps raised a shout:
Our cultured prefect has come out to enjoy the
plum.
The blossoms lower their heads and say to hirn:
"Your humble servants await Your Honour's pleasure,"

This is a vile joke, ruining this elegant occasion completetry. And the words put into the mouths of the
plum blossom are most unseemly too, for he should
have kept quiet in order not to spoil the atmosphere of
refinernent, forcing His Honour to set refinement aside
and bastinado him in a vulgar way, or at least charge
him with some crime. Why? Because his refinernent
can no longer exist side by side with your vulgarity.
A prudent man who happens to meet great-hearted
gentJ.ernen or cultured scholars, if he can't lend a helping hand or add to the fun should get as far away as
possib}e, the further the better. For otherwise he will
r-eceive looks and reprisals quite counter to their professions. trf he is unlucky he may be involved in that old
talk about "roubles" and have serious trouble. Just
being accused of having a Soviet cigarette in your mouth
and a translated work by some
your hand is
-sky in
not so bad-but it is a narrow escape.
We all know the saying "A wise man keeps away from
the wor1d." To my mind, nowadays the vulgar should
keep out of gentlemen's way. For this, too, is one means

of seif-preservation.
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life all the year round." Failing this, he must cut firewood at dawn, till the fields all day, water his vegetables
at dusk and plait straw sandals at night with no time
- essays. Mr.
to smoke, sip tea, chant poems or write
Tao Yuan-ming is one of the most celebrated hermits
China has had, known as "the idyllic poet." Naturally
he never became the editor of a magazine, and he lived

HERMITS
"Hermit" has always been a reputable tit1e, though
occasionally it is also used to poke fun. This i:.s most
clearly the case in the poem, still quoted today, satirizing
Chen Mei-kung:

A fluttering crane appears in the

clouds,

Flying to and fro round the prime minister's yamen.

I believe there was a misconception here. Because
Chen had too high an opinion of himself, others made
exaggerated demands on him. Both sides forgot what
he was and failed to understand each other, yet could
not refrain from talk. That naturally caused trouble.
Hermits, as conceived by those who are not hermits,
are men whose talents go unrecognized, who hve in
retreat in the hil1s or woods. But the world could
not know of such men. By the time they have hung
out the trade sign "hermit," even if they do not "fly to
and fro" they cannot avoid some self-advertisement, or
perhaps their hangers-on ma5z beat gongs and shou:t. Yes,
hermits have hangers-on too, paradoxical as this may
sound. Once their trade sign is good for a meal,
hangers-on appear straight away
this is what is known
- sign." This is much
as "living on the edge of the trade
criticized by those who are not hermits, who imagine
hermits must be extrernely prosperous if the"v are such
a money-making proposition. But this exaggerated
estimate is another misconception, similar to that of
imagining that all famous hermits die of o1d age in the
forest. Any hermit already famous enjoys "a carefree
164

too early to be a Boxer Indemnity scholar; but he owned
slaves. The B1aves during the. Han and Tsin dynasties
not only waited on their masters but farmed and traded
for them: they were genuine instruments of production.
So even Mr. Tao had his slender means of livelihood.
Otherwise the old gentleman would have had no food,
let alone wine, and would soon have starved to death
by his "eastern fence."
So if we want to observe the behaviour of hermits,
this is the only type to observe. We have no way of
seeing genuine hermits. Whole cartloads and houseJuls
of books have been written since ancient times, but can
we find any by wood-cutters or fishermen? Their work
i.s cutting wood and catching fish. As for men of letters
who describe themselves as wood-cutters and anglers,
they are pretty well all gentlemen of leisure who have
never handled a rod or an axe in their life. Anyone fool
cnough to try to learn the joys of a hermit's life frorn
them has only himself to blame.
Taking office is one way of filling your rice bowl,
becoming a hermit is another. If you cannot fiil your
bowl, you cannot hope to be a hermit. This "flying to
and fro" is in order to beeome a hermit-in other words
to get a rice bowl. Once the trade sign "hermit" is
hung up in some "sequestered spot in the city," you
are a genuine "hermit" and your rice bowl is assuredYour hangers-on beat gongs and shout because they are
not up to being hermits themselves and can only hope
to make a little out of you this is also a question of
- and Tang dynasties no
the rice bowl. Since the Han
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disgrace has attached to officialdom and no special glory
to a hermit's life, which is not a poor one either. It is
only when a scholar tries to become a hermit and fails
that we know he is in a bad way. Tso Yen, a poet at
the end of the Tang dynasty, wrote: "I failed to become
either hermit or official." This lets us into the secret
of so-called "herrn-its."
Failure to become a hermit is a defeat. This shows
the connection between hermits and comfort: at least
one does not have to struggle for existence, and one has
plenty of time. Yet singing the praise of idleness and
extolling tobacco and tea are one form of struggle,
simply a more veiled form. Since even a "hermit" still
requires a rice bowl, the trade sign needs to be kept
freshly rzarnished and intact. This is why hermits turn
deaf ears and unseeing eyes when Mount Tai crumbles
or the Yellow River floods; but if any comment is made
on the hermit brotherhood, be it a thousand Zi away and
no rnore than half a sentence, their perceptions are
strangely acute and they rise up as if the matter were of
greater moment than the destruction of the world. Yet
it may be something completely inconsequential.
Once we understand this, we need no't be shocked by
hermits. We can understand them without making any
comment, and that will save both sides trouble.

Januarv
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ON SATIRE
It is hard to be completely free from prejudice. When
we see a satire, we cannot consider it genuine literature
because we were brought up to believe that satire is not
a good thing. But go to any social gathering place and
you wiJl observe scenes like this: Two fat gentlemen
bow from the waist to each other with clasped hands,
and with glistening faces embark on an exchange of
courtesies:
"Your distinguished name? ."
"My unworthy name is Chien."
"Yes, indeed! I have long looked forward to meeting
you! I have not yet inquired your honourable style. . . ."
. "My humble style is Kuo-ting-"
"Admirable! Admirable! And your distinguished
native town? . ."
"Shanghai.. . ."
"Indeed! Excellent! Certainly. ."
No one finds this in the least strange. But if you
were to put this into a story men would judge otherwise,
and it would almost certainly be called a satire. Thus
many writers who describe nothing but the truth have
been officially dubbed "satirists"-it is hard to say
whether this is praise or blame. We see this in China
in ChLn Pi,ng Mei* when Censor Tsai flatters Hsimen
Ching by saying: "f am not up to Wang An-shih; but
you, sir, have all the fine qualities of Wang Hsi-chih!,,
t

A Ming dynasty novel of exposure.
t67
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And in The Scholars* we find Fan Chin refusing to use
ivory chopsticks because he is in mourning, yet ,,he extracted a large shrimp ball from the dish of bird,s rests,
and popped it into his mouth." Similar happenings are
still to be rnet with today. As for foreign works, Chinese readers have lately been taking an interest in
Gogol's ',vorks, and then there are officials, great and
small, in Gogol's The Ouercoat (translated by Wei Suyuan and published by the Wei-ming Library), and country gentlemen, doctors and wastrels in his The Nose
(translated by Hsu Hsia** and published in W orl(t
Literature). Types like these can be found in China
even today. They are obviously real people and cornmon types, yet we all call this satire.
Most men hanker after fame. During their 1ives they
write autobiographies, after their death they hope others
will write obituary notices or eulogies for them, or even
"order the National Historical Bureau to compile their
biography." By no means all men are blind to their
own foibles, but they do not want to change these and
simply hope they will vanish without a trace, leaving
only virtues behind the congee-kitchens they ha're
- But not all their behaviour is
opened for the starving.
of a piece with this. They know of course that "Admirable! Admirable!" is rather gushing. But they also beIieve that these words once spoken are forgotten and
wi1l never figure in their biographies; they therefore have
no scruple in uttering them. And they are extrernely
annoyed if someone records this instead of obliterating
it. After hard thought they hit back to conceal the
truth about themselves, smearing the writer with mud
by declaring that this is a "satire." And instead of stop-

ping to think, the rest of us agree: "This is a satire!"
We are really pretty badly taken in.
The same is true of what is known as "calling narnres."
If you see a prostitute accosting men on Fourth Avenue
in Shanghai, and say: "The whore is grabbing customers," she will abuse you for "calling names." "Cal1ing names" is a bad thing. And since you are adjudged
bad, the other side must be good. As a matter of fact
it was true that "the whore was grabbing customers."
However, this is something you may know but must not
say. If forced to, just remark: "The young lady is
busily plying her trade." In the same way, you should
describe those men who bow from the waist with clasped
hands as "modest and unassuming in all their dealings."
Only so do you avoid calling peopie names and being
satirical.
As a matter of fact, most so-called modern satires are

*

A Ching dynasty novel by Wu Ching-tzu, debunking the

examination system.
**

Lu Hsun's pen-name.

truthful. Unless you write the truth it cannot be
"satire." Untruthful satire iI such a thing exists

is simply rumour and slander.

-
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..SCIIOLARS SCORN EACH OTIIER"

*.SCHOLARS SCORN
EACH OTHER"

(1)

One grows tired of using the same expression all the

time. In the so-called world of letters the year before

last there was that heated discussion on ,,men of letters
have no morals." Last year there was an uproar about
"the Peking type and the Shanghai type.,, And this
year we have a new slogan: "scholars scorn each
other."
Those who use this slogan take great exception to this
tendency. According to them, "Truth weeps.,, So they
raise a fierce outcry and pour scorn on all ,,scholars.,'
They detest "scorn," but since scholars' scorn of each
other upsets the harmonious world which is their ideal,
they have to show scorn themselves. Of course, this is
"doing unto others as they do unto you," the excellent
device of our ancient sages. But scorn is a bad habit
very hard to break.
If we search our ancient literature for phrases, we
can probably find "scholars scorn each other" a not inelegant expression. But as Mr. Tsao Chu-jen pointed
out in Free Talk (April 9-11), when Tsao Pi* used the
phrase he meant: "Since there are many styles in
literature and one writer seldom embodies the merits of
all, scholars tend to scorn those who fall short where
they excel." In other words, such strictures were confined to literary composition. They did not include attacks on a man's appearance or birth-place, nor slander
and rumour-mongering, nor such arguments as Mr. Shih
Chih-tsun's "He is just as bad himself," or Mr. Wei Chin* Son

of the famous warrior Tsao Tsao and first emperor

the Wei dynasty.
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chih's "His relative is like that too." If we embrace
all these in Tsao Pi's comment we are mixing up black
and white, and though "Truth weeps" this increases the
chaos in the world of letters.
Again if we look for phrases in Chuang Tzu, we carr
probably find this inestimable precept: "There is truth
in this and also truth in that." This charm so handy
to bear in mind in case of emergency is not inelegant
either. But this can be used on certain occasions only,
not the whole of the time. And those who like to quote
this axiom today are as far removed in spirit from
we need
Chuang Tzu as a pug-dog from Lao Tztt
- Tzu in not
his
waste time on them here. Yet even Chuang
account of different schools of thought enumerated the
shortcomings of each, and because he believed there
was no absolute truth, he scorned them for seeking to
establish truth. If not for this, there would have been
no Chuang Tzu. He could simply have written: "It's
a fine day today .
ha, ha, ha!"
Since we are not living in the age of the Three Kingdoms, however, we need not copy the scholars of that
period who scorned others who fell short where they
excelled. When critics comment on writers or writers
comment on each other, of course they can point out
shortcomings and mention good points; they can also gloss
over shortcomings and praise good points. But the writer
must have some good points and the critic must have
a clear sense of right and wrong, strong likes and disIikes. If we let this woolly slogan "scholars scorn each
other" frighten us into putting up with all sorts of young
dandies posing as fine writers, hooligans pretending to
be cultured, or pirnps hawking pornography if we
- or not
simply bow humbly to ail of them, not daring
liking to say a word what sort of critic or writer are
naturally be the first to be
we? Such a man should
"scorned"

!
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STREET \/ENDORS PAST AND PRESENT

STREET VENDORS PAST AND
PRES ENT
"Cream of pearl-barley, almonds and lotus-seeds!"
"Sugared rose cakes!"
"Noodles with shrimp and pork hun tu,nt"*
"Spiced eggs bo,iled in tea!"
These were the street-cries four or five years ago in
the Chapei district of Shanghai. Anyone keeping a
record from morning till night could probably co]lect
two or three dozen of them. Folk certainly seemed
willing to spend money on snacks in those days and
frequently patronized the street vendors; for the frequent interruptions in the vendors' cries meant that
they were attending to customers. Those slogans of
theirs were certainly mellilluous too. I don't know
whether their fine phrases were culled from late Ming
belles-lettres or late Ming essays, but they set your
mouth watering if you were a rustic new to Shanghai
iike myself. Pearl-barley and almonds plus lotus-seed
was more piquant than I could ever have drearned.
-this
But it had one bad effect on those who lived by the pen,
for unless you had achieved the perfect serenity of one
whose "heart is like an old well," you wo'uld be so
distracted by these cries all day and all night that you
could not write a thing.
Now all that has changed. The smaIl eating-houses
beside the road once occupied at noon and dusk by
gentlemen in long gowns now seem "sunk in quiet
*

A kind of

dumpling.
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melancho1y,"* their old customers having gone to the
smaller eating-places which were formerly the haunts
of rickshaw men. As for the rickshaw men, of course
they have had to withdraw to the roadside hungry, with
a bite of unleavened bread perhaps if they are lucky.
Strange to say, the street-cries have changed completely
too. Vendors still sell snacks, but only olives or hun
tun. Seldom indeed do you come across the old "artistic" confections. The shouting continues unabated, that
goes without saying. As long as Shanghailanders exist,
so long will there be shouting. But the cries have b+
come considerably more matter-of-fact: sesame oil,
beancurd, pomade, bamboo poles for hanging washing
and so forth. The salesmanship has improved too. Sometimes one man selling socks wili sing the praise of their
durability, or two men selling cloth will chant a duet
extolling their material's cheapness. But they usuaily
sing all the r,vay down the lane and all the way back

again-seldom do they stop to do business.
Occasionally there are also high-class \,vares such as
fi"uit and flowers. But since these are not intended for
Chinese, the vendors use f oreign cries : "Ringo I'**

Banana, Appulu-u, Appulu-u-u," "Hana,*'** ah, Hana-a-a!

I{a-a-na-a-a!" But there are not too many foreign
customers either.

Sorrletimes blind fortune-teller.s or mendicant monks
come into these back streets. Their sp.ecial targets are
the maids, and therr business is comparatively good,
telling a woman's fortune here, selling a charm on yelJow paper there. This year, however, their business has
J'allen off too, which accounts for the appearance the
other day of an elaborate shcw. First I heard the sound
of drum, cyrnbals and iron chains. I had been on the
* Quotation from an essay by
+* Japanese for "apple."
*** ,Iapanese for "flower,"

Lin Yu-tang.
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point of composing a surrealist poem in the vernacul.ar
style, but this drove all poetic fancies out of my head,
and searching for the source of the din I spotted a monk
with an iron hook on his chest trailing a chain more
than ten feet long into our alley. Two other rnonks
were beating the drurn and clashing cymbals. But all
the maids shut their gates and vanished from sight. Not
a single copper did that lofty ascetic get.
Later I asked the maids why they had run" Their
answer was: "By the looks of hirn, it would take more
than twenty cents to get rid of him."
S,o you cannot make much money now in Shanghai
by solo-singing, duets, spectacular shows or even selftorture. On the one hand this proves "the lack of moral
standards" in the foreign concessions, but on the other
it proves that our only course now is to "rehabilitate
the countryside."* Alas!

April
* In 1933, for propaganda purposes, the Kuomintang
set
a committee for the rehabilitation of the countryside.
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CONFUCIUS IN MODERN CHINA
Recently, according to the Shanghai papers, because a
temple to Confucius has been completed at Yushima in
Japan, General Ho Chien, Go.n ernor of Hunan Province,
has sent it a painted portrait of Confucius long in his
possession. The fact is that the average man in China has
practically no idea what Confucius looked iike, although
since ancient times there has been a ternple to the sage
in every county, for these generally contain no portrait
of the sage. When some worthy is painted or sculptured,
it is the rule to make him larger than life; but in the
case o[ the very worthiest, such as a sage like Confucius,
any portrait at all appears sacriLegious and therefore it

is hetter to have none. This is not

unreasonable.
Obrriously, since Confucius left no photograph we cannot
tell what he actually looked like, while the few descriptions in books may be nonsense for all we know. The
only w-ay to make an image is to rely on the sculptor's
imagination, and this is even more risky. Hence the
Confucians finally adopted Brand's attitude: "A1l or
nothing."
One does occasionally, however, collle across paintings
o[ Confucius. I have seen three of these: one in an illustration to the Anecdotes of Confucit s, one on the
frontispiece of Ching Yi Pao, a periodical published in
Yokohama by Liang Chi-chao when he was a fugitive in
Japan, so that this was an import from Japan to China;
and one in the stone relief on a Han dynasty tomb shouring Confucius meeting Lao Tzu. The impression gained
ol Confucius from these representations was that he was
175
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a very lean old gentleman in a long, wide-sleeved gown
with either a sword at his waist or a staff under his arm,
who never smiled but looked thoroughly awe-inspi.rirrg.
Anyone sitting beside him would have to hold himself
so stiff and straight that after a couple of hours his
bones would be aching, and any normal person w,ould
no doubt beat a hasty retreat.
Later I made a trip to Shantung. While suffering
from the roughness of the roads, I suddenly rernembered
our Confucius. n was tickled to think of the stern and
stately sage jolting along in a crude cart in the old da;:s
as he hurried about his business in these parts. Of
course, this was a reprehensible notion verging, in fact,
upon blasphemy, which no disciple of Confucius r,vouid
entertain. But many young people at that time held
unseemly vicr,vs like mine.
I was born at the end of the Ching dynasty when Confucius had the awe-inspiring title: "Mo,st Perfect, Most
Sage King of Cu1ture." And it goes without saying
that this was the time when the Sage's Way held
sway throughout the }fiddle Kingdom. The government made scholars read specified works, the Four
Books and the Five Classics: follow specified colrmentaries; write a specified form of essay, the paku" essay;
and express sp,ecified opinions. But though these Confucian scholars cast in one mould knew that the earth
was square, the;z had no knowledge of the globe; thus
when they fought France and England, countries not
to be found in the Four Books, they rvere defeated.
Then either they felt it a better plan to preserve themselves than to rvorship Confucius and perish, or they
had some other reasonl at any rate the government and
officials who had worshipped Confucius fanatically
began to waver, and government funds were spent on
translating books by "foreign devils." In second-hand
book-shops today you may still find relics of that period:
scientific classics like J. F. W. Herschel's autl'r,nes of
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Astronom,y, C. Lyell's Elements
Dana's System of Mineralogy.
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Geology and

But a reaction was inevitable. So there

J.

D-

appeared

Grand Secretary Hsu Tung, known as the flower of
at mathematics as a
study belonging to the foreign devils, and although he
had to concede the existence of such countries as France
and England, he refused to believe in that of Spain and
Portugal. According to him, these were names invented
by France and England, who were rather embarrassed
themselves by the number of demands they were making on China. He was also the secret instigator and
director of the famous Yi Ho Tuan Uprising of 1900. But
the Yi Ho Tuan failed completely, and Grand Secretary
Hsu committed suicide. Then once more the government
felt there was something worth learning in foreign polrtics,
Iaw and science. This was the time when I was so eager
to go to Japan to study. I gained my wish and went to
the Kobun College founded by Mr. Kano in Tokyo, where
Professor Misawa Rikitaro taught me that water consists
of hydrogen and oxygen, and Pr,ofessor Yamanouchi
Shigeo taught me that inside its shell a mollusc has a
"mantle." One day Dean Okubo summoned us and announced: "Since you are all disciples of Confucius, today
you may go and take part in the ceremony in the Confucian temple at Ochyanomizu." I was amazed. I remember thinking: "I came to Japan just because I had loat
Iaith in Confucius and his disciples. Do I still have to
worship him here?" There must have been many others,
I imagine, who were amazed and reacted similarly.
It is not only since the twentieth century, however,
that Confr.r,cius has been slighted in his own country.
Mencius accused him of being "a sage who fo lowed
thc. fashion of the time." In modern parlance we should
have to call him "a smart sage." Of course this was
not a dangerous title for him, but neither was it a very'
complimentary one. In any case, it may not have been
Confu,cian scholarship. He scoffed
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true.

Confucius was not made "a smart sage" till after
his death: during his life-time he had plenty of trouble.
He bustled hither and thither, and though he once held
the exalted position of Minister of Justice in the state
of Lu, he fell from favour almost immediately and lost
his job. He was despised by powerful ministers, jeered
at by country bumpkins and even mobbed by hooligans;
he was gaunt with hunger, and though he collected about
three thousand disciples not more than seventy-two of
these were any good, while there was only one whom
he could really trust. For one day Confucius said
indignantly: "Since my Way is making no headway, I
shaIl get upon a raft and float out to sea. I am sure
Yu will come with me." From this pessimistic estimate,
the real situation is apparent. Yet even Yu later in a
fight with the enemy had the tassel of his cap cut. But
because he really was a faithful disciple, at this juncture
he did not forget his master's instruction: "A gentleman
will not die without his cap," and he went on tying on
the tassel while the enemy made mincemeat of him.
Naturally Confucius was extremely upset by the loss
of his sole trustworthy disciple. It is related that when
he heard this news he gave orders for the mincemeat in
his kitchen to be thrown away.
We may say that the sage's luck took a slight turn
for the better after his death. Because he could no
longer wag his tongue, various authorities started whitewashing him till he was raised to awe-inspiring heights.
And yet, compared with the later imported Sakyamuni
Buddha, he cut rather a poor figure. True, every county
had a Confucian temple, but this was always a 1oneIy,
neglected place where the corrunon folk never worship-

ped. If they wanted to worship they looked for a
Buddhist ternple or a shrine to some deity. If you ask
ordinary people who Confucius was, of course they will
answer, "A sage," but this is simply echoing the au-
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thorities. They respect and preserve waste paper with
writing on it; but this is because of the superstitious
belief that unless they do this a thunderbolt will strike
them dead. The Confucian Temple in Nanking is certainly popular, but this is because of all the amusements
and teashops there. Though it is said that after Confucius edited tlne Syi,ng and Autumn Annals a1l treacherous statesmen and bad sons were dismayed, I doubt
if anyone nowadays could tell you the names of those
wicked men subdued by his pen. When people speak
of treacherous 'ministers they usually think of Tsao
Tsao,* and they learned this not from Confucius but
from some anonymous story-tellers and plapurights.
In a word, it was those in authority who raised Confucius up in China, making him the sage of those in
authority or those anxious to be in authority, a sage
having nothing to do with the corunon people. And
as for the Confucian temples, those in authority soon
lose their enthusiasrn for these. Since they have ulterior
motives in their worship of Confucius, once their aim
is attained this paraphernalia becomes superfluous, while
if they fail it becomes even rnore superfluous. Thirty
or forty years ago, when all who wanted power who
- Four
used to study the
wanted to become officials
Books and the Five Classics and write paku essays,
others dubbed these books and essays "bricks to open
the door," meaning that once the examinations were
passed these things would be forgotten, just as the brick
is dropped once the door is opened. This fellow Confucius has, in fact, since his death been r:sed as a "brick
to open doors."
A glance at some recent cases makes this even clearer.
The advent of the twentieth century heralded a run of
+ A great statesman of the Three Kingdoms Period, considered
l;v past historians to have betrayed the Han dynasty.
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very bad luck for Confucius, but in the time of Yuan
Shih-kai he was once more remembered: not only were
the sacrifices restored but strange new costumes
were designed for those offering sacrifice. This was
followed by Yuan's attempted restoration of the
monarchy. That door did not open, though, and
Yuan died on the threshold. That left the northern
warlords who, when they felt their end approaching,
also used Confucius as a brick to knock at other doors
of happiness. General Sun Chuan-fang, who controlled
Kiangsu and Chekiang and mowed innocent people
down at wili on the road, revived the Confucian ceremony of tou hu. General Chang Tsung-chang, who
squeezed into Shantung and had more money, soldiers
and concubines than he could count, reprinted the Thirteen Classics and, thinklng Confucianism something
contagious like syphilis, chose a descendant of Confucius to be his son-in-Iaw. Yet neither of these generals
succeeded in opening the door to happiness.
These three used Confucius as a brick to open a door,
but since times had changed they all failed utterly. Not
only did they fail, they dragged Confucius down into a
yet more lamentable position. Barely literate themselves, they caused considerable amusement by insisting
on holding forth about the Thirteen Classics, while by
preaching one thing but practising another they made
themselves even more unpopular. Those who dislike
monks hate monkish attire, and now that men saw more
clearly the way in which Confucius was being used as
a tool for a specific purpose, their longing to overthrow
him was intensified. Hence when Confucius was made
out to be so exalted, there were bound to be essays and
rvritings finding fault with him. Even Confucius must
have had his faults, but normally no one would pay any
attention, for a sage is only human after all and human
frailty is excusable. But when the sage's disciples come
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out and rant, claiming this and that perfection for their
master and insisting that others must do likewise, then
men cannot help roaring with laughter. Five or six
years ago, quite a stir was caused by the performance
of. Confucius and NancE.* Confucius in that play may
seem somewhat irresponsible and stupid for a sage, but
considered as a man he is quite a sympathetic character.
However, the sage's descendants were so incensed that
they took the matter to court. For the performance
book place in Confucius' home town, thronged by an
enorrnous brood of his descendants, who had indeed become a privileged class the like of which Buddha and
Socrates must envy. But this may be precisely therrea.son why those young people who were not descendants
decided to perform Confucius and NancE.
The ordinary men and women of China, especially
those known as the "witless mob," though they call
Confucius a sage have never really looked upon him as
such. They treat him with respect but have no feeling
for him. Yet I fancy no other people in the world know
Confucius as well as the witless mob in China. Admit-

of governing the state, but these were thought up for the use of
the rulers, for those in authority; there was not
a single thing of value to the people. This is what
is meant by "Ceremony does not extend to the common
peop1e." He became the sage for those in authority
anci ended up as their brick to open doors, which after
all was no more than he deserved. We cannot say he
had nothing to do with the people; but I am afraid the
politest thing we can say is that he had no feeling for
l.hem. It is only natural for the people to have no feeling for a sage who had none for them. Try any time
you like going in rags and with bare feet to a Confucian
ted1y, Confucius devised outstanding methods

+

A comedy by Lin Yu-tang.
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temple to look round, and I fear you will be thrown
out as rapidly as when you blunder into a high-class
cinema in Shanghai or a first-class tram carriage. Everyone knows that these places are for big-wigs and gentlemen: even the witless mob is not so witless as all that.
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WHAT IS SATIRE?
of Literature
- A Reply to the Society
-

29

I

believe that when a writer uses concise or even
rather exaggerated language of course this must be
done artistically
to tell the -truth about certain aspects
- people, those written about call the
of some group of
work a "satire."
Truth is the life of satire: not necessarily true happenings that have occurred, but. at least things that
could happen. So satire is neither "fabrications" nor
"slander," neither "revealing secrets" nor simply recording "sensational news" and "strange phenomena." The
events described take place publicly and frequently, but
since they are usually considered quite commonplace
they are naturally passed over. Yet these events are
irrational, ridiculous, disgusting or even detestable. It
is oniy because they have gone on till men are accustomed to them that even in public and among the masses
they occasion no surprise, yet specially pointed out
they create a sensation. For example, it is very common
{or a young man in a Western suit to worship Buddha
and even more common for a moralist to lose his temper. These things require a few minutes only and are
over without a trace. But if Satire takes photographs
at this juncture of the young man kowtowing with his
bottom in the air and the moralist scowling, these not
only offend the eyes of those who see them but their
own eyes as well, and such pictures when circulated
are detrimental to their lofty schemes to advocate
183
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science or Confucian morality. It is no use s,aying these
photographs are not genuine, for every one can recognize
them and is convinced that such things really happened;
but the men concerned will not admit this, for that
would make them lose face. So resorting to cunning, they
describe these works as "satire." In other words: writing which is worthless since it concerns itself deliberately with such matters.
But it is the art of satire to concern itself deliberately
with such matters, bringing out their essence, even with
exaggeration. The same incident carelessly and unartistically recorded would not be satire, nor would anyone
be affected by it. For example, I remember two news
items this year. One concerned a young man who passed
himself off as an army officer to go about cheating
people; when exposed he wrote a confession, saying that
he had done this solely as a means of livelihood and for
no other reason. The second concerned a thief who
took in pupils and taught them how to steal; when the
parents discovered this and locked their sons up, the
thief went to threaten them. The papers often publish
special comments on matters of relative significance,
but no comments have been made so far on these incidents: apparently they are consideled too commonplace
to merit attention. Yet if such material fell into the
hands of Swift or Gogol, I am sure it would becom,e an
exce[ent satire. In certain societies the more common
an incident, the more prevalent, the mone suited it is
for satire.
Although the satirist is generally hated by those whom
he satirizes, his intentions are often good, he writes
hoping that these men will change for the better, not
to push sorne group under water. By the time a satirist
appears in a group, however, that group is already
doomed. Certainly writing cannot save it. Hence his
efforts are generally vain or may even have an opposite
effect, for while he merely exposes shortcomings or

iniquities, this is utilized by another group hostile to his.
I fancy this other group must look on matters rather
diffelently from those satirized, regarding this as "exposure" instead of 'katire."
If a work looks satirical but lacks a positive aim and
genuine passion, simply convincing its readers that
there is nothing good in the world, nothi4g worth doing,
this is not satire but "cynicism."
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It is true that newspapers today are not what they
should be. It is also true that commentators cannot

GOSSIP IS

A FEARFUL THING

this pronouncement was
"Gossip is a fearful thing"
found in a letter left by the film actress Yuan Ling-yu
when she committed suicide. After some idle talk this
incident which caused such a stir is gradually losing its
interest. Indeed, once Death of a Film Star* stops
being staged it wiII sink into utter oblivion Iike the
suicide of Ai Hsia** Iast year. Their deaths serve only to
add a few grains of salt to the boundless human ocean,
and though gossip-mongers may smack their lips before
long the affair once more becomes as dulI as ditchwater.

This pronouncement caused quite a commotion at

first.

Some commentators claimed that the newspapers

were partly to blame for her suicide by giving such
publicity to her lawsuit. But one journalist publicly
retorted that the power of the press today and the weight

of public opinion are too small for them to control anyone's fate; moreover most such reports are based on
official sources and not trumped-up stories, as can be
verified by looking up back numbers. Hence newspapers had nothing to do with the death of Yuan Lingyu.

All this is true.
*A play based
hai.

**

1

But

- it is not the whole truth.

on Yuan Ling-yu's suicide and staged

in

Shang-

Another film actress who committed suicide in February

934.
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talk freely and have no prestige. Thus no one in his
senses would blame newspapermen unduly. Nevertheless the power of the press has not disappeared completely, though it cannot injure some it can still damage
others. Weak in the face of the strong, it seems strong
enough to those weaker than itself; so although sometimes it has to suffer in silence, at others it still shows
its might. And those like Yuan Ling-yu make good
copy for a display of power, because although a celebrity she was helpless. Your small townsfolk love to
listen to scandals, especially scandals about someone
they know. When the old women of Shanghai's highways and byways hear that a strange man has been
going to Second Sister's house, they prattle to their
heart's content; whereas they are not interested if you
tell them some woman in Kansu is having an affair or
another in Sinkiang is marryiag again. Since everyone knew Yuan Ling-yu from the films, she was good
copy for papers wanting sensational news and could at
least increase their sales. Readers seeing items about
her would think: "Though I am not so beautiful as
Yuan Ling-yu, I have higher standards." Or: "Though
I am not so able as Yuan Ling-yu, I come from a more
respectable family." Even after her suicide people
might think: "Though I am not so talented, I am
I have not committed suicide." It is certainly
braver
worth -spending a few coppers to discover your own
superiority. But once the public has these opinions of
a professional artist, that is the end for her. So if instead of talking loftily about social systems or strength
of character which we hardly understand ourselves, we
put ourselves in her place, we can see that Yuan Lingyu was telling the truth when she said "Gossip is a
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fearful thing." And those who thought the newspaper
reports had something to do with her suicide were telling
the truth too.
But the journalist's contention that these were facts
taken from official sources is also true. Most of the
social news in newspapers neither too Iarge nor too
small in Shanghai concerns cases already dealt with by
the Shanghai Municipal Council or the Po,Iice Station. Reporters have the bad habit, however, of inserting descriptive passages, especially when women are concerned.
Since such cases never involve powerful public figures,
they can insert these with impunity. The age and appearance of the men in each case are usually given
quite simply, but when it comes to women the reporters
must display their literary talent. Either she is "a rose
fuil-blown yet still attractive," or a "sweet charming
young maid." If a girl runs away, before it is known
whether she has eloped or been seduced, the brilliant
writer trHsses verdict: "Lonely, she longed for a lover
to share her couch." How do you know? Again, it is
very common in p'oor country districts for a woman to
marry several times, but the brilliant writer dashes off
a big headline: "More Concupiscent than Wu Tsetien"* How do you know the extent of her sexual
appetite? I suppose these derogatory epithets can do
little damage to a country woman, for she wilt be illiterate and those around her will not read the papers either.
But in the case of an educated woman, especially one
who is a social figure, they do great damage, even more
so, of course, when exaggerated, highly coloured language is deliberately used. But in China such phrases
flow unsought at the flourish of a pen. The writer neither stops to consider that this is unfair to women nor
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that he is the voice of the people. No epithet whatever
matters to those in power, for they have only to write
a note and immediately an apology or correction will
be printed. But a helpless woman like Yuan Ling-yu
is made to suffer, smeared with mud she cannot wipe
clean. Should she fight back? Not owning a newspaper, she cannot. There is no one with whom to argue, to whom to appeal. If we put ourselves in her
place, we can see that she was telling the truth when
she said that gossip is a fearful thing. And those who
thought the newspapers had something to do with her
suicide were telling the truth too.
But as I have said, it is also true that nowadays the
press has little power, although I do n,ot think it has
yet reached a stage of complete worthlessness or cornplete exoneration from reslrcnsibility, as the reporter
so modestly claimed. For the press still has power
to determine the fate of those who are even weaker,
like Yuan Ling-yu. That is to say, it can do harm and
of course it can also do good. A serious, responsible
journalist should not use such stock phrases as "We
simply record what we hear" or "'We are powerless,'"
for in fact this is not so. The newspapers can select
news and do exert influence.
As for Yuan Ling-yu's suicide, I have no intention of
defending it. I do not approve of suicide, nor do I
intend to make away with myself. But the reason f
do not intend to make away with myself is not because
I deem it wrong but because I cannot. A11 suicides are
rebuked by strong-minded critics, and naturally Yuan
Ling-yu is no exception. But to my mind committing
suicide is not so easy; it is not as simple as those who
condemn it think. If you think it easy, just try and
see.

* The Tang dynasty empress described

having many lovers.

in popular

romances

as

Naturally there are doubtless many brave men who
would make the attempt if they had not such great
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responsibilities to society. That, of course, is an excellent thing. But I hope aII these gentlemen will keep
a notebook and write down the great deeds they have
achieved, taking out the notebook when they have greatgrandsons to reckon up their achievement and think
it over again.
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This year the saying "scholars scorn each other" is
not only a slogan to confuse black and white and conceal the darkness of the world of letters, but enables
certain individuals to "hang out a sheep's head when
what they are selling is dogs' flesh."
How many can in fact "on the strength of their merits
despise the defects of others"? In recent years we have
seen them rather "use their own defects to sneer at
those of others." For instance, some writing in the
vernacular is ungrammatical and difficult to read and
this is undoubtedly a "defect." Thereupon certain critics
cite Strng or Ming dynasty anecdotes and beZles-lettres
to make an open attack on modern writing; but
bi-,fore long they reveal their own shortcomings by disclosing that they are often unable to punctuate correctly
no small
the type of literature which they are boosting
"defect" either.* In certain cases they even "use their
own defects to sneer at the merits of others." Thus those
who despise modern essays not only use the essay form
themselves but write essays infinitely worse than those
they run down.** All their high-faluting talk, as Chekhov
has pointed out, is merely looking down upon everything from the height of shamelessness, and since those
whom they despise cannot aspire to compare with them,
how can they "scorn each other"? They make this claim
to reciprocity solely in order to enhance their prestige,
* Referring to Lin Yu-tang, who attacked writing in the vernacular but published classical works incorrectly punctuated.
+* Referring to Lin Hsi-chuan, a writer in Shanghai,
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so that they may count as "writers" too. But where
are their "merits"?
Furthermore, the disputes in the world of letters today
are not in fact concerned with literary style. Since the
study of literature cannot transforrn men into wood or
stone a writer is stiil a human being, which means that
he must have a sense of right and wrong, must love
and hate. Indeed, because he is a writer his sense of
right and wrong should be especially acute, he should
love and hate more intensely. No writer in this world
can respect all men from saints to cheats and murderers,
or love everything from beautiful women and sweetsmelling flowers down to leprosy. When a writer finds
something he approves and loves, he embraces it; when
he finds something he disapproves and hates, he turns
against it. If a third party disagrees, he can point out
that what the writer disapproves of is actually right,
what he hates is actually lovely; but just using an
empty phrase like "scholars scorn each other" cannot
dispose of the matter. There is no such easy bargain
in the world. So long as there are writers there must
be disputes, but in the end it will be made quite clear
who is right and who is wrong, what must perish and
what has come to stay; for there are after all readers
with a clearer sense of right and wrong, of love and
hate than those accommodating critics.
But then they threaten us: "Aren't you afraid?" In
ancient times when Chi Kang was forging iron under a
willow and Chung Hui came to see him, he asked rudely:
"What did you hear to make you come? And what
have you seen?" So he offended Chung Hui and later
lost his life because of what the latter said to Ssuma
Yi.* So no matter whom you rneet, make haste to bow
* Chi Kang was a poet at the beginning of the Tsin dynasty'
who offended many people by his pride. He married a daughter
of the royal house of Wei. Ssuma Yi is a mistake here for
Ssuma Chao, the first emperor of the Tsin dynasty who deposed

the last Wei emperor.

"SCEOLAX.S SCORN EACH OTHER," (2)
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with clasped hands, offer him a seat and tea and greet
him politely. No doubt this method has its advantages,
yet a writer who behaves in this way is surely rather
like a prostitute. Besides, this cautionary tale is not
quite correct: Chi Kang died not only because he was
a proud scholar but largely because he married the
daughter of the Tsao family. Even if Chung Hui had
not slandered him, others would certainly have done so.
This is what is meant by "When a high reward is offered, brave fellows are bound to come forward."
I am not proposing here, however, that a man of letters should be proud or that he may be, simply that a
writer should not compromise. In any case, a writer
d,oes not know how to compromise: only those accommodating souls do. But not compromising does not mean
avoiding the issue by simply saying what you think is
right and praising what you love, regardless of what
you disapprove or hate. A writer should attack what
he dislikes just as fervently as he praises what he approves. Even more fervently than he embraces what
he loves he should embrace what he hates, just as Hercules clasped tight the giant Antaeus in order to break
his ribs.
May
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FROM HEIP TO TWADDLE
"The writing of prot6g6s" used to be considered
vicious term of abuse but that is a misconception.

The Boolc of Songs- eventually became a Confucian
classic, although in the Spring and Autumn Period some
of the songs were us,ed during drinking in feasts. Chu
Yuan is the father of the Chu poetry, although his Li
Soo simply voiced discontent because he could not help
his sovereign. His pupil Sung Yu, judging by the works
that have come down to us, felt no discontent but was
a prot6g6 pure and simple. However, the Book of Songs
is not only a classic but a great work of literature, while
both Chu Yuan and Sung Yu are important figures in
the history of Chinese literature. And the reason? Well,
they were brilliant writers.
Those able sovereigns in ancient China who founded
dynasties separated those who "helped" them from those
who "amused" them. The former had a hand in state
affairs as important ministers; the iatter simply presented
poems and were treated as jesters or clowns. Ssuma
Hsiang-ju, dissatisfied with the latter status, often stayed at home on the pretext of illness instead of going to
entertain Emperor Wu, quietly writing about the imperial sacrificial rites to show that he had the ability
to plan great affairs to "help." Unfortunately by the
he was dead. Though he
time this was discovered
never took part in imperial sacrifices, however, he is a
most important figure in the history of literature. And
the reason? Well, he was a brilliant writer.
194
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But during the reign of weak, cultivated sovereigns,
the two groups were confused and the so-called pillars
of the state were often effeminate poets, as we see in
some of the later reigns of the Southern Dynasties. Yet
though these sovereigns were weak, they were not uncultured; hence their prot6g6s at least had literary
talent and some of their work has lived on till the present
day.

of

So who says "the

writing of prot6g6s" is a vicious term

abuse?

Even the prot6g6s of officials had to be good at chess,
calligraphy or painting, to have some knowledge of
antiques, to be able to play drinking games, crack jokes
or make witty remarks: only so did they qualify as
proteg6s. In other words, a prot6g6 must have a certain ability. Though a proud scholar might not stoop
to this, at least it was more than mere charlatans
could manage. Take, for instance, Li Yu's* Miscellaneous Works or Yuan Mei's** Notes on Poetry
-these
could not have been written by any ordinary prot6g6.
Only a man with the will to be a prot6g6 and the ability
needed by a prot6g6 could become a genuine one. If
you have just the will without the ability, bungling the
punctuation of ancient books, simply copying old jokes,
fawning on famous scholars and telling funny stories,
yet preening yourself on being a splendid fellow and
losing all sense of shame, of ,course some may find it
amusing, but the fact is this is simpiy twaddle.
Prot6g6s in their heyday could help their 1ords, but
in a period of decline all they are good for is twaddle.

June
*

An early Ching dynasty dramatist and critic
A Ching dynasty poet.
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and greet him, 'Hao-ya?' (How are you?), this 3ro is
the equivalent of the ancient particle hu; and, when he
answers 'Shi.h-&i' (At1 right), the final ai stands for the
classical greh." But even if we know this, we do not
rvrite hao-hu or shih-Eeh, because the vernacular is
written for men today, not for ghosts of the Shang or
Chou dynasties. Even if the ancients were to corne
back from the shades and find our language incomprehensible, that would not worry us in the least. So Mr.
Chang's third argument is wide of the mark. This is
because he applied his expert knowledge of philology
outside his own field.
Since our knowledge is limited, we are all eager to
be instructed by famous men, but the problem is:
Which is better
listen to men with wide knowl- toThe
edge or to experts?
answer seems simple enough:
To both. Naturally both are good. But after being
instructed many times by both types, I feel we must
take what they say with a grain of sa1t. For those with
wide knowledge are usually superficial, while experts
are usualJ.y wrong.
'It is easy to see why those with wide knowledge are
usually sutrrerficial, but perhaps a word of explanation
is needed as to why experts are usually wrong. They
are not wrong about their own subjects, but they are
when, relying on their fame as experts, they discuss
matters outside their field. Society worships these famous men, assuming that all they say must be famous
sayings, forgetting for what branch of study or work
they v,ron fame. Adulation goes to their heads tiII by
degrees, forgetting themselves for what branch of study
or work they won fame, they fancy themselves omniscient in every field and hold forth on every su,bject
this
is where they go wrong. The fact is that, outside- their
special field, these experts are often behind those with
wide knowledge or common sense. Mr. Chang Tai-yen
is a forerunner in the revolution, an authority on phi-

FAMOUS MEN AND FAMOUS
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AYINGS

Number 7, Volume 2 of The Morning Stor has an article by Mr. Nan-shan entitled "The Third Argument of
the Champions of Clasrsical Chinese." The first argument quoted is: "Men write in the vernacular because
they cannot write the classical language." The second
is: "To write the vernacular well, you must first master the classical language." Only now, ten years later,
has Mr. Chang Tai-yen produced this third argument.
"According to him you may consider the classical language difficult, but the modern language is much rnore
difficult. For many of our modern cotrloquialisms come
from ancient sources, and unless you have studied philology you will not know how modern words were pronounced and written in the old days; hence you will
make mistakes.. .."
Mr. Chang Tai-yen is absolutely right. Our present
vernacular did not descend overnight from the sky:
naturally there are many old expressions in it, most
of which naturally have appeared in ancient books. If
those writing in the vernacular have to trace the origin
of every word in the Han dynasty lexicon, Shuo Wen,
that is certainly many times more difficult th,rn just
writing the classical language without tracing its origin.
But not one of the advocates of the vernacular, since
the vernacular was advocated, has regarded its purpose
as being to trace the etymology of characters: we simply
use the forms sanctioned by popular usage. True, as
Mr. Chang Tai-yen says: "When we meet a friend
196
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lology; if he speaks of ancient documents or philology,
of course he is well worth listening to, but when he
attacks the modern vernacular he misses the point completely. Another example is Dr. Chiang Kang-hu who
won fame as a sociologist. What he is like as a sociologist I do not know, but this year he so far forgot himself as to start talking about philology. He says the
ancient form of teh ([^f) for "virtue".is made tp of chth
(E) for "straight" and hsin (,L.) for "mind," which together mean "intuitively." He couldn't be more wrong,
of course, for the upper part of the character is not chih
at all. Interpretations of this sort should be left to Mr.
Chang Tai-yen.
But in our society we tend to think that e1l the sayings of a famous man must be famous sayings: a famous
man must have mastered and understood everything.
So when a history of Europe is translated, a famous man
who speaks good English is asked to review it; when a
book on economics is cornpiled, a good classical scholar
is asked to write the title; a famous educationalist introduces a doctor as "the Yellow Emperor of the art of
healing," while a farrrous industrialist acclaims an artist
as "a master of the Six Laws of Painting." . . .
This is a common failing nowadays. The German
pathologist Virchow" was a medical authority known
throughout his country, with an important place in the
history of medicine; but because he did not believe in
evolution the lectures he gave at the instigation of the
Catholics had a bad influence on the people, according
to Haeckel. His knowledge was so profound, his fame
so great, that he thought extremely highly of himself,
imagining that if he could not understand a thing then
neither could anyone else. And since he had made no
study of the theory of evolution, he simply attributed
everything to God. The famous French entomologist
* 1821-1.902, author

of Cellular

PathologA,
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Fabre, now being so widely introduced into China, shows
the same tendency. His work has two other faults: he
scoffs at anatomy, and he applies human ethics to the
insect world. But without dissection there could not
have been such accurate observation as his, for anatomy
is the basis of observation. The agronomists divide
insects into two categories according to whether they
benefit or injure mankind: this is reasonable enough.
It is rather futile, however, to classify insects as good
or bad according to the moral laws of a particular age.
So it is not without reason that some serious scientists

criticized Fabre on this score. But provided we are
on our guard against these two things, his great tenvolume work on insects is a most interesting and use-

ful book.
The baleful influence of famous men is worse in
China, however
one aftermath, this, of the imperial
examination system.
In those days a scholar in some
private school, deep in his study of the commentaries of
the classics, had nothing to do with the affairs of the
country. But once he passed the examination "his fame
spread throughout the empire in one day," he could become a compiler of history, an authority on literature,
a civil officer, a pacifier of floods; while by the end of the
Ching dynasty he could also run schools, ppen coalmines, train a modern army, build a fleet, suggest political reforms or go abroad on a tour of investigationWhat the result was I need not say.
This failing is not yet overcome. Once a man is famous
he is sought after on all sides. I think in future we
should distinguish between famous men and famous sayings, for not all the sayings of famous men are famous
sayings. In fact many famous sayings issue from the lips
of simple souls in the country. That is to say we should
see in what particular fields these famous men won fame,
and take their comments on other matters with a gr,ain
of salt. The Soochow students showed their intelligence
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when they asked Mr. Chang Tai-yen to lecture on the
classics, not on accountancy or military drill
it is a
pity men will not think a little more deeply. I am sorry to have made all these references to Mr.
Chang Tai-yen. But "once in a blue moon a wise man
must make a mistake," so this should not sully his illustrious name. And as for my views, I think "Once in a
blue moon a fool has a good idea" is an infallible saying
too.
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..TRIJST TO HEAVEN FOR FOOD ''
"Trust to Heaven for food" is a good old Chinese
maxim. In the middle of the Ching dynasty, a picture
entitled "Trust to Heaven" was engraved on a stone
tablet. And in the early days of our republic Mr. Lu Junhsiang, who had come first in the palace examination,
drew a picture of a big character "Ileaven" with an old
man leaning against it, eating frorn a rice bowl. Reprints
were made of this, and those who believe in Heaven or
love the bizarre may still possess copies.
And ali of us are putting this theory into practice, the
only difference from the picture being that we have no
rice bow1s. At all events, half this theory is being carried out.
Last month we heard the clamour: "Drought is inevitable this year." Now the rainy season has started and
there has been steady rain for more than ten days, as indeed there is every year; but although there have been no

great storms, there are floods on all sides. The few
trees we planted on the tree-planting festival are not
enough to win back the favour of Heaven. Gone are
the good old days of Yao and Shun when "every five
days a strong wind blew, every ten days it rained." So
we trust to Heaven but have nothing to eat, which probably never occurred to the believers. After all, the
popular primer Yu-hsueh-chi,ung-lin is right when it says:
"Things light and pure float upwards to become heaven."
If heaven is light, pure and floating, horv can we lean
on it?
20t
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Some words that were true in ancient times seem now
to have become lies. I fancy it was a Westerner who

said that the poor of this world possess nothing but sunshine, air and water. Yet this does not apply to those
who live in Shanghai: those who toil with hand and brain
are shut up all day where they have neither sunshine
nor fresh air, while those who cannot afford to have tap
water laid on cannot drink pure water either. The papers
often say: "Recently the weather has been abnormal and
epidemics have broken out." This is not b,ecause the
weather has been abnormal. Heaven has no voice and
must su-ffer calumny in silence.
But if we go on trusting to "Heaven" we shall not
survive as "Men." Dwellers in the desert fight more
fiercely over a pool of water than our young men over a
sweetheart: they fight to the death, not content with
merely writing a poem of lament. Didn't that Westerner
Dr. Aurel Stein unearth many antiques from the sands
of Tunhuang? That was once a flourishing city, but as
a result of trusting to Heaven it wad swallowed up by
sand. Of course, trusting to Heaven is a good way to
manufacture relics for the future. But for purposes of

it is not too good.
This leads up to the subject of conquering Nature, but
this problem is too remote to be touched on as yet.
living
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TRAGEDIES ALMOST DEVOID OF
INCID ENT
The name of Nikolai Gogol is little by tittle bec'oming
known to Chinese readers, while half of the first part of
his masterpiece Dead Souls has appeared in translation.
Though the translation is unsatisfactory, at least it shows
us five different types of landowner between Chapter 2
and Chapter 6, and despite a rich vein of satire each,
with the exception of one old woman and the miser P1ushkin, has some sympathetic trait. His serfs, on the other
hand, have nothing to recommend them. Even when
they are sincerely trying to help the gentry, they do no
good but harm. Gogol himself was a landlord.
Still, the gentry of the time were incensed and launched their usual attacks, saying that Gogol was the model
of most of the types in the novel and that he knew nothing about the landlords of Russia. This is possible, for
the author was a Ukrainian, and judging by his letters
home he held views very similar to those of the landlords
in the book. But even if he did not understand the'landlords of Greater Russia, the characters he created are
extraordinarily lifelike. Even today, in a different age
and country, they still make us feel as if we are meeting
o1d acquaintances. I shall not speak here of Gogol's brilIiant use of satire, but simply of his distinctive method
of utilizing ordinary incidents and ordinary conversation
to bring out in a most penetrating way the futile existence
of the landlords of his time. For example, Nozdrev in
Chapter 4 is a rascally landlord who is out for pleasure,
gambles, tel1s lies and demands flattery
but he can take

-
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a beating too. Meeting Chichikov in an inn he boasts of
his puppy and, having made Chichikov feel its ears, urges
him to feel its nose too.

I hear that in Gogol's country, what he called "tearful
smiles" are no longer of any use, their place having been
taken by healthy laughter. In other lands, however, they
are still useful, for they reflect the existence of many
living men. Besides, even healthy laughter is depressing from the viewpoint of those being laughed at. So
Gogol's "tearful smiles" on the faces of readers whose
position is different from his beeorne healthy laughter
too. Herein lies the greatness of Dead Sozls and also
the author's distress.

To humour him, Chichikov did as requested, remarking: "Yes, he should turn out a fine dog."
"And feel how cold his nose is! Just take it in your

hand!"
Not wanting to offend him, Chichikov felt the puppy's nose and said:
"This isn't an ordinary nose."
Even today these boisterous, boastful hosts and smoothtongued, worldly guests can be met with everywhere.
Some men even make these their life-long tactics in social intercourse. "Not an ordinary nose" what sort of
nose is it then? That is hard to say, but- the hearer is
satisfied with such an answer. Later Chichikov goes with
Nozdrev to his estate and is shown all his land and possessions.

Next they looked at a Crimean bitch, already blind
and according to Nozdrev fast approaching her end.
Two years ago she had been a magnificent dog. The
party examined the bitch, and it seemed she really
was blind.
Nozdrev is not lying. FIe boasts of his blind bitch, and
seems she really is rb'Iind. Of what possible interest
could this be to others? Yet there are people who shout,
sing praises and boast of similar things, doing their utmost
to prove them. And so they spend their whole lives,
and pass for busy and honest men.
These extremely commonplace tragedies, some of them
almost entirely devoid of incident, like langr.rage without
words, are hard to detect unless described by poets. Yet
few men perish in heroic, remarkable tragedies, whereas
many fritter their lives away in extremely commonplace
tragedies almost entirely devoid of incident.
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However, this was not the main point of Mr. Wei's
article. What he wanted to make clear was: Since it is

..SCHOLARS SCORN EACH OTHER'' (3)
The eighth issue of Sprouts has an article by Mr. Wei
Chin-chih entitled "A Clear Sense of Right and Wrong,
Strong Likes and Dislikes." This was written in answer
to my essay "Scholars Scorn Each Other" (2) published
in the Li,terary Forum. First of all, he agreed to nearly
everything in principle, saying: "It is true that a man
must have a sense of right and wrong, must love and
hate. It is also true that a writer should have an even
clearer s,ense of right and wrong and stronger likes and
dislikes." The middle of his article may appear to contain some criticism when he says: "When a man is in
difficulties . . . if he can consort with noble storks or
monkeys, well and good; but if he has to keep cornpany
with low stags or pigs, that does not matter either. While
even if he is at the end of his tether and has to sleep in
a ruined temple with lepers, provided he has enough
natural resistance to escape death by leprosy that is still
preferable to being lured in and butchered by cheats and
murderers." A11 this means, however, is that he hates
cheats and murderers much more than storks and monkeys,
more even than leprosy. Hence this is still consistent
with the view expressed in the Li,terary Forum: *No
writer in this world can respect a1l men from saints to
cheats and murderers, or love everything from beautiful
women and sweet-srnelling flowers down to leprosy.,, As
{or his contention that "Strictly speaking, it is not true
to say that there are no fixed concepts of right and wrong,,,
that is really a remarkable statement, quite outstanding
for a disciple of ChuangTzu.

hard to say what is right and what is wrong, it is hard
to decide what to like or to dislike. For o'suppose a man
. believes there is no genuine right or wrong
what he considers right may in fact be wrong." Then
"Those who are in the wrong may have more right on
their side than those seemingly in the right; for at least
they are loyal to their friends and avoid cliques." At
this point our writer begins to choke and to shed crocodile
tears. But suppose a man has seen the truth and knows
that w-hat seems right is actually wrong, isn't that quite
simpie? A11 he need do is to express strong dislike. But
the affairs of this wo'rId are not so simple. He has to
defend the right on the wrong side. Besides, there are
those who seem wrong but are actually right, and wrong
things in those who are right; so he cannot just regard
the major issues and pay no att,ention to the minor.
After a1l, there exists no such thing as darkness, for according to physical science any darkness on earth always
contains a fraction of 1ight. Therefore in reading articles
we should look for that fraction of words
it is not for
us to judge what is light and what dark. This is not an unfair comparison. Mr. Wei has reached
the conclusion that right and wrong do not exist. He
ends: "To sum up, when scholars scorn each other it is
only with respect to the merits or otherwise od some work,
the rightness or otherrvise of some idea. But since no
one can say whether a work is good or bad, whether an
idea is right or wrong, what is the use of arguing about
it? Unfortunately these poor writers have no weapons
in their hands." No man is perfect, no idea is entirely
valid. First he simply argues that what is right in those
in the wrong is better than what seems right but is actua1ly wrong; but then he jumps to the ,conclusion that
we cannot say whether a work is good or bad or whether
an idea is right or wrong. Writing is the weapon of men
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of letters, and how can Mr. Wei, who is attacking vigorously with his articles, claim that writers have no
weapons in their hands? This shows how difficult it
really is to try to defend what is right in those in the
wrong; but he will not say this in so many words. Thus
although in his impressive article he enumerates various
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"attacks" made by opponents, using such epithets as
"shameless boasting" and "seIling out friends," and
although his article is not censored, he sti[ feels that he
has no weapon in his hands and finally fal1s into the
quagmire of denying the existence of right and wrong,
not speak of a "c1iq11s" making "friends"
- Iofwill
Chuang Tzu whom he first conwith those followers
demned.

Besides, if we cannot say whether a work is good or
bad or an idea right or wrong, Mr. Wei, judging by his
own logic, need not have written this article. Yet judging by the result, this article though superfluous according to his way of thinking, has still played its part in the
battle. Certain writers in China are so modest that they
sometimes lie down on the ground and say: "If you want
to judge who is right and who is wrong, just blame those
stout fellows who are fighting. Small fry like us are not
to blame." Though they have obviously joined in the
battle, they call themselves "small fry" and disclaim ail
responsibility, trying to disappear from sight completely.
That the debate on scholars' scorn for each other should
come to this is really depiorable!
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Last time I ornitted to mention another most interesting point touched upon in Mr. Wei Chin-chih's article "A
Clear Sense of Right and Wrong, Strong Likes and DisIikes." He believes that today "there are many doublefaced persons" who respect A and despise B. Of course
he does not mean that writers should ' ow to all they
meet and greet them respectfully: he means that B is a
writer mu,ch to be admired. So in judging between A
and B, "to ascertain who is right and who is wrong, the
two should change places." Let A express his views,
while as for B, "those in the wrong may have more right
on their side than those seemingly in the right; for at
Ieast they are loyal to their friends and avoid cliques."
So leave "cliques" to A while you look for "friends."
And even if you find none, better consort with lepers
rather than be lured in and butchered by cheats and
murderers.
This is tragic and heroic, but at least it proves that the
scorn of present-day scholars
at least of the kind sup- out
ported by Mr. Wei
arises not
of their writings but
out of friendship. -Friendship is one of the five human
relationships and one of the human virtues; hence it must
be a very good thing. But cheats and murderers have'
their assistants, whom they refer to among themselves as
friends.
t'Names must be made correct."* Of course, to have
good names is very good. Unfortunately fine names do
*

A

saying

of

Confucius.
209
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not always embody fine qualities. As the old poet said
with such feeling:

With casual turn of the hand bringing clouds or
rain,

The inconstant are too many to count;
Friends of old were loyal through thick and thin;
But today this rule has been kicked aside like mud.n
This is even more true of Shanghai today with its foreign
influence. Recently the supplement of the Ta Won Pao
(Great Euening Neurs) carried an article informing us
that the only way to get on in Shanghai and avoid trouble
is to speak smartly. When greeting anyone you should
ask: "Hi! What's your name, pal?" At this particular
juncture the word "pa1" need not signify any special interest, but later definite Iike or dislike will be shown according to whether the man can hel,p you in any funny
business or whether you can use him as a "sucker." It is
true that one ancient said: "Friends come together through
belief in a common principle." But another ancient said:
"A common principle means a common profit." Alas!
Walking down a lonely road you may sometimes come
across men squatting on the ground and gambling. The
bank loses every time, while the men placing bets always
win. Actually these men belong to a gang: they are the
bank's "screen" and each other's "pals." Their purpose
is to tempt someone gullible to try his luck so that they
can empty his pockets. If you stop to watch and they
feel you are not gullible, only curious and unlikely to
be cheated, they will say: "Scram, pal. There's nothing
to see here." For the sort of "pal" they mean will not
interfere with their swindling. Then there are open-air
conjurors who change a stone into a white pigeon or put
a child in a jug, whose tricks are usually so second-rate
that a clever man can easily see through them. But from
* Lines

written by Tu Fu,
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time to time they bow and cry: "When at home, we are
supported by our parents. When on tour, we need the
support of friends !" They say this not to make you toss
them a coin, but so that you will not show them up. For
the sort of "friend" they mean does not give the game
away. After getting rid of those "friends" who understand, they can set about emptying the pockets of the
gullible; or spear in hand can drive away stupid fools
who have come near to find out their secret, swearing at
them: "Blast your eyes!"
Children are exposed to even greater dangers. In
many articles today they are addressed affectionately as
"young friends." This is because they are the masters
of the future and every kind of responsibility is laid on
their shoulders. At the very Ieast they should buy children's pictorials, magazines and books, or they wiII be
considered "backward."
In the literary forum occupied by grown-up writers,
of course, there are no such obvious jokes. Still, this
is Shanghai. It is not impossible that there may be those
who address you as "friend" at the same time that they
levy a secret charge of five dollars for your "allotment"
before you are privileged to publish your articles.
August
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"Scholars scorn each other,, is said by those outside the
dispute or those who pretend to be outside the dispute.
Anyone who is a party to it must either scorn another
or be scorned himself, and would hardly speak of reciprocity. When driven to desperation, though, he may
hide behind this phrase. But this means of escape is also
a fighting strategv which explains why this catchword is
still so highty prized in certain quarters.
This is a later development, however. What cornes
first, naturally, is "scorn."
The tactics of "scorn" are many. Roughly speaking,
there are three main ones. One is to grovel yourself,
to lie down in garbage and pull your opponent down too
by saying: "I am a low beast, but I call you my father.
The father of a low beast must be a beast too.,, This is
obviously somewhat exaggerated, but rrrore cultured
examples are not uncommon in the world of letters.
Then there are "ambush" tactics. The works of A and
B are clearly different or even diametrically opposed
in content and style,- yet B insists that his style is
-directly
modelled on that of A. Another means of saving
the situation is when B, whose failings have been pointed
out by A, claims that these occur in the works of A and
that is where, in fact, he picked them up. Or again, one
writer may damn the work of another but conclude by
stating modestly that he is no critic and therefore all he
has said may be so much hot air. This belongs to the
same category.
212
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The most normal way is by boosting yourself. You
label aII criticisms levelled against you as "wild ravings,"
while doing your utmost to sing your own praises and
show how superior you are to all others. This method
is rather troublesome, though, because apart frorn "refuting rumollrs" it does not look too good to boast too
much. So you have to use a pen-name for these articles,
or get some good "friends" to help out. If you are not
careful, though, those "friends" may become their rnaster's bodyguards or chair-bearers, in which oase the "master" has to be a young dandy with sorne money, and
wherever they carry him he cannot hide his true identity
a few months he will have no new tricks left.
- after those bodyguards and chair-bearers all have to
Besides,
eat; so unless their mraster has a well-iined purse he cannot keep this up for long. It would be easier if one could
employ dead chair-bearers like Yuan Hung-tao of the
Ming dynasty or the "Twenty Famous Writers of the
Late Ming Dynasty,"* also getting some living celebrity to
clear your way. And yet, judging by past achievements
and results, this is not too successful either.
-Another way in which your own name need not a,ppear
at all is to criticize your enemy under some fictitious
name or through a "friend." The main thing is to give
him some kind of label or nickname. For readers seldom
have as much hatred for the writer as the critic, so that
even if you print your title in big characters they may
not be much impressed; whereas if you coin some apt
nickname it is less likely to be forgotten. In the Chinese
world of letters during the Iast ten years this method
has often been used, although not too successfully.
And yet this method is most effective and deadly.
Gogol has praised the Russians for their skill in inventing nicknames for others he rnay have had in mind

-
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his own skill
claiming
once a nickname was given
- you eventhat
it would follow
if you fled to the ends o{ the
earth, and you could never shake it off. This is like a
good sketch which, without every detail and without a
name, produces a speaking 1ikeness in a few lines so that
anyone wh
instantly.
Indeed, the
ther good
or bad, hel
rtunately
we in Chin
did have
something of the sort in ancient times. From the end
of the Han dynasty to the Six Dynasties, it was the fash_
ion to affix epithets to men like ,,Kuo Tzu_heng the
Upright" or "Ching Ta-chun the Learned.,, But these
for the most part described good qualities, The hundred
and eight'heroes of Liangshan had nicknames of a similar

Drum.', These epithets could not really sum
up a man's character. Later pettifoggers drawing up
indiclments would also add epithets to the ,r.*" of thu
Flea on the

and follow him even to the ends of the earth. The gen_
eral practice nowadays, however, is to seize at ,r.riorn
on any opprobrious epithet which happens to be fashion_
able and hurl it at your .opponent: i,rp"wn of feudal-
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ism," t'bourgeois," "proletarian," "anarchistr" "egoist"
and so on. And fearing that one will not, be deadly
enough, they string several together, Iike "anarchist spawn

of feudalism" or "bourgeois-proLetarian ego.st." Again,
fearing one voice will not be loud enough, they invite
friends to invent different names. Fearing one attack
will be too little, they launch several, one after another
during a single year, so that the epithets keep changing
all the time. This constant shifting is due to imperfect
observation which leads to in,accurate judgements. So
though they neariy kiII thernselves in the attempt and
cover themselves with sweat, all they write has no effect on their opponents, for even if stuck on with glue
these epithets would soon peel off. A ,chauffeur in a
temper may call a rickshaw boy "Swine!" or a mischievous child for fun may draw a turtle on the back of a
pedlar of fried gi.ngko nuts. But though such things may
amuse simple minds, the rickshaw boy and pedlar will
not go through Iife known as "swine" or "turtle." This
is obviously because the cap doesn't fit.
During the May the Fourth Movement the terms "remnants of the Tungcheng School"* and "sticklers for
Wen-hsuan"** referred to those, who insisted on imitating the Tungcheng style or based their vocabulary on
Wen-hsuan And because some men really did this and
the epithets were apt, they remained longer in use. But
these, I am afraid, are all that have remained in the
public mind. Even now, the only comparable epithets
are pro;bably "Playboy of Shanghai" and "Pedlar of Revolution,"x** the first of which was coined in ancient
Peking, the second in modern Shanghai.
* A Ching dynasty school of classical prose founded by Fang
Pao and Yao Nai.
** A collection of classical literature compiled during the sixth

century.

. *** Referring to Shih Chih-tsun and Yang Tsun-jen, two reactionary writers who attacked Lu Hsun.
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To create something new is hard, even a nickname. If
a man is able to coin nicknames that will last, he must
be either a serious, competent critic or a profound, penetrating writer.
So even the fact that epithets and nicknames are inappropriately given is because ',friends,, like these are not
"literary" enough. "They will have to be more clever!,,
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Chinese goods have long been boosted, though the Chinese Goods Dep,artment Store in Shanghai is not prospering, the "National Products City"* cl.osed some time
ago, and shortly after its walls were torn down. Yet
still the papers issue special supplements dealing with
Chinese goods. Of course, the targets of their seffnons
and tirades are, as always, students, children and women.
A few days ago I saw an article about b,rushes and
Chinese ink in which middle-schor.i. students were se-

verely rated. Apparently nine out of ten of them use
fountain-pens, which has affected the sale of Chinese
brushes and ink. Naturally, these boys and girls are not
branded as traitors; nevertheless, Like women of fashion
who use foreign cosmetics and scent, they are held partly
responsible for the unfavourable balance of trade.
There is, of course, something in that. But to my mind,
whether we use fountain-pens or not depends on how
busy we are. In my old-fashioned primary school I used
a brush, later on in a modern school I used a pen, on
returning to the country I used a brush again. It seems
to me that if we have space enough and time to clean
the ink-stone, spread out the paper, grind the ink and
write in a leisurely fashion, a fine Chinese brush and
ink made of pine-soot are not bad. But if we are in a
hun'y and have much to write, they will not, do: they
cannot compete with the fountain-pen and modern ink.
*
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For instance, a student taking down lecture notes, even
if he used an ink-case instead of grinding ink on the
stone, would have to stop writing before very long because the Chinese ink would clog his b,rush. He would
have to take water to wash the brush as well, and his
small desk would be cluttered with the "Four Treasures"*
of the study. Besides, the angle of contact between his
brush and the paper, which makes strokes thick or thin,
depends entirely on the wrist; hence he would soon tire
and write more and more slowly. This is immaterial to
someone with plenty of time, but anyone in a hurry will
find a fountain-pen more convenient.
There are youn.q people, of cotrrse, who stick fountainpens in the pockets of their foreign suits as a kind of
decoration; but they are a minority. Most people use
fountain-pens because they are more convenient. Empty
talk, whether in the fo,rm of admonitions, gibes or abuse,
is certainly powerless to stop the use of instruments
which are more convenient. If you doubt this, try to
persuade those who ride in cars to change back to mule
carts in North China and sedan-chairs with green felt
covers in South China. If you think this suggestion ridiculous, what of your advice to students to use brushes?
Nowadays young people have become "temple drums,,
anyone is wel,come to bash them. On the one hand they
have a heavy curriculum and are urged to study the classics, on the other sorne educationalists loudly deplore their
1ow standard and the fact that they are ignorant of world
affairs because they do not read the newspapers.
But obviously it would not do to import everything, including fountain-pens, from abroad. In this respect, the
Ching dynasty officials were more astute: they set up
a factory in Shanghai {or the manufacture of something
more important than fountain-pens, though nothing was
ever produced owing to the "weight of tradition.,, The
*
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Europeans are astute too. Cinchonas are indigenous
Europeans succeeded in stealing seeds at the cost of several lives and started growing cinchona trees themselves. Thus today if we contract malaria we can dose ourselves easily with quinine,
and the pills are sugar-coated so that even the most
squeamish young ladies can take them with pleasure.
Getting hold of the method of making fountain-pens and
modern ink is less dangerous than stealing cinchona seeds.
Those who advise others not to use these pens would do
much better to manufacture them themselves. But they
must be w,ell made and the genuine article, Otherwise
we shall have wasted our time again.
No doubt, though, thos,e who advocate the use of brushes will consider my proposal as empty talk: because
making things is not easy. That is true. That is why
pawn-shops have asked for a ban on new fashions in
clothes to avoid a constant fluctuation in price, and why
shops selling brushes and Chinese ink have advocated
the use of brushes and Chinese ink to avoid the destruction of our ancient culture. It is harder to reform yourself than to ban something else. But this method can
have no good outcome. Either it will not work, or it
will turn young people into old-style literati.
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_TWO EXPLOIT'ATIONS
Some of the fighting tactics in literary circles t,tris
year are replicas of those used by the Sun Society five or
six years ago, for age has once more become a crime.
This is known as "exploiting seniority."
In fact, the crime is not "seniority" brut the "exploitation" of it. If an old man plays mah-jorag and reads
Buddhist canons without writing a word, he is quite safe
from attacks by young writers. If this theory is correct, there must be many other criminals in literhry circles, for certain modern writers invariably offer some
special attribute along with their writrng. Some take
advantage of their wealth to run down everything written by men who live by their pens; and if you point out
that their inspiration coxnes from the size of their wives'
dowry, their friends call this a case of sour grapes
because you failed to find a wealthy wife. Others take
advantage of poverty or ill health, claiming that their
works deserve special consideration because they were
written after three days without food or after ten attacks of pulmonary haemorrhage. Others take advantage of both wealth and povert5r, claiming that their
magazines are exceptional because they were banned by
the literary big-wigs and had to be pub ished at their
own expense. Others take advantage of filial piety, saying that they write as they do so that their fathers may
not suffer in future; and this is even more impressive,
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rivalling the plea* written by Li Mi. Others, with pipes
in their mouths and foreign suits on, gaze at themselves
in the mirror with a sigh, for ever recollecting their
youthful looks; and since they are the opposite of those
who "exploit seniority" we may say they "exploit youth
and good looks."
It is true, though, that in China an extraordinary
number of people do like to exploit their seniority. There
is nothing unusual in a woman threading a needle, but
when she reaches a hundred she can hold a big meeting
to demonstrate her skill and take a collection.** If a
school child writes in a composition that "the Chinese
should learn from dogs," he will be caned by his teacher;
but if he is several dozen years older such a view will hit
the headlines in all the papers: "Hoary-headed Wu Chihhui*** Utters Rare Wisdom in Peking." We read many
articles asking for contributions to famine relief, but Mr.
Ma Hsiang-por'+** is the only man to mention his age:
1'I am ninety-six this year." This sort of remark is not
usually described as "exploiting seniority" but as
"weighty."
But when a writer grows old, his age is a crime. This
law has prevailed in the world of letters for many years,
although hitherto he was described as "backward" or
"grasping" . . . his actual crime was not clearly pointed
out. Now the young writers of Shanghai have revealed
the main charge: "the exploitation of seniority."
Well, that should be easy to end. There are many
venerable old names in different trades in China, but not
in literary circles wherc- after a few years writers becorne
* A famous memorial to the throne by a Tsin dynasty scholar
declining an official appointment.
** A meeting organized by the Mayor of Canton on February
L5, 1934, when a woman of 106 demonstrated that she could

still thread a

needle.
*** An old Kuomintang reactionary.
**** Former president of Peking University.
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officials, take a neqT profession, turn teacher, abscond with
public funds, go into business, plot rebellion or are
killed . . all vanish. Very few grow old as writers.

In fact they are almost as rare as the old. wornan of a hundred at the gathering of the aged, whose feat in surviving
aroused the interest of officials; besides which, the even
more remarkable fact that she could thread a needle
caused quite a stir in the streets. The interest was due to
the official order, though. If a pretty girl of seventeen
were to thread a needle on the stage there would be quite
a few spectators too.
Are there men "exptroiting their seniority',? They
stand no chance against those who are ,,exploiting their
youth."
But though the Chinese world of letters is chitdish
and chaotic, things are not quite so simple. Though
readers are being ,conditioned to "watch the fun,,, not a
few of them still have discrimination and the number of
these is growing. So just to exploit seniority will not
do, because after all the world of letters is not an old
people's home. Just to exploit youth and good looks will
not do either, because after all the world of letters is
not a brothel.
Though both exploitings are wrong,
What's false makes clear what,s true;
And only fools can condemn
With discrimination the two.
September 12
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Since there is no end to so-called scholars' scorn for
each other, certain other writers are shaking

their heads
and sighing over what they consider a disgrace to the
world of letters. And of course they have reason. Mr.
Tao Yuan-ming's state of mind when he "picked chrysanthemums by the eastern fence" must have been peaceful and leisured, for only so could he "gaze in tranquillity at the southern hill." If men on both sides of the
fence had been jumping and brawling, swearing and
fighttng, though the southern hill was there he could not
have gazed at it in tranquillity, but must have "gazed in
amazement." The present day is rather different from
the end of the Tsin dynasty, since even ivory towers
have been moved into the streets
apparently we are
getting very close to the masses - but we still need
leisure. Without leisure there can- be no expression of
deep feeling, and the world of letters must lose its gloss;
thus the brawlers are guilty of a serious offenc€. This
makes things difficult for scholars who scorn each other,
if even in the streets they are not allowed to shout. They
have really reached a dead end.
But what if they go on scorning each other'? There
was a rule in the Ching dynasty that when a magistrate
made a tour of inspection and came acrosS two men
fighting on the road, instead of investigating the case
to see which was right and which wrong, he would
simply give each five hundred strokes on the backside.
Though scholars who do not scorn each other have
oro
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placards saying: "Silence!" "Keep off!" they have no
bastinado and cannot administer beatings. Instead they
mete out punishment with the pen, condemning both
parties. Here is an example by Mr. Chiung-chih entitled
"Shanghai Magazines":

Talk of these fights reminds us of the success in recent years of magazines like The Morni,ng Star, Literature, The Analects and ?his Humnn World. They have
succeeded in turning all those who abuse others and
those who are ab'used into clowns, puppets who wrestle
or bash each other with their heads; but all this does
for readers is to develop their taste for "watching the
fun." When readers have been tr.ained to prefer watching a spectacle to reading literature, the amount of gossip
about the "world of letters" determines the circulation
of a magazine. The fruitless dragging out o,f these fights
is truly a great misfortune for Chinese readers. Is there
no way to stop these private brawls from occupying so
much space? If we take stock and find that clever invective is the only writing representative of this period,
the world of letters is in a rather bad way. (The Tientsin
Ta Kung Poo supplement "Little Park," August 18.)

Mr. Chiung-chih's definiti<ln of such fights is: "Petty
attacks on those who differ from you, combined with
pitiless, uncontrolled invective. (Their term for this is
'struggle.')"
So Mr. Chiung-chih, with pity in his heart and with his
pen under control, passes judgement that both sides are
clowns and that the world of letters is in a bad way;
though it seems to us that in recent years such periodicals as The Morning Star, Literature, The Analecfs, and
Thi,s Humnn World, far from relying upon gossip about
the world of letters to increase their circulation, have
published practically no news of this kind. "Invective"
there has been, and no doubt there are readers who
enjoy watching the fun. Suppose two men are fighting
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on the street, one is bound to be in the right and one in
the wrong, but onlookers usually just watch the fun.
Even when a man is dragged to the execution ground,
instead of asking what the charge is, most people simply
consider this a spectacle. Applying the analogy to the
world of letters, it does seem as if we might as well
swallow the insult and have done with it. But onlookers and readers are not actuall,y so devoid of a sense
of right and wrong as Mr. Chiung-chih would have us
believe. Some of them do form their own conclusions.
When the classicists and romanticists hurled abuse at
each other and even carne to blows, they did not all becorne figures of fun. ZoIa was held up to violent derision by writers and cartoonists, but he did no[, become
a figure of fun. Even Osear Wilde, whose reputation was
ruined during his lifetime, is not no'w a figure of fun.
Of course these men left writings. But in China u'e
have writings too. Chinese writings may be "pathetic,"
but this is not just because the world of letters is pathetic.
The age is pathetic too, anci this applies equally to those
critics and readers who "watch the fun." Pathetic r.vorks
of literaturp always represent a pathetic age. Famous
men of old extolled the doctrine of tolerance, but 'r-vould
not tolerate those who did not practise tolerance. The
famous men of today extoi the doctrine of patience; in
spring critics use the saying "scholars scorn each other"
to confuse the issue, while in autumn by making figures
of fun of both those who abuse others and those a'oused
they confound right and wrong. In this peaceful old
tomb, cold as ice and dark as night, what breath of life
can there be?
"Is there no way to stop these private brawls from
occupying so much space?" asks Mr. Chiung-chih, There
is a way. Though he calls them "private brarvls," the two
parties are hardly likely to be even every time. One will
have more right on its side, more reason in some of its
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arguments. So those who want to pass judgement shouid
stop "watching the fun" to analyse the situation and state
clearly which side appears right and which side wrong.
As for the writers themselves, they should not only
attack those holding different views, but should fight the
"preachers of death"* with passionate hatred. In our present "pathetic" age only those able to kill are able to
give )ife, only those able to hate are able to love, and
only those able to give life and love can write. Well did
the Hungarian poet Petofi say:

My love is no home of happiness and tranquillity,
No garden, with peace enclosed within its gates,
Where Happiness wanders benignly
Cherishing that sweet fairy Delight.
My love is a desolate desert,
A brigand chief in whose heart Jealousy reigns;
His sword is the frenzy of despair,
Each thrust every manner of murder!
September 12
t From Nietzsche's Thus Spake Zarathustra.

ABOUT DOSTOY EVSKY
for the Mikasa Book-shop's popular
-Written
Japanese edition of the Works of DostoyeuskyThe time has come when I must say a few words about
Dostoyevsky. But what shall I say? He is too great, and
I have never read his works very carefully.
Thinking back to my young days I remember reading
works by two great writers whom I admired but could
never love. One was Dante, for in the "Inferno" of his
Di.uine Comedy there were heretics whom I loved. Some
ghosts there pushed heavy boulders u,p a steep cliff. This
was very hard work, yet the moment they slacked off
they were crushed. Somehow I would feel very tired
myself at this point. And so I stopped here and never
reached Paradise.
The other writer was Dostoyevsky. When I read Poor
FoIk, written at the age of twenty-four, I was amazed by
his sense of loneliness more reminiscent of old age. Later
he appears in the dual character of a criminal guilty of
great sins and a cruel judge. He places the men and women
in his novels in intolerabLe circumstances to test them,
and not only tears off their outer semblance of innocence
to reveal the sins beneath, but also reveals the genuine
innocence beneath their sins. Moreover, unwilling to despatch them quickly, he lets them go to live as long as possible. Meanwhile Dostoyevsky seems to share the same
anguish as the criminal, the sarne satisfaction as the judge.
This is beyond the power of an ordinary man; in short,
this is due to his greatness. But personally I was often
tempted to put the book down.
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Medical men have several times explained Dostoyevsky's works in terms of a nervous disorder. No doubt
this interpretation in the style of Lombroso* is extrernely
convenient in most countries today and one which wins
general approval. But if he was suffering from a nervous
disorder, it was,a disorder under tsarist despotism. A rnan
suffering from the same grinding oppression should, according to the intensity of hrs own experience, be abie to
understand Dostoyevsky's truth mixed with exaggeration,
his passion so white-hot that it seems ice-cold, his patience stretched to breaking point. And such a man should
come to love him.
As a Chinese reader, however, I still cannot understand
Dostoyevsky's patience
genuine submission to a
- hishas not Russia's
cruel and savage fate. China
Christ. In
China the tyrant is no divinity but "propriety." You rnay
find rare cases of complete submission to fate in so-called
chaste widows who remain loyal tiil the age of eighty to
a fianc6 who died before they could marry; but this is not
general. A form of submission we do have, but I fear if
you probe deeper in the style of Dostoyevsky it will be
exposed as hypocrisy. For this hypocrisy which the oppressors count as one of the vices of the oppressed is a
vice among the oppressed but a virtue when directed
against the oppressors.
But Dostoyevsky's type of long-suffering does not end
in mere prea,ching or protest. For it is too irresistible, too
great. Men will have to break into Dante's Paradise
bearing

all their sins with them and there join in

a
ana

chorus, cultivating heavenly virtue together. But I
afraid those who steer a middle course, though there is
no danger of their falling into Inferno, will never enter
Paradise either.
November 20
i An Italian neuropathist (1836-1909).
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Another sure way of leading readers astray is by "extracts." These are often bits of frippery ripped off a
garment, and after they have been praised and glorified,
described as transcendental, pure and spotless, readers
who have not read the whole are completely bewildered.
An obvious case of this is Tao Yuan-ming's line "I gaze
in tranquillity at the southern hills," if one forgets other
poems of his like "On Wine" or "On Reading the Book
of Mountni.ns ond Seos." Making the poet into a purely
unworldly figure comes of lifting single lines out of context. Recently in the December issue of School Students
I read an article by Professor Chu Kuang-chien on two
Iines by the Tang dynasty poet Chien Chi:
The music ends, the player is Iost to sight;
The peaks across the river are green.

He praises this couplet as the height of poetic beauty,
but to my mind he too is guilty of finding beauty in lines
out of context. Here is his appraisal:

I Iove these two lines, chiefly because to me they
suggest a philosophical concept: the first line suggests
transience, the second eternity. Though the enchanting music and the player have vanished, the green hills
stand as sublimely as of old, f,or ever ready to receive
our hearts. For men, after all, dread loneliness and
long for companionship. The music has ceased, the
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player has gone; the world in which we revelled but a
moment ago has crumbled away without warning
beneath our feet. We are left disconsolate. But in a
flash we see the green peaks across the river and seern
to have found another dear companion, another world
and one eternally secure in which to roam. The hi1ls
and streams come to an end, there seems no road beyond;
but dark with willows, bright with flowers, another
village appears. The spirit here is much the same. And
besides, have the music and the player really vanished?
Surely that enchanting melody has aroused the mountain spirit. It has expressed the beauty and solemnity
of the green hiIls, and be,come a part of this beauty and
solemnity. At all events, the green hills and the song
of the river have become linked together, and since
the green hills will endure for ever, so must the music
and the player.
This does indeed explain his appreciation of these lines.
Nor is this all. Readers vary in their taste. Some enjoy
Tsin dynasty descriptive poems like The Riuer and The
Sea, others prefer different types like The Smntll Gwden
or The Wi,thered Tree. Those in the second category are'
writers who hover between life and death. Alarmed by
the bustle and noise of life, they also dread Ieaving it; too
indolent to seek life, they are not eager either to seek
death; the reality is too cruel, but the void is too empty.
They are tired and long to rest, but because rest is so
lonely they hanker after comfort too. So apart from the
couplets just quoted, they often praise lines like: "Ife is
here on the hillside but deep clouds keep him from my
sight" or "Fluting and singing recede to the courtyards,
lanterns and torches descend from the towers." For these
things are out of sight but present in the distance; if they
were to disappear completely that would be too distressing. For the same reason the Taoist priests chant: "Wit}^i
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pious hearts we worship the Great Jade Emperor
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Ileaven!"
The sovereign cure for the weary in poetry, accordin$
to Mr. Chu, is "serenity."
The highest state in art is not passion. The poet as
a man may experience more passionate joy and sorrow
than ordinary men, but when as a poet he expresses
passionate joy or sorrow in poetry, it is like wine kept
for many years: the sharpness has gone and mellowness
alone remains. In another essay I have said: "When
we understand this, we can see r,vhy the ancient Greeks
considered serenity as the highest state in poetry and
placed ApoIIo the god of poetry on the Olympian heights
to look down at the noise and bustle of men with a brow
unruffled and serene, musing in some sweet dream."
Of course this serenity is a high ideal, not to be found
in ordinary poetry. Ancient Greece, and especially its
sculpture, often gives us this sense of serenity. This
is a state of absolute enlightenment and contentment.
It may be compared to the goddess Kuon-Ein in a
-pensive mood, above all joys and sorrows; and we may
also say that it absorbs and washes away all joys and
sorrows. Such a mood is seldom found in Chinese
poetry. Chu Yuan, Yuan Chi, Li Po and Tu Fu lapse
too often into passion and indignation. But Tao Yuanming is aII serenity, hence his greatness.

It

may be true that the ancient Greeks considered

I have no means
- poetry which
of knowing. But judging by the Greek
still exrsts, Homer's epics are superbly vigorous while
of these
Sappho's lyrics are frankly passionate
-'neither
poets is serene. I suppose serenity may be pronounced
the highest state of poetry though it is not to be found in
poetry, just as an egg shape may be pronounced the
highest shape in man though it is not to be found in men.
serenity as the highest state in poetry

As for Apollo's staying in the Olympian heights, that was
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god. AlI ancient and modern gods are
placed on a pedestal. I have seen photographs of statues
of this god with his eyes wide open and a clear, alert expression, not as if "rnusing in some sweet dream." Of
course, I cannot say whether the real statue would induce
a sense of serenity or not; but I think, if it did, that might
be on account of its antiquity.
I am one who hovers between the "cultured" and the
"vulgar." These rernarks may be in poor taste, yet sotnetimes I consider myself quite "cultured," sometimes
I enjoy looking at antiques. A dozen years or so ago I
remember getting to know a rich man in Peking, who
sornehow suddenly turned "cultured" too and bought a
tripod, supposedly of the Chou dynasty, with a beautiful
patina and an air of great anttquity. But a few days later
he got a tinker to rub off every speck of patina, and then
he displayed it in his sitting-room, gleaming bright. This
is the only time in my lrfe I have seen an ancient bronze
polished. A11 the "cultured" who heard this thought it a
huge joke, and I too was both shocked and arnused. I
soon sobered up, though, as a new idea struck me. This
was not any "philosophical concept" but the idea that
novr for the firct time I could see what those Chou tripods
were really like. Those tripods in the Chou dynasty were
like rice-bowls today, which have to be kept clean. So
tripods in those days must have been spick and span,
bright and shining. In other words, they were not "serene"
but strong and vigorous. I have never got over this vulgar
view which has changed my approach to ancient art.
Thus in the case of Greek sculpture, I stil1 believe that
one of the reasons why t'mellowness alone remains" is
that it was buried in the ground or weathered by wind
and rain till it lost its sharpness and brightness, but when
first carved it must have been brand-new, snow-white
and sparkling. So the Greek heauty which vre see today
rnay not be what the ancrent Greeks considered beauty,
and we should look upon it as something new.
because he was a
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Whenever an abstract standard of ultimate perfection
is set for literature and art, they are b,ound to reach a
dead end. In art men fall under the spe1l of patina on
bronze, in literature they are forced to IiJt lines out of
context. But this can be very troublesome too, which is
why professor Chu had to select two lines from Chien Chi
and throw away the rest of the poem, using these two
Iines to sum up the poet's genius and condemn Chu Yuan,
Yuan Chi, Li Po, Tu Fu and other poets who "lapse too
often into passion and indignation." Actually these four
poets have been victimized to bear out Professor Chu's

theory of aesthetics.
Let us have a look at Chien Chi's whole poem, ?he
Ri'"*er Goddess Plags the Cithern, Written Jor the Pro-

uincial Eraminatian:

-

They say the spirit of the ancient queen
Often plays the cithern by the River Hsiang;
The river god rises to dance,
The wanderer is moved to tears;
The mournful air chills all around,
The clear notes vanish into nothingness;
Grey plane trees mourn,
Angelica breathes fragrance,
The flowing water bears the sound to the banks,
The wailing wind passes Lake Tungting;
The music ends, the player is lost to sight;
The peaks across the river are green.

This whoie poem is inappropriate to quote if you want to
make out a case for "mellowness" or "serenity," for the
four lines in the middle seem rather sad; but if the two
Iast lines are read without the rest they appear ambiguous,
and no doubt it is this ambtguity that the critic finds so
superb. We can tell from the title that the music which
"ends" is that of a cithern, the "player" is a godd.ess, and
"the peaks across the river" refers to the Hsiang River;
and while it may be a good Tang dynasty examinat,ion

T
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poem, there is nothing miraculous about the last two lines.
Besides, since the subject was set for a provincial examina-

tion, there would naturally be no passion or indignation.
If Chu Yuan had not quarrelled with his colleagues but
was seeking an official career through the examinations,
he would hardly be likely to voice a lament in his
examination poem: his main concern would be to pass.
And so we should look at some other poerns by this
poet. I have no copy of his works with me, however. A1l
I have is the Selected Poems oJ the Ta-li Period,* edited
by some pedant: but this contains a good many poems including Written in a Changan Hastel AJter Failing i,n the'
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might as well be talking in our sleep. I am not opposed
to dreams, but I think it should be made clear to readers
when a writer is dreaming; and this is not very different
from my advice to serious readers not to rely sole1y on extracts and punctuated texts to study literature. By the
time you have read a number of works, you will see that
none of the great writers of the past wai completely "se-'
rene." Tao Yuan-ming was great just because he was
not completely "serene." He is considered "serene" today
because his greatness has been diminished and truncated
by anthologists and those who lift lines out of context-

Examinntion:

Failing in my hope to reach the stars,
Sadly I watch the orioles fly;
On the eve of the festival pear trees are blossoming,
But the traveller has not yet put on spring dress.
The world's affairs change with the seasons,
My friends have deserted me;
Only the willows in the hostel remain,
And the sight of them fills me with nostalgia.

in the examination and wrote a poen'l
on the wali of the hostel, he showed his indignation.
Evidently the first poem was smooth and non-committal
because of the subject and because it was written for the
examination. Like Chu Yuan, Yuan Chi, Li Po and Tu
Fu, Chien Chi did sometimes show passion, but on the
So when he failed

whole he was not a poet of their stature.
There is a method known as "judging a thing in its own
context," which we should ire able to apply with impunity
to poetry too. But I still think in a diseussion of an essay
we should consider all a man's writings, as well as his
whole life and the state of the society he lived in. Only
then can our conclusion be fairly correct. Otherwise we
* 766-779.

The collected works of ancient writers still in circulation are probably all mutilated texts which were re-edited
by later scholars. No Han dynasty work exists in its
original form; the collected works of Chi Kang of the
Wei dynasty include poems written to him and answers
to his arguments; while the works o'f Yuan Chi of the

Tsin dynasty include letters from his friend Fu YiThough the first half only of Hsieh Tiao's works is left,
here are poems written by his colleagues when they
were together. To my mind, this kind of collection is'
the best; for while reading the writer's works we can see
his relationship with others, compare his poems with
theirs and understand why he said what he did. ' . . I
know that the same method was used in compiling the
Works of Chen Tu-hsiu,* which include writings by others
which have a bearing on his.
* One of
renegade,

the earliest Chinese Communists, who later turned
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strict with themselves,
so sparing of ink, that they like to pare down the work
of a lifetime to three or four words to be inscribed on
the top of Mount Tai for posterity. Of course that is
up to them. Some other "v/riters" have such a guilty
conscience that though protected by aII the angels in
heaven and ver5P well able to make public their names,
they skulk like a thief for fear their "works" will be
traced to them, and they cut as they write tiIl nothing
is left but white paper, completely blank. Of course
that is up to them too. But I think writings connected
in any way with social events should be collected and
published. Though undoubtedly this would include a
great deal of rubbish, "thorns and brambles not cut
away,"* that is how great mountains and marshes are.
Some important writers are so

Conditions have changed since ancient times when manuscripts had to be iopied by hand and wood-blocks cut
for printing. A1I we need do nowadays is to set the
types. Of course, there may still be som,e waste of paper
and ink, but if we remember that even the sort of stuff
written by Yang Tsun-ien has been published, we may
as well close our eyes and print everything. The Chinese
often say: Advantages always carry with them disadvantages. But disadvantages may carry with them advantages too. Though a little shamelessness may lead to a
flood of shameless publications, this wilI have the advantage of emboldening those who are too modest.
In fact quite a number of ,people have stopped being
modest, but most of them still have a sense of "selfesteem." Of course, self-esteem is not a bad thing; at
least it should give you some sense of shame. Yef :'dressing up" and "covering up" are often mistaken for "selfesteem." Some collected works include a man's early
writings, but often revised in such a way as to stick a

fFrom On Literature, a

dynasty.

prose-poem

by Lu Chi of the

Tsin
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white beard on a child's face. Some include writings by
others, but great care is taken to exclude those containing
abuse and slander on the ground that these are worthless.
In fact these are just as useful as the writer's own workEven if not sufficient to bring all abuses into the open,
provided they have some connection with writing of
value, that is their own value at the time. The Chinese
historians grasped this long ago. That is why official histories have sections on good officials and noble recluses,
as weII as on bad officials and deceitlul ministers; there
are sections on loya1 men as well as on traitors. Otherwise
we could not get the whole picture.
Besides, if ail the tricks of these devils are allowed to
disappear, a thorough understanding of those who opposed them and their writings will be inr,possible. We
need not concern ourselves with the writings of hermits
and recluses, but a writer who lives in the world of men
and has some fight in him must have opponents in society. These opponents wiII never own up to this,
though. They cornplain: "It's just too bad! I'm not
making it all up." If you watch careagainst him
- he's
you will catch them trying to stab you
fully, however,
in the back; and when this is pointed out they will adopt
open tactics instead. But even then they will claim that
they are retaliating because they were slandered. They
will never allow their tricks to be known to posterity.
Not only will they destroy all records afterwards, but
even at the time they will keep shifting their ground;
and those who make collections wiil consider such trash
not worth keeping. So finally we are left with the writings of one side only, and nothing to fill out the picture.
Then all the militant writing of that tirne appears completely aimless, like ranting to the empty air. I have
seen the work of certain old writers criticized as too sharp
or too emotional just because their opponents' writings
had disappeared. Had they still been in existence, they
would perhaps have helped to dispel some of the critic's
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bewi.lderment. " Therefore I think in future we should
collect many of ttre writings regarded as worthless to
use as appendices to collected works. Though there is
no precedent for this, it r,vilI be of value for future generations, just as when Great Yu cast the forms of various monsters on his bronze tripods.
And though the stupidity and shamelessness of some
'of our modern periodicals are quite phenomenal, this is
the "literature" of present-day China or of a certain
group at least. Since this can teach us about present conditions and teach future readers about past conditions,
the large libraries ought to preserve it. However, I remember Mr. C once told me that very few serious periodicals are kept, not to rnention these. Most1y it is foreign
periodical.s that are preserved in Iarge bound volumes.
EvidenUy we still value the o,ld more than the new and
what is far away more than what is near.

I
Book 3 of the Collected Works of Chang ?ai,* in the
Library, has a letter frorr Chang Tai to
his younger brother Yi-ju which starts:
Rane Editions

Formerly I noticed that when you compiled your
AnthologA of Ming Poetry you excluded everything
not in the style of Chung Hsing and Tan Yuan-chun;
but now that the gentlemen of the Foreknowledge Society are praising Wang Shih-cheng and Li Pan-Iungx*
and attacking Chung and Tan, your criterion has changed too-you abandon all poems in the style of Chung and
Tan. Their poems remain unchanged and so does your
taste, yet you have turned around completely, as swiftly
A late Ming dynasty writer.
writer of the Ming dynasty, whose influence was
later superseded by that of Chung Hsing and Tan Yuan-chun.
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as a shadow or an echo. Why did you change your
opinions, views and criteria so abruptly? When you
admired the style of Chung and Tan, you should have
known that it has its shortcornings too, and that not
all their writings are as perfect as jade without a bLemish. Now that you despise their style you should also
know that blemishes cannot spoil the beauty of the
whole, and not reject their rvork as utterly worthless.
Instead of going entirely by the views of those few
gentlemen, you should think things over carefully and
caImIy to distinguish between the good features and
the bad. Why should you echo others?

He has given us a vivid picture of anthotrogists who
chop round with the wind, and pointed out that anthol.ogies are not to be trusted. Chang Tai's own view was
that an anthologist or historian should be free of personal
bias. Thus he wrote to Li Yen-weng: "I have worked
for more than forty years on my book Stone Chest, not
to establish views of my own but with a mind like sti1l
u'ater or a bronze mirror. I write of beauty and ugliness
as they are, aiming solely at verisimilitude. ." But
sin-ce a man's mind is not a mirror after all, and he must
hold certain views, to set "equanimity" as the ideal in
compiling anthologies, or "objectivity" as the ideal in
writing history, is like setting "serenity" as the ideal in
poetry
impossib,le of attainment. A few years ago
writers-of the "Third Category" like Tu Heng advocated
transcendentalism. Actually they were a bunch of clowns
who very soon revealed their true character so that all
decent people were ashamed to be associated with them
I need say no more here. Even those with no ulterior
-motive
but sincerely eager to take a neutral stand like
Chang Tai must, in fact, have a bias too. In the same letter he said of the Tung-Iin Group:*

*

** Famous

* A late Ming academic school with political leanings,
by Ku Hsien-cheng and Kao Pan-lung.
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For eighty or ninety years now, since the time of
Hsien-cheng's lectures, this Tung-Iin Group has
caused trouble in our country. Its rise and fall were
taken to mark the prosperity and decline of the age.
When the group was in power, to belong to it was a

Ku

it was in disgrace its
adherents became black-listed. . Most of its for-rnders were gentlemen, but rnany unsavoury characters
also joined. Though a number of the supporters were
unsavoury characters, there were also honest gentle'
men, and the difference between them was very apparent. . . . We need not speak of the common herd, but
there were notorious characters like grasping, despotic
Wang Tu, savage Li San-tsai, Hsiang Yu who became
the chief minister of the bandits, Chou Chung who
wrote to the bandits advising them to assume imperial
titles. I would rather cut ofI my arm than consider
these as gentlemen because they belonged to the Tung1in Group. A yet more shameless case was that of
Shih Min who, when he surrendered to the bandits,
claimed to belong to this group to increase his prestige.
When the Prince of Lu as regent held a small court,
the censor Jen Kung-tang insisted that they must rely
solely on men of the Tung-lin Group; so the state of
Lu really perished at its hands. I would gladiy kiIl
those men with my own hands and boil them in a
cau.ldron over a strong fire.
short-cut to officialdom; when

He was full of "righteous indignation" at the time. And
all he said about the bad elements was true, especially
in the case of Shih Min; but what is astonishing is

that even now, three hundred years Iater, there are stiIl
such men. However, Chang Tai flayed the Tung-Iin
Group because it had bad elements in it, yet since ancient
times there has been no group consisting entirely of gentlemen; ancl so all who want to be neutral oppose every
group or party without stopping to think whether it has
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more gentlemen or more unsavoury characters. Some
even argued that though there were many good characters in the Tung-lin Group, there were bad characters
too; while though most of the group's opponents were
bad characters, some were good; so evidently there were
good and bad characters on both sides with no difference
between them. To regard the Tung-Iin Group as good
when it included bad people would be very shameful;
while if there were good men among the bad lot who
opposed it, that would be very creditable. In this way
the good are criticized harshly while the bad are treated

leniently. And such a critic, who may think himsetrf
very sharp, is actually helping the bad. It would be a
very different matter to say: Though there were bad elements in the Tung-lin Group the majority were good,
while though there were good men among its opponents
the majority were bad.
Mr. Hsieh Kuo-chen, who wrote Cliques and Societies
at the End of the Ming DgnastE,* has read many records
and done a painstaking job. After describing how Wei
Chung-hsien** twice persecuted the Tung-Iin Group, he
says: "Their relatives and friends kept as f ar away from
them as they could, while the literati with no sense of
shame surrendered to the flag of Wei's party. The only
ones to stand up for the right and try to help these gentlemen were a few poor scholars and common citizens."
He is referring here to the time when the mounted
guards sent by Wei Chung-hsien to arrest Chou Shunchang were beaten and driven away by the citizens of
Soochow. It is true that the common people do not
read the Confucian classics, do not understand the laws
of history, do not know how to pick faults or analyse
mistakes; but in general they are far better than those
lofty, erudite literati at distinguishing between right and
* Published

**

in

Shanghai

in

1934.

A powerful eunuch of the late Ming

dynasty.
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wrong. I have just received my Shanghai Euening Post
with an item of news from its special correspondent in
Peking about students in a demonstration who were dispersed by policemen with hoses, sticks and bayonets,
while some were shut outside the city to suffer cold and
hunger. "Students of the Yenchi Middte School and the
Normal University Middle School and citizens near by
organized comfort-teams to send them food, so that they
did not go completely hungry." Who says the ordinary
Chinese are fools? Despite all the dust thrown into their
eyes and all the oppression, they can still see clearly.
Chang Tai also said: "Loyal and upright men usually
appear when the country is nearing ruin. They are like
sparks struck from a flint, which flicker and go out. Unless the ruler makes haste to preserve these sparks, the
fire will die out." The "ruler" he had in mind was the
First Emperor of the Ming dynasty. This does not apply
today.

As long as the flint remains, the sparks will not die
out altogether. AII the same, I would like to repeat the
advice I gave nine years ago: Don't demonstrate again!
Written at night on December 18 and

L9

Lu Hsun with the Woodcut Discussion Group

THE EXHIBITION OF SOVIET
GRAPHIC ART
I remember a time when we could seldom learn anything about the Soviet Union from our own magazines.
The attitude of some respected writers and scholars even
to their literature was like that of a delicate young lady
to tar she not only disdains to soil her hands with it
- wrinkles her nose sonre distance a\May. In the
but even
Iast couple of years, though, things have changed. Of
course, from time to time we still see a few cartoons
taken from foreign periodicals, but more people are sincerely introducing the Soviet Union's achievements in
construction, making men look up to see planes, dams,
workers' housing and collective farms, instead of just
Iooking down and shaking their heads to sigh over their
down-at-the-heel shoes. Not all those who do the introducing are men with "dangerous" political tendencies,
but neither do they detight in the misfortunes of others;
hence they are honestly pieased to see peace and prosperity in a neighbouring state and eager to share their
pleasure with the Chinese people. For both China and
the Soviet Union, I think this an excellent ttung. On
the one hand we are learning the truth and coming to
understand the Soviet Union; on the other misunderstandings are being cleared up, and this proves that in China
there are many who will speak the truth, "neither awed
by might nor tempted by gain."
But whereas all these introductions took the form of
articles and photographs, the Exhibition of Soviet Graphic
Art this year brings Soviet art directly before our eyes.
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The names of quite a few of the artists are already known
to us through reproductions of their works; but now that
we are seeing the originals we feeL rnuch closer to them.
The wood-cut is a form of graphic art long known in
China, but it suffered a period of decline, and when five
years ago it revived, the techniques were taken from
Europe and had no connection with our old Chinese woodcuts. Before long suppression set in and teachers were
lacking, which is why no notable progress has been made.
Now this exhibition provides us with many excellent
models. First we should study the works of that great
master V. Favorsky, who started to reform wood-cuts
during the Civil War, since when he has gone forward
steadily. His school includes A. Deineka, A. Goncharov,
G. Echeistov and M. Pikov. AII their works are truthful, and though they follow in the steps of their teacher
they have evolved their own individual style. This
shows us that the same content may be expressed in a
variety of forms, but mere slavish imitation will never

produce true art.
The works of Deineka and Echeistov have never been
introduced to China before, and it is a pity so few are
displayed. P. Pavlinov's wood-cuts are akin to those of
Favorsky. We had seen only one before, but now we
have remedied this deficiency.
There was also one wood-cut only by A. Kravchenko
which as luck would have it was reproduced in China;
but now we can see more of his originals. His romantic
style wiII inspire our young people, while his attention
to background and use of detail should benefit us too,
Since the Sung dynasty there has been a tendency in
Chinese painting towards impressionistic art: two dabs
represent an eye, whether long or round; one stroke represents a bird, whether hawk or swallow. This abstract
trend leads to emptiness, and this defect is still evident
in the work of our young wood-cut engravers today.
So Kravchenko's new work Dneprostroy should serve
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as a tocsin to rouse us from such slovenliness. N. Piskarev

was probably the

first of these artists to be introduced

to China; his four illustrations of

S,erafimovich's fron
Flood have long been enjoyed by many young Chinese
readers, and today his illustrations of Anna Kareni,na
show us another aspect of his art.
Here are also works by D. lVfitrokhin, L. Khizhinsky
and S. Mochalov, all of whom were previously known
here, as well as many others now introduced for the tirst
time. All these works, whether by artists who had won
a name before the October Revolution or by young artists born early in the twentieth century, show us how
they are uniting their efforts as they advance on the
road of peaceful construction. The catalogue contains
brief introductions to other artists and works, and concludes by pointing out the main feature they have in
common: "the general socialist content and basic effort
to achieve re-alism." There is no need for me to add
anything.
But one fact we should note is that some of the exhibits are the work of Ukrainian, Georgian and Byelorussian artists. I fancy that if not for the Octdber
Revolution we should never have seen such works; indeed, they might never have seen the light of day.
Now these over two hundred works have made a spJ.endid appearance in Shanghai. As graphic art they may
seem to us less delicate than .French wood-cuts, less vigorous than German; but they are truthful without pedantry, beautiful without effeminacy, joyful without
wantonness, forceful without coarseness. They are not
tranquil, ho',vever. They make us conscious of a certain
trernor
- a tremor like that caused by the firm footsteps
of a great company of comrades-in-arms as they advance,
step by step, across the firm, bounteous black earth on
the road of construction.
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T WANT TO CHEAT
When I am dead-beat, I sometimes admire those writers
who rise above the things of this world and wish I could
follow their example. But I never succeed. Transcendent minds must be like molluscs which cannot do without a shell. They must have clear water too. But I
doubt whether builders of ivory towers can be found at
Mount Asama,* at least not in the hostels which can certainly be found there.
As a last resort to win transitory peace of mind, I
have recently invented another method: namely, cheating.
Last autumn or winter, a Japanese sailor was murdered in Chapei. At once many families moved house
and the prices of removal-vans rocketed. Naturally all
those who moved were Chinese, watched with interest
by foreigners standing by the roadside. I often went to
watch too. Once night fell all was quret, the snackvendors disappeared, and the only sound was the occasional barking of dogs in the distance. But two or three
days later moving house was apparently prohibited. The
police savagely beat the carters and rickshaw men who
were moving luggage, while Japanese and Chinese papers unanimously conferred on those moving house the
title of "foolish mob." This implied that the world had
been at peace until the "foolish mob', turned the orderly
world upside down.
I never moved, never joined the ranks of the ,,foolish
mob." This was not owing to my wisdom, though, but
* A beautiful Japanese resort, where visitors
sometimes committed suicide by plunging into the crater of the volcano.
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to indolence. I came under fire in January five years ago
during the Battle of Shanghai, which the Japanese prefer to call an "incident." Besides, I was long ago deprived of my freedom, and those authorities who deprived me of my freedom have flown away with it. This
means that wherever I go, it will be the same. The Chinese are a highly suspicious people. Other nations point
this out as a laughable weakness. And yet to be suspicious is not a weakness, not unless you remain suspicious
without coming to any conclusion. As a Chinese, I know
this well. As a matter of fact we have come to a conclusion: that is, that we cannot be certain of anything.
But later events usually prove the correctness of this.
The Chinese have no doubts about their doubts. So I
abstained from moving not because I believed that the
world was at peace but because it would be equally dangerous elsewhere. The memory of five years ago, when
I saw in the papers the great number of children killed
but no mention of exchanges of prisoners of war, still
distresses me today.
.The persecution of those moving house or the beating
of carters are extremely small affairs. The Chinese are
accustomed to using their blood to wash clean the hands
of the mighty, so that they may be spotless once more.
And if a matter ends so simply, that counts as very
creditable nowadays.
But while everybody is busy moving house, I am in no
mood to stand all day by the roadside watching the fun,
nor to sit at home reading a history of world literature.
I went a little further today, to find solace in a cinema.
There, the world was indeed at p,eace. This was in the
district+ to whi,ch everyone is moving. I was just about
to step inside when I was stopped by a girl of twelve or
thirteen, a primary-school student collecting funds for
flood relief. Because it was cold, the tip of her nose
*

The International Settlement in Shanghai.
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was

red.

When

I

told her

I

had no change, she looked

bitterly disappointed. Feeling very apologetic, I took

her into the cinema and after buying my ticket gave her
a dollar. That made her so happy that she exclaimed:
"How good you are!" and gave me a receipt. With this
on me, I need not contribute any more wherever I go.
So I, the "good," walked" inside with a light heart.
What film did I see? That I have forgotten cornpletely.
It must have been either about an Englishman who for
his country subdues some cruel Indian potentate, or about
an American who goes to Africa, makes a fontune and
marries some marvellous beauty. After whiling away
some time like this, I went home at dusk, re-entering
those hushed surroundings. I heard a dog bark in the
distance. The satisfied expression of that girl rose [efore my eyes again. I was conscious of having done a
good deed, but at once I felt new discomfort, as if there
were soap or something of the sort in my mouth.
True, two or three years ago there were unusually
big floods which, unlike those in Japan, did not recede
for sorne months or half a year. But I also know that
there is an organization in China called the Bureau of
Water Conservancy, which levies a tax from the people
every year, and keeps an office going. Still we have
these great floods. I also know of a group that put on
a play to collect relief ,funds, btrt because they made
littIe more than twenty dollars the bureau was angry
and refused the money. I have heard, too, that they
machine-gunned those flood refugees who were rushing
to safety on the s,core that they disturbed the p'ublic peace.
I suppose the refugees all died long ago. But the children do not know this, and are desperately trying to collect living expenses for the dead, disappointed when they
fail, glad rvhen they succeed. Actually one dollar is not
even enough to buy one day's cigarettes for one of those
gentlemen in the Water Conservancy Bureau. Though
weII aware of this, I gave one dollar, as if believing that
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would really reach the hands of the refugees. AII I
was doing, in fact, was buying happiness for a guileless
child. I hate to see people disappointed.
I suppose if my mother, aged eighty, were to ask me
if Heaven reaIly exists or not, I would answer unhesitatingly in the affirmative.
But later this evening I felt less comfortable. It seems

to me that children are different from old folk, and I
shouldn't have deceived that girl. I wanted to write an
open letter to explain my motive and clear up misunderstandings, but then I realized that there was nowhere
to publish it and abandoned the idea. It was then already
midnight. I went outside to have a look.
There was hardly a soul in sight. OnIy under the
eaves of some house a snack-vendor was chatting with
two policemen. He was an unusually poor vendor, seldom
seen hereabouts, and he had so much left on his hands
that obviously his business had been slack. I bought two
bowls of dumplings for twenty cents, which I ate with
my wife. To iet him make a little money.
. Chuang Tzu once said: "The fish in a dry cart-rut which
once held water keep each other damp with their spittle
and puff their moist breath at each other." But he comments: "They would be better off in streams or lakes
where they could forget each other."
Our tragedy is that we cannot forget each other. And
I am cheating others quite recklessly. Unless I graduate
from this course of deception, or stop half way, I fear I
shall never write satisfactory essays.
Unfortunately, before I had graduated or stopped half
way, I came across Mr. Yamamoto. Since he asked me
for an article, I agreed for politeness' sake. And having
agreed I should write, in order not to disappoint him.
But the essay I am writing is sti1l cheating.
One is not too comfortable while writing such an essay.
There are a great many things I would like to say, but
I must wait for an improvement in "Sino-Japanese friend-
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am afraid this friendship may soon reach

a

stage when any opposition to Japan tvi1l be counted high

treason in this China of ours
for they say that the
- "Resist
Communists are using the slogan
Japan" to bring
about China's destruction
and the round orb of the
sun*t will glitter over guillotines
on al1 sides. Even
then, though, it will not be time to lay bare our hearts.
It may be that I am over-sensitive. Of course, it would
be a fine thing if we could use such convenient d,evices
as the pen or the tongue or the tears which the religious
claim clear the eyes, to make rnen see and know each
other's hearts. But I fear things are seldom so simple
in this world. What a pity it is! I write these disjointed
remarks with a sense of apology to my kindly readers.
Last of all, let these few personal premonitions written
with my blood serve as a sort of answer to their courtesy.

February
x

A slogan used by the

23

Japanese imperialists and pro-Japanese

Kuomintang officials.
** Referring to the Japanese flag.

A PREFACE TO PAI MANG'S "TIIE
CHILDREN'S PAGODA"
Spring is more than half over, yet it is still cold, and
sitting alone late at night after a whole day of rain the
incessant drip, drip, drip depresses me. The more so because a letter arrived from far away this afternoon, asking me to write sorne kind of preface for Pai Mang's
poems. The letter began: "I expect you knew my late
friend Pai Mang. ." This made me even sadder.
Speaking of Pai Mang, yes, I knew him. Four years
ago I wrote something entitled "In Memory of the Forgotten," hoping by this means to forget them. It is five
years now since they died for the cause, and long ago
many fresh bloodstains overlaid my memories of them;
but this brings his young face before my eyes again just
as in life, when he wore a cotton-padded gown in summer, his face glistened with sweat and he told me with
a smile: "This is the third time. I came out on my own.
The last two times my brother bailed me out, and then
tried to interfere. This time I'm not going to tell him.
. ." I made a mistake when last I wrote: his brother's
name was Hsu Pei-keng. Head of the aviation office,
he finally shared the same fate. Pai Mang's name was
Hsu Pai and the pen-name he used most often was Yin
Fu.

If

feeling for a friend, the possession
of a dead friend's writings is like holding a ball of fire:
you can hardly rest till you have had them published.
I know this to my cost and realize that it is my duty
to write some sort of preface. What distresses me is
a man retains any
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I

understand nothing at all about poetry and have
whenever I had one I would
- quarrelled
with Pai Mang,
quarrel with him. I never
though, perhaps because he died too soon. So now I
that is beshall say nothing about his merits as a poet

that

no poets among my friends

yond me.
The Children's Pagodo is not coming out to compete
with our usual run of modern poets, but for another
reason. This book is a glimmer in the east, an arrow
whistling through the forest, a bud at the end of winter,
the first step in the army's advance, a great banner of
love for the pioneers, a monument of hate for the despoilers. This collection cannot compare with any socalled polished, concise, serene or lofty works; for these
poems belong to an utterly different world.
There are many, many p,eople in that worId, and Pai
Mang in his life was friend to them all. This fact alone,
I think, is surfficient tc ensure the existence of this collection, which needs no preface of mine.
The night of March 11, 1936.
Written by Lu Hsun at Chieh-

chieh-ting Studio,

Shanghai

WRITTEN IN DEEP NIGHT
1.

INTRODUCING KAETHE KOLLWITZ TO CHINA

One may pass by a heap of burned paper on waste land,

or inscriptions on a ruined wall and never see them.
Yet each is eloquent with love, mourning or with wrath
stronger than the human voice can express. And a few
people do understand their meaning.
In 1931 - I forget the month the first num,ber of
- appearance. It was
the magazine The Dipper made its
banned soon after its birth. Its first number published
the wood-cut of a mother with eyes closed in grief, holding her baby in her outstretched arms. This wood-cut
"Sacrifice" was the first of a series of wood-cuts entitled'
"War." Professor Kaethe Kdllwitz was the artist and
this was the first of her works to be introduced to China.
I contributed this wood-cut to The Dipper in memory
of Jou Shih who had been my student and friend and
who had co-operated with me in introducing foreign
Iiterature to China. He had a pronounced liking for woodcuts, and once compiled three volumes of American and
European works of this nature
the printing
- though
was poor. For some unknown reason
he was arrested
shortly afterwards and shot, together with five other
young writers at Lunghua. Perhaps from fear, or because it was forbidden, no newspaper reported this
killing. But because of numerous other cases similar to
this, many knew that Jou Shih was no longer among the
living. I believe his old blind mother was the only person
253
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who continued to think of her beloved son as still working
as a translator and proof-reader in Shanghai. At the
same time I accidentally came across the wood-cut "Sacrifice" in the catalogue of a German book-shop. I clipped
it out and contributed it to The Dipper and in this way I
silently commemorated the sacrifice of Jou Shih. Later
I learned that many people recognized its implied meaning, though most of them thought my intention had been
to commemorate the death of all the young victims.
At that time a volume of Kaethe Kollwitz's work was
in the mail on the way from Europe to China. By the
tlme it reached Shanghai, the man most interested in
introducing it to this country was lying in the earth,
though none of us knew just where. WeIl, I turned the
pages of the volume alone. In it I found poverty, sickness,
hunger, death . a1so, of course, struggle and b,loodshed, though of the latter there was comparatively little. As in the expression of the self-portrait of the ar-

tist, sc in this book there was more of love and pity
than hatred and wr"ath. To me, this self-portrait seemed

representative of the mothers of aII who are insulted and
injured. The same type of mother is to be found in the
rural regions of China where polished finger-nails are
never seen. People usually laugh at her, thinking she
cares only for weak, helpless children. But I think this
mother loves her strong and useful son also. But since
he is able and strong she does not have to worry about
him, so devotes herself to her "insulted and injured"
child.
The twenty-one works of Kaethe Kollwitz now published in China are proof of this, and they are of value to
young Chinese art students, having much to teach us.
1. Despite their frequent suppression, wood-cuts have
become very popular in China within the past five years.
Among other types of graphic art we have only the
works of Anders Zorn. In the Kaethe Kollwitz volume
just published, the etchings and lithographs show a tech-
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nique and content very differenL from anytbing Zorn
has done. By their study one finds a different kind of
graphic art and recognizes their universal advantage over
oils.
2. Chinese who have not had an opportunity to travel
abroad often have the idea that at1 white people are
either preachers of Christianity, or well-dressed, well-fed
managers of business firms given to the habit of kicking
people about when out of humour. But the works of
Kaethe Kollwitz show that there are others ,,injured and
insulted" Iike us in many places on the earth, as weII
as artists who mourn, protest and struggle on th,eir behalf.
3. The Chinese press today is always publishing pictures of HiLIer. These are all alike: All show Hitler at
the moment he is bellowing. This momentary posture
is fixed for eternity in a1l the photographs. One becomes
weary of the repetition. But in the works of the German
artist Kollwitz, one sees a different kind of peo,ple: not
"heroes" perhaps, but more approachable and more
sympathetic. The longer you look at them, the more
beauty you find in them and the more their power attracts you.
4. This is the fifth year alter Jou Shih was murdered
and the works of Kaethe Kollwitz r,vere introduced to
China by him. According to the Chinese way of counting, this w,oman artist is now seventy years of age. This
is an occasion deserving our celebration. This great artist has been forced into silence today, but more and
more of her works have appeared in the Far East. yes,
no force can halt the advance of art which serves
humanity.

2.

ON DYING IN SECRET

It is only recently that I
for

a man

to die in se,cret.

have realized how bitter

it is
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Before the revolution in China, a condemned man was
paraded through the streets before his execution. Then
he could complain of injustice, curse the officials, recount
his own heroic exploits or deny any fear orf death. At
impressive moments, the spectators following him would
cheer and later on spread the story. When I was young,
I heard of many such cases. I always thought the scene
barbarous, the method cruel.
Not long ago in the magazine Uni,uersal Wi,nd, edited
by Dr. Lin Yu-tang, I read an article by Mr. Chu-tang
putting forward a different view. To him, cheering the
condemned means, worshipping a defeated hero, supporting the weak. "As an ideal, this may be noble enough,
but it wili no! do in human society. To condemn the
strong and support the weak means that we are against
all strong men. To worship defeated heroes means that
v,/e do not recognize successful heroes." This is why
"AIl the successful emperors and princes in history, to
maintain their rule for several centuries, probably had
to kiII tens and hundreds of thousands of innocent people to gain momentary submission."
They had to kill tens and hundreds of thousands to
gain "momentary submission." From the point of view
of those "successful emperors and princes" this is really
most distressing; but they had no other way. I have no
intention of offering advice, though I see now the kindness of these t'successful emperors and princes" in allowing the condemned to speak in public before their execution. It also showed confidence in their own strength
to dare let the condemned speak and give them the satisfaction of boasting before death. And the populace, too,
knew that these men were finished. L{y earlier feeling
that this was cruel was incorrect: there was kindness
in it too. I am aiways more distressed and worried by
the death of a friend or student if I do not know'when,
where and how he died. And I imagine that from their
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point orf view to perish at the hands of a few butchers
in a dark room is more bitter than dying in public.
"Successful emperors and princes" do not kill men in
secret, however. The only thing they keep secret is the
fun they have with their wives and concubines. When
they are declining they keep another secret: the
amount and hiding-place of their wealth. Not till later
do they add yet another secret: that of secret killing.
By this time they, like Mr. Chu-tang, are terrified to find
that the people have ideas of their own and do not judge
heroes by success or failure.
So a time comes when they use this third secret method
anJrway, even without the help of advisers, It may
already have been adopted in some places. When this
happens, the public streets seem civilized, the populace
p,eaceful; but if we put ourselves in the place of those
killed it is more cruel than dying in the open. When
I first read Dante's Di,uine ComedE and came to his descriptions o,f Inferno, I was amazed by the tortures he had
conceived. But now with more experience I understand
that he was kind: he never conceived of a hell so cruel
thAt nobody can see it, which is so ,common today.

3. A FOLK TALE
l

ll

In the Deutsche Zentral Zeitung of February 17 I found
"A FoIk Tale" by Willi Bredel commemorating the eightieth anniversary of the death of Heine. Because I like
his title, I shall write one myself.
Once upon a time there was a country where those in
power had ground down the people yet still looked upon
them as formidable opponents, whose latinized letters
were machine-gun bullets and whose wood-cuts were
tanks. Though they were the conquero,rs they did not
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alight from trains at the regular stations. treeling unsafe
on the earth, they flew about in the air; and their resistance grew so low that in any emergency they came down
with flu, infecting their ministers so that all fell i1l.
They published massive d-i,ctionaries, more than one of
them, ,but none for practical use. To understand the real
situation, one had to refer to a dictionary which was
never printed. There one could find most original definitions. "Liberation" is equivalent to ,,execution,,,
"Tolstoy's philosophy" means "running away.,, The definition of "official" is "relatives, friends and slaves of a
powerful man." "City" is explained as ,,high and solid
ramparts of brick to stop students going in and out,,,
''Morality" is "forbidding women to show their arms,,,
''Revolution" is "flooding the fields and bombing ,ban-

dits."'

They published large tomes of laws compiled by scholars seht to different countries to study their Iega1 systems
and select the best, so that no country in the world possessed a code so comprehensive. But at the beginning
was a blank page which only those who had read the
dictionary which was never printed could read. Here
were three clauses: First, some cases should be treated
with leniency. Secondly, some cases should be treated
severely. Thirdly, this does not apply in every case.
Of course there were also law courts, but the prisoners
who could read the blank page never protested in court,
for only evil-doers protested and whoever p,rotested would
be treated severely. Of course there was a Fligh Court
of Justice, but those who could read the blank page ne\rer
appealed, for- only evil-doers app,ealed and whoever appealed would be treated severely.
One morning, a crowd of ar.med police surrounded an
art schoo . In the school some men in Chinese gowns
and others in Western suits were running abo'r.rt searching and ransacking the place. The police followed them,
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all with pistols. Presently in the dormitory one of those
in a Western suit caught a student of about eighteen by
the shouider.
"The government has sent us to make a search. Will

you.

."
"Go ahead." The boy promptly pulled out his suitcase
from under the bed.
Years of experience had taught the intelligent young
people here not to keep anything incriminating. But
this lad was only eighteen. So a few letters were discovered in a drawer. Because they described the hard
circumstances in which his mother had died, he hadn't
had the heart to, burn them. A gentleman in the Western suit studied these letters carefully word by word.
I{e raised his eyebrows when he read ".
The world
is a feast where men eat men. Your mother was eaten,
and so are countless other mothers on this earth. ."
He produced a pencil to underline this passage.
"What does this mean?" he asked.
".Who ate your mother? Does man eat man

in

world? Have we eaten your mother, eh?" His

this

eyes

if at any moment they might turn into bullets.
"No! . . Of course, not. No." The boy was

bulged as

flustered.
Instead of shooting him with his eyes, the man folded
the letter and stuffed it into one pocket. Then he put
together the student's wood-cuts, knives and prints, ?he
Iton Flood, And Qutet Flous the Don, also some newspaper cuttings, He told one of the poJ.icemen:
"Take these along with you !"
"What's wrong? Why are you taking those?" The boy
knew this looked bed.
The man in the Western suit cast one glance at him.
Then pointing to him he ordered another policeman:
"Take him along!"

,rj[
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Springing forward like a tiger, the policeman seized
the boy by the scruff of his neck and dragged him out of
the dormitory. Outside the door were two more students
of the same age, each with a strong hand grasping the
scruff of his neck. Round them stood a crowd of teachers
and students.

4,

ANOTHER FOLK TALE

One morning twenty-one days later, a cross-examination was held in the police-station. In a small dark room
sat two offi'cials, one on the right, the other on the left.
The one on the right had on a Chinese jacket, the one
on the left a Western suit. This latter was the optimist
who denied that in this world man eats man. He was
here to take down the deposition. Policemen, shouting
and swearing, dragged in an eighteen-year-old stuclent.
His face pale, his clothes dirty, he stood there before
them. The Chinese Jacket, having asked his name, age
and birthplacg demanded:
"Are you a member of the wood-cut club?"
t'Ye,s."

"Who heads it?"
"The chairman is Ch-. The vice-chairman H-.7'
"Where are they now?"
"I don't know - they were both expelled."
"Why did you try to stir up trouble in your school?,,
"What! . . . " The boy exclaimed in surprise.
"H'm!" The Chinese Jacket showed him a wood-cut.
"Did you do this?"
"Yes."
"Who is it?"
"A writer."
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"What's his name?"
"Lunacharsky."
"fs he a writer? What country does he belong to?"
"I don't know." To save hin-rself, the boy lied.
"You don't know? Don't try to deceive me. Isn't he
Russian? Isn't he obviously a Red Army officer? I've
seen his photograph in a history of the Russian revolution. Can you deny that?"
"ft's not true!" At this heavy blow, the boy cried out

in

despair.

"This is only to be expected. As a proletarian artist,
you would naturally make the portrait of a Red Army
officer."
"No. . . I tell you I never. . . ."
"Don't argue. Don't be so stubborn. We know quite
well that life is hard for you in the police station. You
must make a clean breast of things so that we can send
you to court for sentencing
conditions are much better

-

in gaol."

The boy said nothing. He knew that speech or silence
Were equally useless.
"Speak up!" The Chinese Jacket sniggered. "Are you
C.P. or C.Y.?"*

"Neither! I don't know what you mean!"
"So you can make a portrait of a Red Army officer
but don't understand C.P. and C.Y.? So young yet so
cunning. Out!" As he waved one hand in dismissal, a
policeman with the skill of long practice dragged the
boy away.
I must apologize if this doesn't read like a folk tale
any more. But if I don't call it a folk tale, what can I
call it? The strange thing is that I can te1l you when
this happened. It was in 1932.
+
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5. A TRUE

LETTER

After midnight, April 4th
Dear Mr. Chou,
You asked what happened after I le{t the police station. Here is the story in brief.
On the last Cay of the last month that year, the three
of us were sent by the provir-rcial government to the
High Courrt of Justice. The trial took place at once.
The prosecutor's cross-examination was most peculiar,
consisting of three questions only.

First: "What is your

name?"

Second: "How old are you?"
Third: "Where are you from?"
After this peculiar trial we were sent by the court
to the military prison. Anyone wanting to get a general
picture of our rulers' art of ruling need only go to the
rnilitary prison. No slaughter, no torture can be too
cruel for them. Whenever the situation grows tense,
a batch of so-called important political prisoners is dragged out to be shot, regardless of their term. For instance, when Nanchang was threatened,* twenty-two
were killed in three quarters of an hour;when the Fukien
People's Government** was seb up a good many more
were shot. The execution ground was the prison vegetable garden, five ntou in size. The corpses were
and vegetables
as fertilizer
buried in the garden
grown on top.
+ In April 1933, the Red Army smashed the fourth Kuomintang
encirclement campaign and menaced Nanchang.
** In November 1933, some patriotic Kuomintang generals
staged a coup-d'6tat in Fukien. They were soon crushed by

Chiang Kai-shek.
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About two and a half months later, our indictment
arrived. You wouldn't think, would you, that after three
questions only the judge would be able to draw up an
indictment? But it seems he could. I no longer have
the document here but I can sti[ recite it except for
the legal clauses, which unfortunately I've forgotten.

. . . The Wood-cut CIub organized by Ch-

and
was a body controlled by the communists for the
study of proletarian art. The prosecuted all belong
to this club. . . A11 the wood-cuts they made showed
Red Army officers,labourers and starving people. They
were designed to stir up the class struggle and show the
inevitability of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

H-

Soon after this we were tried. Five imposing officials sat in a row. But I didn't lose my head because
at that moment a picture came into my mind, a picture
called The Jud.ges by Honor6 Daumier. How brilliantly
he did it!
On the eighth day after the trial, a final session was
held to pass sentence. The charges against us were still
those in the indictment, but towards the end another
passage had been added:

With regard to their offence and in accord.ance with
the
of the
of the Criminal Code
-clause
-articte
against those who endanger
the state, they should be
sentenced to five years' imprisonment each. Since.
however, they are young and foolish and rvere led
astray, allowances may be made for them. Therefore
in accordance with the
of the
their sen-clause
-Iaw,
tence is hereby reduced
to two and
a half years.
They may appeal within ten days after receiving this
sentence if they do not agree.
What use would it be to appeal? Of course
These are their laws after all.

I

,,agreed.,,
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To sum up: From the time of my arrest to rny reI visited three slaughter-houses where they kill
people. Apart from thanking them for not cutting off
my head, I must thank them for increasing my knowledge. Regarding torture alone, it was only there that
I learned that China today has: First, whipping with
rattan canes; second, the leg-press; but both these are
fairly light. Third, there is the iron rod torture. The
culprit is made to knee1, a long iron bar is placed across
the bend of his knees and two hefty feilows stand one
on each end. By degrees the number is increased from
two men to eight. Fourth, the red-hot chain. A redhot iron chain is spread on the ground and the culprit
is ordered to kneeL on it. Fifth, the drinking torture"
when hot-pepper-soup, paraffin, vinegar and wine are
poured through the nostrils. The sixth torture is
to hang up the culprit by his thumbs with fine hempen
cord and beat him while he dangles in the air. I don't
know the name of this one.
But the cruelest thing was what they did to a young
peasant in the same ceII with me in the police station.
The boss insisted that he was an army commander
in the Red Army, but he denied this emphatically. So
they put needles under his nails and drove them in.
They hammered in one needle, but he wouldn't confess; they hammered in another, still he wouldn't cona fourth . . . until there were
fess. Then a third .
needles in all his ten fingers. Even now that
young man's ghastly white face, sunken eyes and hands
dripping with blood keep floating before my eyes,
making me unable to forget, making my heart ache.
It wasn't till after I was discharged that I found out
the reason for my arrest. The root of the trouble was
that we students were dissatisfied with the school, especially with the proctor, who was an agent of the Provincial Kuomintang Committee. To suppress the discontent of all the students, he had the three remaining
lease,
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members of the Wood-cut Club arrested to display his
might. The gentleman in the Chinese jacket ,who insisted that Lunacharsky was a Red Army officer was

the proctor's brother-in-1aw. Most convenient!
A,fter finishing this brief account, I am looking at
the pallid moonlight on the ground outside my window
and an icy hand seems to be gripping my heart. I don't
believe I am a coward, but my heart has grown cold. .
I hope you are keeping well.
Jen Fan

Note: All the material from the second half of "A
FoIk TaIe" onward is based on Jen Fan's letter and
his "A Brief Account of My Life in Gaol."
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TAI-YEN
Some time ago the officials and gentry of Shanghai
held a meeting to cbmmemorate Chang Tai-yen, but
since this was attended by less than a hundred people
.and ended in an atmosphere of gloom, sorneone com,mented that the younger generation is less interested in
Chinese scholars than in the foreigner Gorky. This criticism is uncalled for, however. Ordinary people would
never dare attend a meeting of officials and gentry anyway; and besides, Gorky was a fighter, while though
Mr" Chang Tai-yen first became known as a revolutionary, he later retired to live as a quiet scholar cut off
frorn the age by means of a wail built by himself and
others. Of course he is still being corrmemorated by
sorre, but he will probably be forgotten by the majority.
To my mind, his contribution to the history of revolution is actually greater than that to the. history of scholarship. I remember over thirty years ago, when his Chi,u
Shu* was first printed, I could not even punctuate the
:sentences let alone understand them; and the same was
true of many young people in those days. I heard about
China's Mr. Chang Tai-yen not because of his studies in
the Confucian classics and ancient philology, but because
he attacked Kang Yu-wei,** wrote a preface to Tsou

A collection of essays written in a rather
printed in 1899.
+

++

obscure style, first

He attacked Kang Yu-wei's monarchist views.
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Yung's'r The Reuolutionary Arm.E, and was imprisoned in
the gaol of the International Settlement in Shanghai. At
that time some Chekiang students in Japan were bringing out a magazine called Cheki'ang Tide, and this pubIished Chang Tai-yen's poems written in gao1, which were
not so diJficult to understand. These poems stirred me
so much that I still remember them. Here are two of
them:

To Tsou Yung tn Prison
Tsou Yung, my younger brother,
With dishevelled hair sailed to the islands of Japan;
There he cut off his queue with sharp sci.ssors,
And fed on salted beef.
Now the hero has gone to prison,
Even heaven and earth are sad;
At our death let us link hands,

For on that day will fall two worthy

heads.

Hearing o! Shen Yu-hsi's** Death i,n Pri,son

For iong I did not see Yu-hsi,
But knew he was wandering by lakes and rivers;
The autumn wind bewails a gallant man
Norv gone to the capital to meet death.
His ghost will not mix with demons,
But thinking of his writings my heart is broken;
May he await me in the nether regions;
North and south are many new graves.

In June 1906, immediately after his reLease from gaol,
he sailed for Japan and went to Tokyo, where soon he
was editing The People's .lVetos. I liked this paper, not
because of his old-fashioned and difficult prose style or
* An early revolutionary imprisoned by the Manchu government. He died in prison.
*t Shen Chin, another revolutionary who was arrested and killed at the end of the Ching dynasty,
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his dissertations on Buddhist philosophy and "bilateral
evolution," but because of his campaigns against Liang
Chi-chao who was for retaining the monarchy, against
Wu Chih-hui and Lan Kung-wu who claimed that to
study the Dream oJ the Red Chamber was the way to
attain Buddhahood. He really put up a gallant and

inspiring fight. I listened to his lectures too during this
time, not because he was a good scholar but because he
was at the same time a revolutionary, so that today I
can still remember his expression and gestures but not
a vrord of the ancient philology about which he lectured.
After the 1911 revolution, since his ideal was realized
he ought to have done great things, but he remained in
obscurity. This was quite unlike Gork5;, who was highly
respected during his life and honoured after death. I
think the reason for the difference in their fates was
that all Gorky's dreams had come true and he identified
himself with the common people, sharing their joy and
anger, their pleasures and sorrow. But whereas Chang's
desire to overthrow the Manchus had been realized, his
desire "first to give men faith through religion to improve their moral sense; secondly to arouse their patriotism through nationalism" was merely a visionary ideal.
So when Yuan Shih-kai usurped the state power to suit
his selfish ends, Chang Tai-yen further lost any real
basis and nothing was left to him but empty writing.
Now the sole great memorial remaining to him is the fact
that he was the one to invent the name of the Chinese Republic (first used in The Peoytle's News), though today I
fear not many remember this. Since he had cut himself
off from the people he grew by degrees more passive, later
even taking part in the revival of the ancient tou hu
ceremony and accepting presents from warlords, for
which he is frequently reproached. This was no more
than a blemish in pure jade, however, not a serious
stain on his character in the end. When we consider
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his career, what other man of his generation dared to
dangle his big medal on his fan,* and go to the president's house to curse Yuan Shih-kai's treachery? What
other man of his generation remained firm in his revolutionary ideal despite seven persecutions and three prison
sentences? This showed the spirit of a great man, a model
for those coming after. Recently some philistines have
written articles for the papers jeering at him in a superior
way. This just prorves that "A 1ow mind thinks the
worst of everyone" and "A tiny insect, trying to shake
a mighty tree, is ludicrously ignorant of its own
weakness."**

But after the revolution Chang Tai-yen hid the point
of his lance to set a scholarly example for the men after
him, and edited his own works in Chekiang. DoubUess
he felt that to attack, criticize or even curse others was
contrary to the ancient Confucian tradition and wo'r.rld
cause scholars to point the finger of scorn. So maly
of his tirades which had appeared in different periodicals
were omitted, nor were the two poems I quoted included
either. In 1933 a further collection of his writings was
published in Peiping, but this consisted entirely of
scholarly works with none of his early writing and of
course no philippics: he appeared simply as a great
Confucian scholar. Many people claimed to be his pupils and a list of his students was hastily compiled.
Recently I read a notice in the press about the copyright of his works and it was announced that a third
collection of his writings would be published, but I do
not know whether this time they will include those
polemic essays or not. To my mind, those polemic essays
are the greatest and most lasting monument to his life.
* At the beginning of the Republic, Chang Tai-yen was awarded a medal for his service to the revolution.
*# Lines from a poem by IIan Yu of the Tang dynasty,
ridiculing a minor poet who disparaged Li Po and Tu Fu.
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they are not yet included, I believe they should be
that he may live in the hearts
of the younger generation, in the hearts of those who
are fighting. But, alas! this is hardly the time to hope
for such a thing!

If

colle,cted and printed so

October

9

Four collections of Lu Hsun,s essays
written between 1934 and lg36: [ringetl
Literature and the three volumcs of Essags
of Chieh-chieh-tins

A FE\M MATTERS CONNECTED
WITH CHANG TAI-YEN
Having put down this titie, I rather hesitate for fear
lest empty talk preponderate over the main subject
what is usually known as "Loud thunder but little rain.,,

After writing "Some Recollections of Chang Tai-yen,,

it seemed to me there were still some trifles I could jot
down, but for lack of energy I had to, stop. When I
woke the next morning the paper had arrived, and

reading it I could not help rubbing my head in amazement: "So today is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Chinese Republic! So the Chinese Republic has been
in existence for a quarter of a century-wonderful!', I
meant how "wonderfully" fast time flies. Then, skimming
through the supplements I saw some articles by new
writers jeering at older men, which affected me like cold
water poured on my head. I thought: I suppose the
young really have no p,atience with old fogeys. Take my
own case, I seem to get odder every day. Instead of say_
ing twenty-five years, I prefer to say a quarter o{ a
century to show much time has passed, but r,vhy should
this worry me? And the way I rub rny head to show
surprise is really backward too.
I have used this way of showing delight or emotion
for a quarter of a century too. It used to be a sign of
triumph, meaning: "After all my queue is cut off.,,
But young people today cannot share such emotions as
these. If a man with a long queue were to appear in a
city today, thos,e of thirty or thereabouts and y,oungsters
in the region of twenty would probably just think him
27t
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an oddity or an interesting spectacle even, whereas the
sight would still infuriate me because I suffered myself
on account of queues and considered their cutting off
a major issue. My main reason for loving the Chinese
Republic and doing my best to protect ii was so that we
might have the freedom to cut off our queues. Had
we had to keep our queues in order to preserve bur
ancient relics, I probably would not have loved the Republic so much. Whether we have Chang Hsun or
Tuan Chi-jui,* I am sorry to fa1l so far short of the
magnanimity of certain gentlemen.
When I was a child, the o1d people pointed out to me
the pole rising from an itinerant barber's stand and
told me that three hundred years ago this had been used
for hanging up men's heads. When the Manchus first
entered China and gave orders for queues to be worn,
the barbers would grab men on the street to shave off
the hair above their foreheads. Those who resisted had
their heads cut off and hung from the poIe, after which
the barbers went on grabbing others. In those days
they simply wet the hair with water before shaving it,
which was certainly rather unpleasant. But this tale
about heads strung up did not frighten me, for when
I refused to have my forehead shaved, instead of cutting
off my head the barber would fetch some sweets from
a box by the pole and prornise them to me as soon as I was
shaved-by then they had adopted gentler tactics. Since
men can become accustorned to anything, w€ did not
find the queues ugly. Besides there was a great variety:
loosely or tightly plaited, tied with three interwoven
threads or with loose threads. The short hair around
could also vary in length, and the longer loose hair could
be plaited into two slender queues and twisted round
the top of the head the better to display your manly
*

Two northern warlords in the early years of the Republic.
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beauty. As for its use, the queue could be pulled in
a fight, could be cut off as a penalty for adultery, could
suspend a man from an iron pole in an opera, could be
used as a whip by a father, could be shaken about like
a writhing snake by an acrobat. Yesterday I witnessed
an arrest on the street, in which the police caught one
culprit with each hand, one man catching two. Had
this been before the 1911 Revolution, a policeman coulC
have grabbed at least a dozen queues with one hand;
hence it was most convenient for public security too"
Unfortunately since "the ocean routes were opened" and
Chinese started reading foreign books, we began to com-

pare ourselves with others. Even if not described by
fo,reigners as wearing "pigtaiIs," we felt rather silly shaving half the head, leaving one tuft of hair to be braided
into a long queue like the stem of a water-chestnut.
I think even the young people born during the Republic must know this. During the reign of Kuang Hsu*
in the Ching dynasty Kang Yu-wei tried to bring about
a ref,orm, but failed; then as a reaction to this came the
Yi Ho Tuan Uprising and imperialist armies occupied
Peking. This date is very easy to remember, being i.900,
the end of the nineteenth century. After that the Ching
officials and common people wanted reforms again, and in
accordance with precedents officials were sent to foreign
lands on a tour of inspection and students were sent out
to study too. I was one of the students sent to Japan
by the Governor of Kiangnan and Kiangsu. Of course
I already knew something of anti-Manchu yiews, of the
heinousness of queues and the persecution of scholars,
but it was the inconvenience of queues that first struck
me.

AII Chinese students who rvent to Japan were eager
in the first place for new knowledge. In addition to
* 1875-1908.
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studying Japanese prior to entering colleges for specialized study, they frequented the clubs, ran round the
book-shops, attended meetings and listened to public
speeches. The first speech I heard was in a hall the
name of which I have forgotten, where a bold young
man with a white bandage on his head and a Wusih accent was making an anti-Manchu speech. I was most
impressed until he said: "Here am I cursing that old
woman, while over there that old woman must be cursing
Wu Chih-hui too!" The listeners were tickled and roared
with laughter. But I was rather disappointed to find students abroad behaving so frivolously. The "old woman,"
naturally, meant the Empress Dowager. It was true that
in a meeting in Tokyo Mr. Wu was cursing the Empress
Dowager, but I did not believe that the Empress Dowager
was addressing a meeting in Peking at that time and curs:ing Wu Chih-hui. It is all very well to, make jokes in a
speech, but pointless fooling of this sort serves no good
purpose and actually does harm. Mr. Wu was well
X<nown, though, in academic circles for his fight with
the minister Tsai Chun, and the white bandage concealed his honourable scar. He was soon taken back to
China under a police escort, and as they passed the
canal outside Tokyo he leaped into the water, to be fished
out at once and taken away. Chang Tai-yen referred
to this later when he and Wu were battling with their
pens: "He leaped not into the sea but into a ditch exposing his face." Actually the canal outside the -Japanese imperial palace is not too small, but, since he was
escorted by police, whether his face was exposed or not
he would have been fished out anyway. This battle of
pens became more and more virulent till both parties
were using violent invective. This year when Wu Chihhui sneered at Chang Tai-yen's aeceptance of certain
privileges from the National Government, he was thinking back to this incident which took place more than
thirty years ago, shor,ving what a deep grudge he bore-
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But in Chang Tai-yen's works edited by himself, none
of this invective is included. Though Chang Tai-yen
fought hard against the Manchu rule, he admired
certain Ching dynasty Confucian scholars, and probably thought to imitate them by not sullying his
works with such writings. He was the one to lose out
and suffer, however. Such tolerance can only serve to
cover up abuses and leave a legacy of trouble.
The cutting of queues was a major event in those
days. When Chang Tai-yen cut his queue, to mark the
occasion he wrote an essay from which I quote:

.

. . . In this, the seventh month of the 2,74lst year after
the establishment of the Republic,* I am thirty-three
years old. The Manchu government has acted unrighteously, it has persecuted and slaughtered gentlemen and offended powerful neighbo,uring states, murdering their envoys and robbing their merchants, until now we are attacked on every side. Enraged by the
iniquities of these tribesmen and the shame brought
upon the sons of Han, I shed tears and said: "I
am over thirty and have reached the age to stand
firm, yet I am still wearing this uncouth barbarian
dress and conforming to their rules. Unless I change
my way, f am a guilty man!" I wanted to bind up my
hair in the ancient style, but there was not time to
procure the ancient garments. So I said: "Formerly
those loyal subjects of the House of Ming, Chi Pansun and the monk Yin-hsuan, cut off their hair before
their death. According to Kuliang Chih's commentary
on the Spring and Autumn Annals and the Han Dynasty Hi,story, the men of Wu and of Yueh cut their
hair short. Since I come from the land of Wu-Yueh,**

* Counting from 841 B.C. when the Chou people drove out
King Li and set up a sort of "republic."
+* Chang Tai-yen and Lu Hsun both came frorn Chekiang, in
ancient times the land of Wu-Yueh.
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sha1l be according

with the ancient ways if I crop my

hair.

This essay appeared in the first wood-block edition
and the second edition of his Chiu Shu, but later when
the collection was renamed Chi,en Lun this essay was
omitted. I cut off my queue neither because I belong
to the land of Yueh and wanted to follow the ancient
Yueh tradition of short hair and tattooing, nor because
of any revolutionary motive. The true reason was that
I found a queue inconvenient. It was inconvenient
when I had to take off my hat or when I took exercise,
and it was rather uncomfortable having it rolled up on
top of the head. Actually there were quite a few cases
of men who got rid of their queues but 1et them grow
again after returning to China in order to become loyal
subjects of the Ching dynasty once more. Huang Hsing*
never cut off his queue when he was a student in a
normal college in Tokyo, nor did he clamour for a revolution; he simply gave us a glimpse of his rebellious
Chu temperament when the Japanese dean of studies
ordered students not to appear with bare alms, whereupon Huang deliberately stripped to the waist and sauntered with his enamel wash-basin through the court from
the bath-room to his study.
* 1872-1916. A revolutionary who r.vorked with Dr. Sun Yatsen. He came from Hunan, in ancient times the Kingdom of
Chu.
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THE LETTER
June

3

Dear Mr. Lu Hsun,
After the failure of the 1927 Revolution, instead of
withdrawing in order to prepare for a comeback, the
Chinese communists took to military adventurism.
Abandoning work in the cities, they ordered party members to rise everywhere although the tide of revolution
had ebbed, hoping to make Reds out of the peasants to
conquer the country. Within seven or eight years hun_
dreds of thousands of brave and useful young people
were sacrificed on account of this poli,cy, so that now in
the high tide of the nationalist movement there are no
revolutionary leaders for the city masses, and the next
stage of the revolution has been postponed indefinitely.
Now the Reds' movement to conqueu the country has
failed. But the Chinese communists who blindly take
orders from the Moscow bureaucrats have adopted a
"New Policy." They have made a uolte-face, aband.oned
their class stand, issued new declarations and sent rep_
resent.atives to negotiate with the bureaucrats, politi_
cians and warlords, including those who slaughtered the
masses, in order to form a ,,united front,, with them.
They have put away their own banner and confused
the people's mind, making the mass,es believe that a1l
those bureaucrats, politicians and executioners are
277
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national revolutionaries who will resist Japan too' The result can only be to deliver the revolutionary masses into
the hands of those executioners for further slaughter. These
shameless acts of betrayal on the part of the Stalinists
make ali Chinese revolutionaries blush for shame.
Now the bourgeois liberals and upper strata of the
petty bourgeoisie of Shanghai welcome this "New Po1icy"
of the Stalinists. And well they may. The traditional
prestige of Moscow, the blood shed by the Chinese Reds
what could play better into
and their present strength
greater
the welcorne given to this
their hands? But the
damage
will be done to the
"New Policy," the greater
Chinese revolution.
Since 1930, under the most difficult conditions, oun
organization has made unremitting efforts to fight fon
our ideal. Since the defeat of the Revolution v/e have
opposed the recklessness of the Stalinists and advocated
a "revolutionary democratic struggle." We believe that
since the Revolution failed, we must start all over again
from the beginning. We have never ceased to gather
together revolutionary cadres to study revolutionary
theory, accepting the lessons of defeat to educate revolutionary workers so that during this difficult period of
counter-revolution we may lay a firm foundation for
the next stage of the revolution. The events of the past
few years have proved the correctness of our political
line and method of work. We were against the opportunist and reckless policies and bureaucratic party system
of the Stalinists. Now we resolutely attack its treacherous
"New Po icy." But precisely because of this we are
under fire from aII sorts of careerists and party bureaucrats. Is this our good fortune or is it a mi'sfortune?
For the last decade and more, sir, I have admired your
scholarship, writing and rnoral integrity, for while many
thinking men have fallen into the quagmire of individualism, you alone have fought on without respite to express your own outlook. We should count it a great
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honour to hear your criticism of our poJ.i.tical views. I
am sending you a few of our recent publications, which
I beg you to accept and read. If you are good enough
to write a reply, please leave it with Mr. X I shall
go to his house within three days to fetch it. With best wishes,
Chen X-X

2.

THE REPLY
June

g

Dear Mr. Chen,
I have received your letter and the copies of Struggle
and Sparlc which you sent me.
I take it that the main drift of your letter is contained
in these two points: You consider Stalin and his colle-agues bureaucrats, and the proposa-l of Mao Tse-tung
('fsf, all parties
and others
unite to resist Japan,,
- sg
a betrayal of the cause of revolution.
I certainly find this "confusing." For do not aIl the
successes of Stalin's Union of Soviet Sociaiist Republics
show the pitifuiness of Trotsky's exile, wanderings and
failure which "forced" him in his old age to take money
from the enemy? His conditions as an exile now must
be rather different from conditions in Siberia before
the revolution, for at that time I doubt if anyone so
much as offered the prisoners a piece of bread. He may
not feel so good, though, because now the Soviet Union
has triumphed. Facts are stronger than rhetoric; and no
one expected such pitiless irony. your ,,theory,, is
certainly much loftier than that of Mao Tse-tung: yours
is high in the sky, while his is down-to-earth. But
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admirable as is such loftiness, it will unfortunately be
just the thing welcorned by the Japanese aggressors.
Hence I fear that when it drops down fiom the shy it
will land on the filthiest place on earth' Since the
Japanese rvelcome your lofty theories, I cannoit help feeling concern for you when I see your well-printed publications. If someone deliberately spreads a malicious
rumoLlr to discredit You, accusing you of accepting
money for these publications from the Japanese, how
are you to clear yourselves? I say this not to retaliate
because formerly some of you joined certain others to
accuse me o,f accepting Russian roubles. No, I would
not stoop so Iow, and I do not believe that you could
stoo,p so 1ow as to take money from the Japanese to attack the proposal of Mao Tse-tung and others to unite
against Japan. No, this you could not do. But I want
to warn you that your lofty theory will not be welcomed
by the Chinese people, and that your behaviour runs
counter to present-day standards of morality. This is
all I have to say about Your views.
In conclusio'n, this sudden receipt of a letter and
periodicals from you has made me rather uncomfortable.
There must be some reason for it. It must be because
some of my "comrades-in-arms" have been accusing me
of certain faults. But whatever my faults, I am convinced that my views are quite different from yours. I
count it an honour to have as my comrades those who
are now doing solid work, treading firmly on the ground,
fighting and shedding their blood in the defence of the
Chinese people. Excuse me for making this an open
reply, but since more than three days have passed, you
will probabty not be going to that address for my
answer.

Yours faithfully,

Lu

Hsun

J

OTTINGS

IN MID-SUMMER
1

A:

Come to judge between us, all of you! Why should
B tear off my gown?
B: Because A looks better without a gown. I was trying to be helpful Otherwise I wouldn't have gone
to such trouble.
A: But I prefer to wear it. . .
C: Now we have lost the four northeastern provinces,
but what do you care? A11 you can do, is shout
about your gown. What an egoist you are, you
.

swine!

Mrs.

C: What a fool! He doesn't

is a good friend,

even know that Mr. B

willing to co-operate.

2

Naturaily it is good to proclaim by the written and
spoken word the sufferings of those who are slaves under
a foreign yoke. But we must take great care lest peo-

ple reach this conclusion: "Then it is better after all
to be slaves to your own compatriots, like us."
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B:

o
o'

a "united front" was proposed, those "revolutionary writers" who went over to the enemy have reappeared, posing as pioneers of the "united front." Al1
Since

A:
B:

their contemptible

acceptance of bribes and traffic with
the enemy are now made out to be "progressive," glorious deeds.

Preposterous! How can you call me an informer?
I simply mentioned these things because they asked
me.

Couldn't you have said that you didn't know?
The idea! I.have never told a lie in my life. I'no
not that sort of unreliable fellow.

6
4

A

This happened after the fall of the Ming dynasty.
Of the living, some submitted gladly, the majority
was coerced. Those who lived in the greatest oomfort
and ease were the collaborators; those who held most
aloof and enjoyed most respect were the gentlemen of
leisure who reviled the traitors. When they had died
in retirement at a ripe o,ld age, there was nothing to stop
their sons from taking the official examinations, each
boasting of his worthy father too. As for those who laid
down their lives in silent resistance, very few of thern

left descendants.
I hope our present men of letters will not imitate

those

Ming dynasty gentlemen.

We thought you were a good reliable fellow, B.
That's why we didn't hide those facts about the
revolution from you. How could you turn informer?

A

B

A

B

A

in

me?

Well, that is beside the

you.

5

A

B

Ah, Mr. B, it's three years since we met. You must
be disappointed in me.
Not at all. . . Why should I be?
I told you I was going to the West Lake to write
a poem of twenty thousand lines, but I still haven't.
written a single word. Ha, ha!
I haven't been disaPPointed.
Well .
You seem to have gained in worldly wisdorn. You
used to be known for your good memory and intolerance: you wouldn't have taken things so easily
then. But now you have learned to lie.
I haven't told any lie.
You mean to say you are really not disappointed
poi.nt

-

[ nsvsr believeil

7

According to Chuang Tzu, it does not tnatter where
you leave a dead body for it will perish just the same,
"devoured by the birds of the air or the ants in the
earth."
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I am not so generous, though. If my flesh and blood
are to feed beasts, I prefer to feed lions, tigers and
eagles. Not one scrap will I give to mangy curs.
When lions, tigers and eagles are well fed they afford
a magnificent spectacle in the sky, on cliffs, amid deserts and jungles. While even when captured and kept
in a zoo, or killed and stuffed as specimens, they are
still a fine sight which drives petty thoughts from the
mind.

But if you fatten a pack of mangy curs, all they can
do is rush madly about and whine-disgusting!

8

One part of Sainte-Beuve's writi.ngs, edited by Giraud,
is calied hles Poisons. I read the following passage from
the Japanese translation: "Open contempt is not the
strongest contempt. Silence is the highest contempt.
In fact, what I am saying here is superfluous.',
True, "a stout fellow must have venom in him.,' But
when this can be put down in writing it is mild venom
merely. The highest contempt is wordless, without even
a flicker of the eye.

I
When a man is taken as the model for some character

with many faults in a novel, he thinks himself out of
luck.

But his luck is not the worst by any means. For
there are people who cannot be included in a novel. If
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you were to describe them in a realistic way, the novel
would be ruined.
The same thing applies to painting. Artists may paint
snakes, crocodiles, tortoises, shells, waste-paper baskets,
garbage heaps; but nobody ever draws grubs, scabby
heads, snot or human excrement.
Some people avoid me as soon as they know that I
write stories. I often want to dissuade them in these
terms; but unfortunately I am not as venomous as that.

HIS TOO IS LIFE

THIS TOO IS LIFE
This, too, happens during illness.
There are things which a healthy or a sick man
ignores, either because he does not come across them or
because they are too insignificant. But a man just recovering from a serious illness experiences them. In my
case two good examples are the fearfulness of exhaustion and the comfort of rest. I used often to boast that
I did not know what it was to be tired. In front of my
desk there is a swivel-chair, and sitting there to write
or read cirefully was work; beside it there is a wicker
reclining chair, and lying there to chat or skim through
the papers was rest. I found no great difference between the two, and often boasted of the fact. Now I
know my mirstake. I found little difference because I
was never tired, because I never did any manual labour.
A relative's son, after graduating from senior middle
school, had to go to a stocking factory as an apprentice.
IIe was very unhappy about this, and the work was so
hard that he had virtually no rest the whole year round.
Too proud to slack, he stuck it for a year and more.
Then one day he collapsed and told his elder brother:
"I've just no energy Ieft."
He never stood up again. He was sent home where
he lay unwilling to eat or drink, to stir or speak. A
Protestant doctor fetched to examine him said there
was nothing organically wrong but the boy was completely worn out. Since there was no cure for this
either, what followed, naturally, was a lingering death.
I had two days like that, but for a different reason:
286

whereas he was tired out by work I was tired out by
illness. I had literally no desire for anything, as if nothing concerned me and all action would be superfluous.
I did not brood over death, but neither did I feel alive.
This, known as "the absence of all desire,,, is the first
'step towards death, and it made some who loved me
shed secret tears. But I took a turn for the better when
I wanted something to drink, and from time to time I
looked at the things around me
the wa11s and the
flies. Only then did I feel tired -enough to need rest.
To lie just as one pleases, stretching one,s 1imbs and
giving a huge yawn before settting into the most comfortable position to relax in every muscle, is sheer delight. I had never enjoyed this before. I doubt if the
healthy and lucky have enjoyed it either.
The year before last, I remember, after another illness
I wrote "Random Talk After Sickness,, in five sections
and gave it to Literature;but since the last four sections
could not be published the first was printed alone. The
article started clearly with a (1) but stopped abrupily
'without any (2) or (3) to follow, so that anyone who
thought carefully must have been puzzled; but we cannot expect this thoughtfulness from every reader, nor
even from every critic. And on the basis of the first
section someone passed this judgement on me: ,,Lu
Hsun is in favour of illness." This time I may be spared,
but to be on the safe side I had better announce here:
"More is to follow."
Four or five days after I began to mend, waking in
the night I called Kuang-ping to wake her.
"Give me some water. And put the light on so that
I can have a look round."
"What for? . ." She sounded rather alarmed, doubtless thinking I was raving.
"Because I want to live. Understand that? This,
too, is life. I want to take a look round.,,
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"Oh.. . ." She got up and gave me some tea, hesitated
a litt1e and quietly lay down again without putting on
the light.
I knew she had not understood.
A street-lamp outside the window shed a glimmer of
light in the room, and I had a quick look at the familiar
walls and the angles between them, the familiar pile
of books and the unbound pictures beside them, while
outside night took its course, and all that infinite space,
those innurnerable people, were linked in some way with
me. I breathed, I lived, I should live on. I began to
feel more substantiat and experienced an urge to action-but presently I feil asleep again.
The next morning when I looked round in the sunIight, sure enough, there were the familiar walIs, the
normally I would look at
familiar piles of b,ooks
these too as a form of relaxation. But we tend to de-

spise these things though they are one part of life,
ranking them lower than drinking tea or scratching ourselves, or even counting them as nothing. We notice
rare blossoms, not the branches and leaves. The biographer of a famous man generally does nothing but
emphasize his peculiarities: how Li Po wrote his poetry
and became tipsy, how Napoleon fought his battles and
went without sleep, not describing them when sober
or asleep. In fact, a man who spends all his time getting
tipsy or doing without sleep will certainly not live long'
He can go without sleep or become tipsy sometimes
because at other times he is sober and sleeps. Yet considering these normal events as the dregs of life, people
will n,ot spare them a glance.
So the men or happenings they see are like the elephant's Ieg which made the blind man groping round
the elephant fancy it was shaped like a pillar. The
ancient Chinese ahvays liked to have "the whole." Even
when making "black chicken pi1Is" to cure women's disorders, they used the whole chicken, feathers, blood and
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all. This method.may be rather ridiculous, yet the idea
behind it is not a bad one.
The man who strips off the branches and leaves will
never get blossoms and fruit.
Annoyed with Kuang-ping for not putting on the
light for me, I complained of her to everyone who called.
By the time I was able to get about again, I looked
through the magazines she had been reading. Sure
enough, while I lay ill in bed quite a few distinguished
journals had appeared. Though sorne still published
"Beauty t'ips," "An OId Tree Sheds New Light" or',The
Secrets of Nuns" in the back, the first pages had some
rousingly heroic articles. Writers now have a ,'most
vital theme": even Sai-chin-hua* who slept for a time
with the German commander Waldersee during the
Yi Ho Tuan Uprising has become canonized as a goddess
in heaven to guard our rea1m.
Most admirable of all is the fact that the Spring and.
Autumn supplement of the Shun Puo which used to refer with such relish to the Empress Dowager and the Mancllu court, has also changed completely with the times.
In the comments at the beginning of one num,ber, we
are even told that when eating melons we should think
of our territory now carved up like a melon. Of course
there is no gainsaying that at all times, in all places
and on all occasions we should be patriotic. Still if I
lvere to think like that while eating a melon, I doubt
whether I could swallow it. Even if I made an effort
and succeeded, I would probably have prolonged inriigestion. And this may not be owing to my bad. nervous
state after illness. To my mind, a man who uses the
* A famous courtesan. During the occupation
of peking by
imperialist troops after the Yi Ho Tuan Movement, she becamL
the mistress of Count Waldersee, the commander of the allied
forces. She was believed to have intervened occasionally when
the imperialist troops were looting and killing her compatriots.
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melon as a simile when lecturing on bur national disgrace, and the next rnioment cheerfully eats a melon
absorbing its nourishment, is rather Iacking in feeling.
No lecture could have any effect on such a man.
Never having joined the volunteers myself, I can only
guess at their feelings. But I ask myself: Does a soldier eating a melon make a point of eating and thinking
at the same time? I doubt it. He probably just feels
thirsty, wants a melon and finds it sweet, without
giving a thought to any other high-sounding ideas.
Eating the melon refreshes him and enables him to fight
better than if he were thirsty; hence melon-eating does
have something to do with resistance, but nothing to do
with the rules on how to think laid down in Shanghai.
If we ate and drank with long faces all the time, very
soon we should have no appetite at aJ.l, and then what
would become of our resistance?
Still there are men who will talk in this strange way,
who will not even let you eat a melon normally. Actually a so,ldier's daily life is not entirely heroic; but
when the whole of it is bound up with heroism, you
have a real soldier.
August

23

DEATH
Wrile preparing a selection of Kaethe Kollwitz's
works for publication, I asked Miss Agnes Smedley to
write a preface. This struck me as most appropriate
because the two of them were good friends. Soon the
preface was ready, I made Mr. Mao Tun translate it,
and it has now app'eared in the Chinese edition. One
passage

in it

reads:

AII these years Kaethe Koliwitz who never once
used the title conferred on her -has made a great
many sketches, pencil and ink -drawings, wood-cuts
and etchings. When we study these, two dorninant
themes are evident: in her younger days her main
theme was revolt, but in her later years it was motherly
love, the protective maternal instinct, succorlr and death.
All her works are pervaded by the idea of suffering,
of tragedy, and a passionate longing to protect the
oppressed.

Once I asked her: "Why is it that instead of your
former theme of revolt you now seem unable to shake
off the idea of death?" She answer,ed in tones of
anguish: "It may be because I arn growing older every

day.

."

At that point I stopped to think. I estimated that it
must have been in about 1910 that she first took death
as her theme, when she was no more than forty-three
or four. I stop to think about it now because of my
own age, of course. But a dozen or so years ago, as I
recall, I did not have such a feeling about death, No
2St
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doubt our lives have long been treated so casually as
trifles of no consequence that we treat them lightly
ourselves, not seriously as Europeans do' Some foreignels say that the Chinese are most afraid of death'
But this is not trne - actually, most of us die with no
clear understanding of the meaning of death'
The general belief in a posthumous existence further
strengthens this casual attitude towards death' As
everyone knows, we Chinese believe in ghosts (more
recently called "souls" or "spirits"); and since there are
ghosts, after death we can at least exist as ghosts if not
as rrlen, which is better than nothing. But the imagined
duration of this ghostly existence seems to vary according to a man's property. The poor appear to fancy that
when they die their souls will pass into another body,
according to Buddhist teaching. Of course the transmigration taught in Buddhism is a complicated process, by
no means so simple; but the poor are usually ignorant
people who do not know this. That is why criminals
condemned to death often show no fear when taken to
the execution ground, but shout: "Twenty years from
now I shall be a stout fellow again!" Moreover, according to popular belief a ghost wears the clothes he had
on at the time of death; and since the p,661" have no
good clothes and cannot therefore cut a fine figure as
ghosts, it is far better for them to be reborn at once as
naked babies. Did you ever see a new-born infant wearing a beggar's rags or a swimming-suit? No, never.
Very well, then, that is a fresh start. Some'one may
object: If you believe in transmigration, in the next
existence you may be even worse off or actually become
a beast-what a fearful thought! But thc' poor don't
seem to think that way. They firmly believe that they
have not committed sins frightful enough to condemn
them to becoming beasts: they have not had the position, power or money to commit such sins.
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But neither do those rnen with position, power and
money believe that they should be,come beasts. They
either turn Buddhist in order to become saints, or advocate the study of the Confucian classics and a return
to ancient ways in order to beoome Confucian sages.
Just as in life they expect to be a privileged class, after
death they expect to be exempt from transmigration.
As for those who have a little money, though they also
believe they should be exempt from transmigration,
since they have no high ambitions or lofty plans they
just wait placidly. Round about the age of fifty, they
look for a burial p1ace, buy a coffin and burn paper
money to open a bank account in the nether regions,
expe,cting their sons and grandsons to sacrifice to them
every year. This is surely much pleasanter than life
on earth. If I were a ghost now, with filial descendants
in the world of men, I should not have to sell my articles
one by one, or ask the Peihsin Publishing House for
payment. I could simply lie at ease in n-ry nanrnu* or
fir coffin, while at every festival and at New year
a fine feast and a piie of banknotes would be placed
before me. That would be the life!
Generally speaking, apart from the very rich and
great, who are not bound by the laws of the nether
regions, the poor would like to be reborn at once, while
those com-fortably-off would tike to remain as ghosts
for as long as possible. The comfortably-off are willing
to rernain ghosts because their life as ghosts (this sounds
paradoxical but I can think of no better way of expressing it) is the continuation of their life on earth and they
are not yet tired of it. Of course there are rulers in
the nether regions who are extremely strict and just;
but they will make allowances for these ghosts ancl accept presents from them too, just like good officials on
earth.
*

A hard wood with a fine

grain.
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Then there are others who are rather casual, who do
not think much about death even when they are dying,
and I belong to this casual, category. Thirty years ago
as a rnedical student I considered the problem of the
existence of the soul, but did not know what to conclude. Later I considered whether death was painful
or not, and concluded that it varied in different cases.
And later still I stopped thinking about the matter and
fo,rgot it. During the last ten years I have sometimes
written a little about the death of friends, but apparently I never thought of my own. In the last two
years I have been ill a great deal and usually for a
considerable length of time, which has often reminded
me that I am growing o1der. Of course, I have been
constantly reminded of this fact by other writers owing

to their friendly or unfriendly concern.
Since last year, whenever I lay on my wicker chair
recovering from illness, I would consider what to do
when I was wel1, what arti,cles to write, what books
to translate or pubIish. My plans made, I would conclude: "AlI right but I must ,hurry." This sense of
urgency, which I -never had before, wB due to the
fact that unconsciously I had rernembered my age. But
still I never thought directly of "death."
Not tilI my serious illness this year did I start thinking distinctly about death. At first I treated my
illness as in the past, relying on my Japanese doctor,
S
Though not a specialist in tuberculosis, he is an
-.
elderly man with a rich experience who studied medicine before me, is my senior and knows me very well
hence he talks frankly. Of course, however well- a
doctor knows his patient, he still speaks with a certain
reserve; but at least he warned me two or three tirtes,
though I never paid any attention and did not tell anyone. Perhaps, because things had dragged on so Iong
and my last attack was so serious, some friends arranged behind my 'back to invite an American doctor,
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D-, to see me. He is the only Western specialist on
tuberculosis in Shanghai. After his examination,

though he complimented me on my typically Chinese
powers of resistance, he also announced that my end
was near, adding that had I been a European I would
already have been in my grave for five years. This
verdict moved my soft-hearted friends to tears. I did

Though

I paid not too much

attention

to his an_

It occurred to me to write a will, and I thought:
were a great nobleman with a huge fortu.r., *y
sons, sons-in-law and others would have forced
me tL
write a will long ago; whereas nobody has mentioned
it to me. Still, I may as well leave one. I seem to
have thought out quite a few items for my family,
among which were:
1. Don't accept a cent from anyone for the {uneral.
This does not apply to old friends.
ghosts.

If I

2. Get the whole thing over quickly, have

buried and be done with it.
3. Do nothing in the way of commemoration.

rrre
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4. Forget me and look after your o\Mn affairs if
you don't, you are just too silly.
5. When the child grows up, if he has no gifts let
him take some small job to make a living. On no
account let him become a writer or artist in name alone.
6. Don't take other people's promises seriously.
7. Never mix with people who injure others but,
who oppose revenge and advocate tolerance.
There were other items, too, but I have forgotten
them, I remember also that during a fever I recalled
that when a European is dying there is usually some
sort of ceremony in which he asks pardon of others
and pardons them. Now I have a great many enemies,
and what should my answer be if sorne modernized
person asked me my views on this? After some thought
I decided: Let them go on hating me. I shall not
forgive a single one of them either.
No such ceremony took place, however, and I did
not draw up a will. I simply lay there in silence,
by a more pressing thought: If this
is dying, it isn't really painful. It may not be quite

stru,ck sometimes

like this at the end, of course; but still, since this happens only once in a lifetime, I can take it. . . . Later,
however, there came a change for the better. And now
I am wondering whether this was really the state just
before dying: a man really dying may not have such
ideas. What it will be like, though, I sti1l don't know.
September

5

..FOR FUTURE REFERENCE" (3)
Warm, well-fed white men need titillating entertainment, but once they tired of films about African cannibalism and big game we yellow-skinned, flat-nosed
Chinese were put on the screen. Then followed such
incidents as "films insulting to China," and our patriots
were moved to righteous indignation.
Five or six years ago our shindy with Douglas Fairbanks over The ThieJ of Bagdnd left a bad taste.
Apparently neither side remembered that the prince
in the film was a Mongolian, nothing to do with us;
moreover the story came from The Arabian Nights, and
Douglas Fairbanks was no,t to blame for he was merely
an actor, not the director.
But I have no intention either of speaking up for
Douglas Fairbanks here.
The case of The Shanghai Erpress, brought up again
this year, is much more to the point. Let me quote
s,ome clippings from the press, for both the event and
the comments are of interest, and if I condense them
they may lose their flavour. First there is Mr. Hsiao
Yun's account, "Von Sternberg's Second Visit to Shanghai," published on September 20 in The Clubroom, a
supplement of the Shanghai Ta Kung Pao.

For several days now film circles in Shanghai have
been busy entertaining an honourable guest from
America, the celebrated director of Paramount Pictures, Jo.sef von Sternberg. While sorne are giving
him an enthusiastic welcome, milty others are attacking him, for it was he who producedThe Shanghai
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"roR FUTUEE ITEFERENCE" (3)

Etpress, a film insulting to China. He l,vas guilty
of a great affront to our country. This is not easily

"The Chinese do not kno-rr themselves," he says.
"This visit to China has given me further confirmation of many things described in The Shanghui Ertr)ress. ." So, unlike most visitors to China who
change their tune when they corne here, Von Sternberg has all an artist's lofty indifference to public
opinion, which is really admirable.

forgotten.

The incident of The Shanghai Erpress happened
five years ago just after the battle which began on
January 28,* when our people in general were still
very sensitive to slights. So when this Hollywood
film with its distortion of facts appeared in Shanghai, there was an immediate uproar, and after a
brief showing of two days only this picture was withdrawn for ever from Chinese eyes. Today, five years
later, the director of this film is still condemned by
public opinion. It may be that this will teach Von
Sternberg a lesson: it is not wise to insult others for
no reason.
When Von Sternberg made The Shanghai Erpress
he had virtually no knowledge at all of China. Not
knowing China, he could defend himself by saying
that he did not insult us deliberately. But now he
has been to China, he has seen China; if on his return to Hollywood he makes another film like
The Shanghai, Erpress that will be unpardonable.
While in Shanghai he told people that he rvas most
favourably impressed with China, and we hope this
is the truth. . . .
But what happened later? Unfortunately on that
very same day the selfsame paper in its supplement
The Theatre and Cinemq. printed Mr. Chi-yang's "Interview with an Artist":
Director Josef von Sternberg, whose Shanghai Erpress aroused attention in China, will no doubt gather
material for another film "insulting to China" during
this trip.
* On January 28, 1932 Japanese troops attacked Shanghai and

the fighting lasted until March

4.
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I made no direct protest about The Shanglni Erbut asked him what change there had been in
his views on China and Japan when he was in the
United States and when he came to China.
He did not answer immediately, but presently said
with a smile:
"There has been no change in my views, when I rvas
in the United States and after I came to China, though
the atmosphere in the East is certainly differ,ent. The
scenery in Japan is very lovely, and in China Peking is
good too, but Shanghai seems too showy, Soochow too
oId. There is certainly something mysterious in the air.
Many newspaperrnen have asked me about The
Shanghai Erpress incident; but there is no need to
gloss over it, for that is how things were. And now
I have an even clearer impression. I have brought
no camera with me, but my eyes will not Let rne
forget vzhat I have seen." That reminded me of the
story of how a few years ago the shacks on Chungshan Road in Nanking were pulled down before a
visit from some foreigners. . ..
press,

_

So instead of recanting he has become more convinced

and said what he thought. He does indeed possess
a sort of rough Teutonic virtue. I agree with the reporter: "This is really admirable."
We should have sense enough to "know ourselves,"
and sense enough to kno'w others too. We should understand that he cares nothing for the "censure of
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public opinion" in China. We should understand just
how much weight our public opinion carries.
"But now he has been to China, he has seen China.. ..
White in Shanghai he told people that he was most favourably impressed." And according to the interview
this "is the truth." But what impressed him was Peking, the place, not the Chinese people. In foreign
eyes the place China has virtually no connection now
with the people.
Besides, where trreople are concerned we actually
have nothing good to show him. After reading these
articles about Von Sternberg, I had a look at newspapers of the previous day, the nineteenth. And I found
nothing to be proud of. Here are one or two, news
items:

Peking. The 78th. Central" News Agencg. On the
anniversary of the September the Eighteenth Incident,*
the police in Peking took strict precautionary measures.
At six in the morning the whole security and detective force sa-llied forth to take the necessary precautions in all public centres, schools and strategic

points along the streets. A close inspection was
made. The police and garrison forces had no rest.
The atrnosphere in the city is somewhat tense, but
the day has passed with no untoward incident.
Tientsin. The 78th. 71 p.m. Speci.al. This evening
the Japanese troops at Fengtai suddenly surrounded
the garrison forces there led by Feng Chih-an and

ordered them to surrender. Relations remained strained
all night. Japanese reinforcements have been sent
from Peking to Fengtai. Further details are unknown.
During the iast month the Japanese authorities have
repeatedly requested General Sung Cheh-y-uan to
*On September 18, 1931 Japanese troops invaded the Northeast
China and occupied Shenyang.
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withdraw Feng's forces, but General Sung has not
agreed.

Two days later, on the 20th, this item of news ap-

peared:

Fengtai. The 19th. Japanese Domei Agency. The
Fengtai incident of the 18th was satisfactorily solved
at 9.30 a.m. on the 19th. The Japanese troops, having
raised the siege, assembled before the station. Th;
Chinese troops also collected there and misunder_
standings were smoothed out.
Another day later, on the 21st, the paper carried this

news:

Peking. The Z0th. Central JVetus Agency. Now
misunderstanding between the Chinese

that the

and Japanese troops at Fengtai has been settled, in

order to avoid a repetition of such incidents both
sides after careful discussion decided to move their
troops further away. The Fifth Company of our Sec_
ond Battalion stationed at Fengtai has now moved
-to Chaochia Village
south of Fengtai, so, that there
are no longer Chinese troops in 'the vicinity of the
Japanese garrison at Fengtai.
I don't know where Von Sternberg is now. If he is
still in China, perhaps he is thinking that this year i:s
a "year of misunderstanding,,' and the eighteenth the
day of the "students' revolt.,,
A'ctually, the Chinese do have sense enough to know
themselves. The trouble is that some people are con_
tent to practise
deceive others
too. They are I
om dropsy but
afraid to see a d
may be foolish
enough to think
fat. After de_
ceiving himself for some time he comes to berieve that
he is simply fat, not swollen with dropsy, or that even
if swollen his case is better than most. If someone
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points out that he is dropsical, not fat, and that this
disease with nothing good about it, he will feel
dismayed and ashamed and will angrily abuse that man
for a fool. But he will still try to frighten or deceive
him in the hope that, intimidated by his anger and
abuse, the other will reconsider the case, discover certain compensating factors and end by admitting that
this is really corpulence after all. Then the man with
,dropsy will feel reassured and will remain dropsi'cal
but happy and at ease.
It does you no good to refuse to see those humiliat:
ing films. It simply means that you refuse to see
them, closing your eyes to your dropsy. But it do'es
no good either if, after seeing such films, you do not
stop to reflect. I am still looking forward to the time
when Smith's Chinese Characteristics will be translated
into Chinese. We should read this, reflect and analyse
ourselves to see whether he has said anything correctly
or not, then make reforms, struggle and change ours'elves
without asking others for their forgiveness or praise.
So rve sha11 prove what the Chinese are really like'

is a

A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF LU
HSUN'S LIFE AND WRITING
1881
September

25

Born in Shaohsing, Chekiang.
7898

Maa

Entered the Kiangnan Naval o{cademy

in

Nan-

king.

Wrote short essays including "Notes of Chiachien-sheng."

7900

Entered the School of Raihvays and Mines attached to the Kiangnan Naval Academy.

Wrote poems in the classical style, "Farewell
to My Brothers," etc.
1901
Continued his studies

and

in the School of Railways

i\,Iines.

1902

April

Was sent to Japan for further study. Enrolled

in Kobun

College, Tokyo.
1903

Continued to study

in Kobun College.

Wrote articles for Chekiang Tide, including
"The Soul of Sparta," "On Germanium" and
"An Outline of Chinese Geoiogy." Made an
303
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abridged translation of Jules Verne's Frorn the
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tion in Nanking. Started compiling a collection
of Tang and Sung stories. In May moved with
the Ministry to Peking. Stayed in Shaohsing

Earth to the Moon and Vogage to the Centre
of the Earth.

Hostel.

1904
August

1914

Entered Sendai Medical College.
Began

7906

to study Buddhist sutras.

Left Sendai Medical College to carry out a plan

of literary work with Hsu

191s

Shou-shang.

Began
1907

Wrote the essays "On the Demoniac Poets,"
"I{istory of Science," "Cultural Trends," etc.

old

1918

llpril

7909

Published

to collect and study rubbings of
in his spare time.

inscriptions

in Tokyo his Stories from,

First used the pen-name Lu Hsun for "A Madman's Diary," which was published by the magazine New Youth, Nlay 1918. From May 1918
onwards he published in the same magazine,
under the pen-name Tang Szu, poems in the

Other

Land,s, Vol. I and VoI. II, including stories by
Russian and Eastern European writers. Returned
to China in August to teach physiology and
chemistry in the Chekiang Normal College,
Hangchow.

new style including "Dream" and essays, including "My View of Chastity," etc.

That u,inter wrote the story "Kung I-chi."

1910
Augwst

Dean and physiology teacher

1919

in Shaohsing Mid-

dle School. Edited old tales and compiled records dealing with Shaohsing.
1917

When Shaohsing was affected by the revolution he becarne principal of Sanhui Normal
School.

Wrote the short story "Reminiscences of the
Past" published in 1913.
1912

At the invitation of Tsai Yuan-pei, then Minister of Education, joined the N,Iinistry of Educa-

April

"Kung I-chi" was published.

MatJ

"Medicine" was published.

llooember

His essay "What Is Required of Us as Fathers
Today" was published.
7920

His stories "Tomorrow,', ',An Incident,,' ,,The
Story of 1\[y Hair" and "Storm in a Teacup,,

were published.

That autumn started lecturing in peking Uni-

versity and Peking Normal College.
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a weekly, and

edited

the literary supplement of the Kuo Min Hsin

Fublished "My Old Home."

Mau
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Started The Wilderness,

April

7921

December

CHRONOLOGY

Pao.

"The True Story of Ah Q" began to be publlshed
in serial form in the Peking Morning Post.

When the students of the Peking Women's Normal College opposed their reactionary president,
Yang Yin-yu, Lu Hsun hecame a member of

August

1922

the committee which supported the

Rosg Clouds.

students'

cause.

Translated Eroshenko's fairy-tale drama The
Nouember

Compiled

his collection of

essays

Hot Air.

Wrote "The Dragonboat Festival," "The White

Light," "The Rabbits and the Cat,"

"The
Comedy of Ducks," "Village Opera" and "MendDecentber

1926

The essay "On Deferring Fair Play," reminiscences like "The Dog, the Cat and the Rat"

ing Heaven."
Compiled his collection of stories Call tc Arms
and wrote a preface for it.

were published. Wrote the historical stories
"Forging the Sword" and "The Flight to the

Moon."
1923
June

His translated Modern Japanese Short

After the March the Eighteenth Incident he
went into hiding to escape persecution by the
northern warlord government, returning to his

Stories

was published.
August

Call to Arms was published.

December

A Brief llistorg of

lodgings

Chinese Fiction, Vol.

I,

was

June

August

peranto.

August

Published

A Brief Historg of

Chinese Fiction,

Vol. II.

26

Left Peking and went
Amoy University.

to Amoy to teach in

His second collection of stories, Wanilering, was
published.
7927

January

Went to Canton to head the depa.r,tment of
literature of the Sun Yat-sen University. Was
later dean of the university.

His collection of

Wrote "The Ever Burning Lamp," "The Misanthrope," "Regret for the Past." This year his

stories "Master Kao," "Public Trial," "The

OlcI Anecilates on Chinese Fiction, compiled by
Lu Hsun, was published.

September

7925

Divorce," etc. were published.

was

published.

This year started teaching in the Peking Women's Normal College and the School of Es-

Wrote "The New Year's Sacrifice," "In the Wineshop5" "A Happy Family" and "Soap," also
"Autumn Night" and other prose poems.

May.

Bad Luck, another collection of essays,

June

published.

7924

in

essays

Bad Luck (II) was

published.

Marclt

His collection of
published.

essays

?he Graue

was
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On April 12 the Kuomintang

April

readtionaries
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October

in

His translation from the Japanese version of
and Criticism was

Lunachansky's Literature

staged a coup d'6tat and began to massacre revolutionaries. On April 15 they started to butch-

er

309

published.

Lu Hsun attended a meeting at the university in an attempt to rescue the students arrested. The
progressives

Canton, and

attempt failed, and on the 29th he resigned.

1930
Februarg

His collection of prose poems WiId Gross was

July

published.

March

September

Left

Dctober

Reached Shanghai.

3

December

Canton.

IJis Selecteil Tang and Sung Stori,es, Vol.

I,

IJis Selecteil Tang anil Sung Stories, Vol.
published.

II,

was

Began to edit a library of modern literature and
translated some of the works himself.

JulA

Translated

His collection of

August

essays

Blossonrs

And That's That was

September
Nooember

7929

Japanese version Plek-

Translated from the Japanese version Yakovlev's October, which r,vas published in February

Published the Dawn Blossorns Weeklg and

books including Selected Short Stories

77 Attended a

celebration of his fiftieth birthday
organized by the League of Left-wing Writers.

Revised

his Brief Historg of Chinese Fiction.
7937

Organized the Dawn Blossoms Press with Jou
Shih and others.

of

the

World.

His translation from the Japanese version of
Lunacharsky's On Art was published. Became
chief editor of the Scientific Art Criticism Library.

from the

1933.

His collection of reminiscenees Dawn
Pluckeil at Dusk was published.
published.

June

"

April

became chief editor.

.January

Spoke at the opening meeting of the China
League of Left-wing Writers. The title of the
speech was "Thoughts on the League of Left-

hanov's On Art.

The magazine The Tatler, formerly published
in Peking, was transferred to Shanghai and he

'October

China

Wrote "Literal Translation and the Class Character of Literature."

was

7928

September

a founding member of the

wing lYriters."

published.

February

Became

Freedom League.

April,

The first number of The Vanguaril, journal of
the League of Left-wing Writers which was
ptinted secretly, published his article "The
Revolutionary Literature of the Chinese Proletariat and the Blood of the Pioneers" to protest against the Kuomintang reactionaries' murder of five young revolutionary rvriters includ-

ing Jou Shih in February. Wrote for

the

,\rnerican Neu; .llfasses "The Present Condition
of Arb in Darkest China" to expose the iniqui-
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tous rule of the Kuomintang reactionaries. Translatecl from the Japanese version Fadeyev's The
Nineteen and published it himself.
7932

April

311

1934
Februarg

Compiled his collection of essays Mired Dialects,
v""'hich lgas pubiished in March.

October

Edited his collection of essays Pseudo-frioolous
?olk, published in December.

Edited his collections of essays Three Leisures
and ?too Hearts, rn'hich were published in September and October.

September

Nouember
December

1935

Edited a selection of stories by tr'venty Soviet
urriters and translated some of the w'orks himself. It was published the follorving year.

January

Finished translating L. Panteleyev's The Watch
from the German version, which was published
in July. His revised Old Anecd,otes on Chinese
Fiction was published.

published.

February

Began to translate Gogol's Dead Souls from the
Japanese and German versions.

The essay "Literary Ties Between China and
Russia"'*'as Published.

March

Translated Gorky's Russian Folk Tales from the

The essay "On the Third Category"

was

in April and pubin August. Translated eight stories by
Chekhov, published in 1936 as The Bad Chilil
Japanese version, finished

Iished
1933
Januaru
February

Joined the China League for the Defence of Civil
Rights and was elected to its executive committee'

"In Memory of the Forgotten" commemorating Jou Shih and four other revolutionary

Wrote

and Other Strange Tales.
Maa

The Selected Works of Lu Hsun, ediied by

-Septernber

Tuo Places, his correspondence rvith Hsu Kuangping, was Published.

July

Compiled his collection of essays False Liberlg
and wrote a postscript for it. This rvas published
in October. The Selecteil Essous of Lu Hsun,
edited and with a preface by Chu Chiu-pai, rn'as

Nouembcr

Layman's Remarks on Writing" was pub-

IIis translation of Part I of Deail Souls was
publishcrl.

Wrott' tlrt. lrlslot'ir';rl sloly "('ur lrinll tlrc Flood "
December

llrc
Wrol,t' "l'ltrt'ltitr[l Wllrl IIltlri,"''l,r'ltvlttg
Pass" ittrtl "llt'stu't t't llott " 'l'ltr':il ittrrl olltct t'ttr

ller stolit's (,tt ltlslot'lltll Iltltttr", ttltr' l,ttlrllrltt'rl
in 1936 as ()ltl 'l'rrlat lltt,tlrl
Edited his coll<'<liun ol' r,:;:rtryr' I' tlttgtrl ll't/llttrr,
published in Jut)(' Il):lll Al:,o lrllllrl I rrityr ,'f
Chieh-chieh-ting I irrrtl ll.

published.
September

"A

lished.

himself, was published.

April

be-

tween 1903 and 1933 wer.e published.

writers.
March

His previously unpublished works written

Lu Hsun took part in the Far Eastern Conference

of the World Committee Against Imperialist War,
and was elected honorary chairman of the
presidium.

7936
Jd"nuarA

Wrote a preface for his sclt'ct,lott rrf l(ttt'llrl l(rrll
witz's graphic art.
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Februarg

Started to translate the second pa.rt of Gogol's
Deail, Souls.

Wrote a preface for Tsao Ching-hua's Selected
Stories of Seoen Sotsiet Writers, and wrote his

October

last essay "A Few Matters Connected with Chang
Tai-yen."
October

79

Died in Shanghai.

Writings published after his death included lhe Essags of Chielr
Chieh-ting I, II and III.
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